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Nothing is more lamentable than to see a good teacher 
fossilize. Yet this is a danger not commonly appreciated, 
and never apprehended by its victim. What is the 
cause? Selfsatisfaction ends in ceasing to grow and 
develop The same old round of pieces ; the same old 
ways of teaching ; the same old ruts growing deeper and 
deeper. 
***** 
A large field for missionary work (or is it greater 
zeal among present laborers?) there is, not alone in the 
hamlet of the far West, hut at the very centers of musi¬ 
cal activity. 
I rior to this century music, being youngest of the 
•rts, had received meager attention from men of thought, 
“hereas for years literature, architecture, sculpture, and 
'lie art of painting had commanded intelligent considera- 
jwn. Owing to this apathy the art of music has not 
a deemed a necessary part of the curriculum in every 
university and school. 
Therefore its professors are not accredited scholars, 
fnt er exponents of emotional zeal; its achievements— 
wnijnests *n 8c*ence as well as art—are unknown to the 
f era*e concert-goer, while its masterpieces rarely win 
^ appreciation outside of professional ranks. It will 
sid fWever> but a matter of time when music’s phases, 
e y side with those of the other arts, are studied as 
snesiential aid to culture. 
time teaC'lers’ then, who by tactful efforts hasten this 
‘note a*redoand many advantages. So, if for no 
Phasi2^1Shntere?ted reason’ U would seem wise t0 em‘ 
which 6 Srt S Scholar,» claims, those phases of music 
Pr°n th^63' 40 ^ m*nd> and from history’s records to 
intellect** 1 * * * i^'S ^ *Ias contributed a qnota toward man’s 
gen,.. , , advancement well worth the attention of 
5 neral scholars. 
***** 
m°*ician I*Utter comment at the present time that 
in * Sfem make no provision for their families 
The rec ! * Snt^den death of the linsband and father. 
bngland *■ 8Uddeu deatb of prof. H. C. Banister, in 
Cnprovid' 1 a,Case ‘n Point. His widow was left entirely 
clientele o 1?^ aQd Tet Prof. Banister had a good 
nianT of * 6r examPles could be quoted, and no donbt 
nr readers know of similar cases. 
The question arises'as to whether musicians earn so 
little as to be unable to lay aside for the proverbial 
“rainy day,” or whether the state of affairs is due to 
prodigality or, it may be, unbusiness like care of financial 
possessions. At any rate we feel justified in pressing 
upon teachers who have family cares resting upon them 
the importance of doing all that a prudent, thoughtful, 
affectionate husband and father should do to protect the 
tender ones from the hard assaults of poverty and want. 
The brighter side of this state of affaire is shown in a 
note in the “ Musical Items ” column, which speaks well 
for the thrift of Anton Seidl, who died lately. In addi¬ 
tion to careful investments, he availed himself of the 
benefits of life insurance. The best writers on character 
all speak of the invaluable benefit to a man’s nature 
arising from prudence and thrift in the use of the money 
that he earns from day to day. 
* 
* * 
* * 
Does war interfere with the work of the music teacher ? 
This is the question that every teacher is asking at this 
time. It will require a very serious crisis to affect the 
educational interests of onr land. The children must be 
educated during wartime as well as in peace. Mar 
does not affect the home duties. Our firesides are in no 
immediate danger. No devastating hordes of troops will 
cross our land ; onr resources will not be cut off; the 
routine of our daily life will go on very much the same 
as ever. The writer remembers well the Civil M ar, 
which was calculated to disturb almost every interest, 
and yet the music teachers were all as busy as ever 
operas flourished, concerts were patronized. There is 
not the slightest danger that activity will be curtailed on 
accountof the war withSpain. War spirithas a stimulat¬ 
ing effect on everything. The drawing of active workers 
into the war will increase the demand for teachers. 
The children and our girls are the main dependence of 
the music teachers, and war does not actively concern 
them. The music teacher can contentedly ply his avoca¬ 
tion in war-time, feeling assured his services will con¬ 
tinue to be in demand even with booming of cannon at 
the walls of the citadel. 
GRAND meeting of the Music Teachers’ National 
ociation is being arranged for June. Under the roof 
he grandest hotel in the world the music teachers can 
jy themselves for nearly a week. There is every con- 
able advantage in this plan. The teachers are as one 
ad family; they meet one another not alone at the for- 
meetings in the hall of the hotel, hut in the corridor, 
he table, everywhere that one may tnrn. This gives 
ter opportunities for social culture. If the social sne- 
i of the meeting be assured, the rest will follow, 
ice of the plan of the meeting will be found in 
ther column. 
'he Association is worthy of the united support of the 
fession. Its officers are striving unselfishly and man- 
y to make this a representative meeting. 
■he purpose of the Association is the elevation of the 
fession. Every teacher in every State and c.ty should 
his part in supporting the organization. M e need 
anization—where the wrongs of the professor*.aw1 ex- 
ed where measures for protection are established 
ere methods are discussed, where prodoctionnof 
ive composers can have a public hearing. AH teachers 
<1 the benefit which comes from contactof mind with 
id. There is no better cure for provincialism, egot.sm, 
and dry rot than rubbing up against your brethren in art. 
Many a promising musician lias been ruined because 
false ideas were allowed to flourish and take possession, 
of him. Of all classes of workers, the musician most of all 
needs the stimulus of outside influence. He gets this 
largely at these gatherings, where he makes acquaint¬ 
ances and hears other musicians. We hope that the 
grip of every teacher in the land will be packed for New 
York, which has promised to give us a royal welcome. 
Said a business man to a member of the musical pro¬ 
fession, anent the present war spirit and the call for vol¬ 
unteers : “ I suppose they have no need for musicians at 
the front.” Just how the expression was meant was by 
no means clear, yet the inference was that war and its 
active prosecution are too practical and severe for music 
and musicians. It may be that he had in mind the 
rather common view that the art—as well as many of its 
professors—partakes of the effeminate, and is by no means 
fitted for the stern practicalities inseparable from a state 
of warfare. And yet musicians, as well as other devo¬ 
tees of the arts and muses, have proven themselves, in 
time of need, as courageous and enduring as other men, 
perhaps even more so if the rack of their more suscepti¬ 
ble nervous system is taken into consideration. Things 
that would raffle the equanimity of an artist would pass 
off many another man as water from a duck’s back. The 
follower of an art must cultivate keen susceptibilities in 
order to be a true artist. So much the greater is his en¬ 
durance if he lives down these things and bears all trials 
as any brave man should. 
No. Art does not, of necessity, emasculate its follow¬ 
ers; the rather does it cultivate that spirit of fixity of 
purpose, that reckless, dashing enthusiasm that leads a 
possessor to heroic deeds that succeed licyond all reason. 
The artist’s fiery earnestness and self-devotion are part 
of the stuff of which heroes are made. 
It is not long since “temperament” was the word 
that fell easiest from the musical critic’s pen. Pader¬ 
ewski’s playing excelled above all others because of his 
display of temperament; Itnsenthal was a disappoint¬ 
ment because of his lock of temperament; Miss Spieler 
was about to create a furor in the artistic world because 
of her abundant supply of temperament; while Mias 
Pounder, although her technic seemed exhaustless, was 
doomed to failure because of her unfortunate deficiency 
in the matter of temperament. 
And so the critics wrote ; wrote people up and wrote 
people down. Temperament was the word to conjure 
with, the proper word to bring into their reports at some 
place or other ; and the man who could serve it up in the 
largest variety of combinations was held to excel his 
fellows. But did any of them stop to define the word in 
its latest musical application? If so, the present writer 
does not remember to have seen the definition. It was 
not like charity, covering a multitude of sins, for rather 
it covered a multitude of good points, some of them 
rather elusive of expression or description l>y the 
manipulators of words. 
Some writers wrote of personal magnetism, others of 
musical intuition, and still ot hers of delicate sensibilities. 
Bnt it was so much easier for the most to lump it all to¬ 
gether and call it temperament. 
But the nub of the matter is this,: Arc we not too apt 
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to lay at the door of temperament those satisfying 
resalts that always arise from understanding the applica¬ 
tion of means to end, of an appreciation of cause and 
effect? In other words, do we not frequently fail to see 
that much artistic good that we ascribe to that indefin¬ 
able God-given something called temperament really 
has its origin in months and years of solid brain-work, 
assisted by that ever-to-be-desired element of good 
common sense ? 
Temperament of itself produces nothing. Work, hard 
work, will produce nearly anything. Work pins tem¬ 
perament gives a sum-total of all that is desirable. And 
temperament, or at least what is frequently called such, 
may be but the results of good work and good sense. 
But still there is ranch that must be innate,—that can 
not Ire acquired by work. 
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Roman's TKHorfe in fIDusic. 
THE WOMAN’S CLUB A FACTOR IN GENERAL 
MUSIC CULTURE. 
• * 
* * * 
It is pleasant to see pupils love and revere a teacher, 
but how much more is it incumbent upon a teacher to 
make certain that he deserves the confidence and trust 
of those committed to his charge ! A character in a 
formative state Is no light responsibility if within the 
sphere of our influence. 
PliBK melody is no doubt a thing of beauty, and pleas¬ 
ing to all hearers, and perhaps doubly so to pupils, 
since it involves in its execution much of the sensuous 
side of our nature, and we are in a mood of greater ex¬ 
citement in such cases than in others. But the teacher 
needs to tonch the intellect of the pupil. Who can help 
him to do this like Bach? Polyphony partakes of the 
intellectual, and is necessary in a course of study that is 
based on broad, systematic training-principles. 
* ** * * 
Aim high, we are told. Always have an object in 
life. Have you ever noticed that if you stick to one am¬ 
bition closely and persistently something comes to you? 
Oftener than not, however, it is a modification of the 
ideal that you had before you, a concrete experience of 
an almtract ideality, and therefore the better suited to 
your needs. But how the ideal does brighten our prosaic 
lives 1 
***** 
Am awakening in social life to the intelligent appre¬ 
ciation of music’s forms of expression and possible 
mission suggests more breadth in teaching the art. 
Many attending the concerts of our symphony societies, 
to whom individual performance is denied by stress of 
other duties ; ignorant of the form of a symphony, con¬ 
certo, overture; not awareof the r«,W«reappertaining 
to an orchestra s grouping ; uninformed about the specific 
tone-color, even construction, or appearance of single 
instruments like bassoon,oboe, etc., recall with bewilder¬ 
ment their former years of devotion to finger-exercises 
and question why the theory of the art, in its above 
practical beginnings is not more widely discriminated 
by those calling themselves teachers of music. 
» * * * . 
That we have masicians who can do and are doing 
good creative work is well known, but there is an almost 
insurmountable difficulty in getting a good hearing for 
>y Mr. Walter Damrosch is worthy of attention as it 
clearly sets forth this aspect of the case : ' 
partU the""'8i,aI pnblic, that mnst do your 
Bmlim.,' “Jtaini™.. *, “ 
you must patronise the work! • Denm,” but 
For how can we eper have a national TOmP0"er8' 
Kthe public has its ^ fo^eS 
An old musical magazine contains a brilliant essay in 
defense of an arraignment against the English as an un¬ 
musical nation, which opens thus: “ The charge against 
the English of being an unmusical nation is one of very 
old standing, to which the reply (almost equally old) has 
always been that if we have never been great producers 
of music, we have at all times shown a great apprecia¬ 
tion of those who were.” Without entering into the 
discussion of why women composers are few, we might 
clasp hands with the English people of that day and say : 
If—and notice I say if—women have never been great 
producers of music, they have at all events shown a great 
appreciation of those who were. And where is this so 
much in evidence as in the Woman’s Musical Club, where 
composers are studied, lionized, and even worshiped with 
an intensity and interest known to no other art ? 
It may be interesting to analyze this musical organiza¬ 
tion movement which has swept over the country with 
such force as to make a city without one or more of these 
clubs almost unknown. The question may well be 
asked : “ Is it a healthy growth, indicating a real desire 
for a better understanding of this art which holds so en¬ 
viable a place in the refinements of life ? Does it indi¬ 
cate a deepening of the emotional and higher life in 
society, or is it simply a fad, to burn itself into a white 
heat for a moment, then fade away to give place to an¬ 
other ?” Both answers are in part correct. 
The Woman’s Musical Club is too old a feature of civ¬ 
ilization to be termed exclusively a fad. That there are 
clubs actuated only by a desire to follow in the lead of 
fashion, and this based entirely on a superficial desire to 
be considered cultured, is beyond doubt. But the Wo¬ 
man’s Club, even in this imperfect state, is a mighty 
power for good. It is impossible to study the great 
composers and their compositions, to dip even in the most 
effervescent humming-bird style into the origin and es¬ 
sentials of music without its influence permeating into 
the heart of things and leaving a desire toward a higher 
plane. If this is true in the case of superficial club life 
who can estimate the value of a real live club life in any 
community, and most of all in those cities too far away 
from music centers to be partakers of the highest in the 
art? 
Study the schemes of music education laid down in 
the published year-books, note the essentials in the way 
of a knowledge of theory and even of counterpoint ne¬ 
cessary for membership in many clubs, read carefully the 
recital programs, with their clear-cut analysis of compo¬ 
sitions, and then say with the skeptics, “A little knowl¬ 
edge is a dangerous thing, and it were better far to return 
to the simple melodies familiar at every fireside than to 
pretend an interest in what is really beyond comprehen- 
s.on But is it possible for intelligent women to live 
n this atmosphere of the serious side of music without 
imbibing something of its nature ? 
Nor is this education only in music. These clubs are 
“UbJmfiTr °f WOmen WhOSe 6arly lift llaS incll,ded 
clu s thl ,0n’ many °f thCm C0Uege er^nateB. The 
club the only incentive toward a utilization of these 
early studies in music, and the necessity for frequent 
ssays induces intelligent reading which revives the oM 
thirst for information and leads into other channels 
Suppose we admit it is only a fad. Is it not better to 
one*useless fads ^ ^the th~d “d 
«™ Hough ,h, * "‘I*,'*” 
or .j*T" c„'Tih"'•"*" «* 
H.0 h_, quoting rort. of “ 
ir Bo,l77Z"a'TZT:t? Mo-" “• *• *~l 
development on, „ ££ “t 
tinues to be of the high, earnest character at pr 
shown in many of our cities and towns, so long willT 
influence for good be felt in the home-life of club m ' 
here, and in the musical growth of their children Tk l 
American audiences display a power of judgment i 
marked advance of that shown fifteen years ago ” 
largely due to the faithful army of amateurs who by J 
ceasing toil have tried to cultivate a true appreciation of 
great music and musicians.”—Prom a paper by Mbs. 
Charles S. Virgil, read before the Conference on Wo 
man’s Work in Music, at the M. T. N A 
***** 
Mlle. Cecile Chaminade, the well-known compo- 
ser and pianist, has appeared to a Berlin public and, as 
could be expected, proved most acceptable. Her piano- 
playing is of finest technical polish, full of esprit and 
taste. Her compositions heard were a piano trio, piano 
pieces, and songs. All displayed a charming nature and 
were well defined in form, and of fine harmonic struct¬ 
ure. “ So Friinlein Chaminade,” continues the Berlin 
critic, “ may well boast an undoubted success.” 
* * 
* * * 
At the principal examination of the Royal Academy 
in Leipzig, on March 11, 1898, among other composi 
tions was an original one by Miss Sara Vennerberg, of 
Sweden. It was entitled “Prelude, Fngne, and Etude 
for the Piano”—a composition cleverly conceived, and 
(especially regarding the fugue) there was displayed a by 
no means superficial knowledge of contrapuntal laws. 
In performing the composition the composer showed that 
she was also an excellent pianist. 
* * 
* * * 
The new director of the Paris Comic Opera, Albert 
Carrfi, has appointed a lady, Miss Marie Gillard, to direct 
the chorus. It is the first time that this position has 
been entrusted to a woman in a French opera society; 
moreover, the choice gives general satisfaction, as Miss 
Gillard is a well-known teacher of singing. 
* * 
* * * 
In an article on “The Harp,” from the “Cosmopoli¬ 
tan ” of April, the writer says : “Its future seems lit¬ 
erally to rest in woman’s hands.” 
Miss Leonora Jackson, the yonng American violin¬ 
ist, is meeting with great success in her artistic career 
abroad. The leading critics of the Continental and 
English press all notice her work with warm commenda¬ 
tion and unstinted encouragement. 
We have received from several correspondents contra¬ 
dictory reports as to the place of Miss Jackson’s nativity. 
The London “ Musical Standard ” says she was born in 
Boston, in 1878, from which place the family removed to 
Chicago. Her studies began at an early age in that city, 
were continued in Paris, and later under Joachim, at 
Berlin. Last October, as noted before in The Etude, 
Miss Jackson was awarded the Meudelssohn State prize 
of 1400 marks. It is to be hoped that her own country¬ 
men may have the pleasure of hearing her during the 
coming season. 
* * 
* * * 
The Etude has received a very neat booklet which 
contains an outline of the work of The Wichita Musical 
Club. 
A survey of the pages shows that the meetings are 
held monthly, from October to May, and that both lib 
erary and musical work is carried on. 
Some of the papers are “The Beginning and Develop¬ 
ment of Pianoforte Music,” “ What is Classic Music? 
“The Romantic School,” “Music and Musicians in 
America,” “ Woman as a Composer.” 
The works rendered were taken from the masters ot 
the classic and modern times. Among the women com¬ 
posers whose works were studied were Clara Schumann, 
Julie Rive-King, Teresa Carreno, Chaminade, and Mrs- 
Beach. 
The club has about fifty active members, besides a 
goodly list of associate and honorary members. 
A department for chorus work under the direction o 
one of the members is a feature of the club s work 
worthy of mention. It is apparent that both solo an 
concerted work is necessary' to form a well-rounded pnv 
gram. 
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^QUESTIONS# 
«/ AMD c 
I answers _ 
rn.,r subscribers are invited to send in questions for this 
. L\w,/ Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
*£%Zlh other things on the same sheet. IN Every 
PASE the WRITER’S FULL ADDRESS MUST BE GIVEN, 
Lilians will receive no attention. In no case will the 
me be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
m . «&«# hnvp. nn neneral interest will not receive atten- 
H P -The best authorities say that, when the last note of one 
measure is chromatically altered, the accidental will also affect the 
first note in the next measure, if on the same degree, even if the acci¬ 
dental is not repeated- 
jj' jfo, the exercises in Landon's “ Reed Organ Method ” 
should’ not be given in the order there placed, in many cases, for 
pupils are very unevenly gifted. Practicing with separate hands is 
for making it more easy and simple for the first few readings. Other 
pieces are recommended to be played with both hands at the first 
trial,because the time difficulties only appear when both hands go 
together; and, too, they are easier to get correctly when measured 
off by the help of the even-note values of the other hand. 
J. L. P.—The first exercise of vol. I of Mason’s “ Touch and 
Technic” gives the same trouble to nearly all players. That is, 
they lift the finger, holding down the key when the next finger is 
striking, instead of keeping the key down, thus having two keys 
down at once. The following suggest ion will help them in their first 
practice: While holding down the first key and when about to strike 
the second, press down on the first key as if playing it the same 
instant with the new key. It is also useful to fix the attention on 
a full and unrelaxed pressure on the first key while the second is 
being played. 
B. F. 0.—It all depends on yourself whether or not you had better 
use a part of your limited time for practice on the technicon. If you 
have a clear musical touch and a fair control of your playing move¬ 
ments, it will be better to confine your work to the piano, or, per¬ 
haps, to give a few minutes each day to singing. But if your touch 
is very hard, a little work on the technicon will be useful. 
B. I. A.—Like happiness, velocity comes of itself; it can not be 
secured by direct effort. If you find it difficult to play a piece or 
passage, or eveu an exercise or your scales rapidly, you can not 
secure the desired rapidity by trying to play fast. This comes 
only by being so long practiced that the movement becomes auto¬ 
matic, and by playing in groups or what falls between accents, 
never by allowing the mind to take cognizance of details in velocity 
playing. The great factor is the rhythmic feeling. You are to try 
to hear some accented tone one, three, or six beats onward, and to 
hear it accented. Your fingers will automatically give the desired 
stress, provided you keep a completely loose hand and wrist and, as 
it were, sit by and see it done by the hand, the will making no effort 
toward playing individual notes, but comprehending the whole as a 
unit. You will see that this kind of rapid playing is a matter of 
growth, and that it can not be forced. Automatism comes by the 
long-continued doing of a thing over and over in one aud the same 
w»y until it becomes a habit. 
The best way to develop the left hand will ever be by in¬ 
vestigating whether it is lacking in strength or afflicted with 
awkwardness, aud then, after a definite diagnosis, supply the 
onands of the case. For weakness I recommend gymnastic 
( *eUarte) exercises calculated to loosen shoulder and elbow, where 
1 e .ause of the supposed weakness is mostly to be looked for. In 
-asea of awkwardness I recommend double-octave skips in various 
ervals. Let the pupil strike an octave, say C; then name the tone 
boardSlrUC^’ an<* ^ie Pl,Pil find it without looking at the key- 
on fi ^°W sca,es an<* arpeggios in various tonalities played with 
jn nger ll>r®ferably the fourth and fifth) have also proven valuable 
“7 case^* Some good piano work for left hand alone will be 
KnuL 0 ^Ur^’ ** ®c^,0°i for the Left Hand,” Op. 143, two books; 
Ik “Left-Hand Studies,” Op. 15, two books; “Album 
HandVl Koihardt, Peters edition; “School of Left- 
Lefi-H ^^ler, Op. 302, Peters edition; Czerny, “Six 
kheiul^1 an(* single etudes in the works of Willmers, 
bT!^T>IUT,na; ^ere are two spleudid Etudes among those 
^U# Berger. Const, v. Sternberg. 
in the if *1Cn p*ano“keys rattle it is because the felt in the hole 
enlftririn n ^ key> wliere it fits over the pin, has become worn, 
front of*t/ e lus ®ll°wing to° much play. Remove the 
Tfcehole f I>,ano ani* key-rail, and you can lift out the key. 
chip of l° ** **ront If You drive a little 
of the i e*ween the felt and the wood of the key on each side 
rattling D e* ^°U raak© the latter smaller and thus stop the 
B, q Y 
®°gers open*1 <*UCSt*on *n re8ard to the treatment of double-jointed 
^•ay that 17 an in*erestanS field for thought. It is, perhaps, fair 
^^’fothe1 ^ more difficult to get control of such fingers 
ties very 8i07 1 w°uld suggest that you see to it that the pupil prac- 
that sh ^ **n®er ,not*on8 with the particular fingers affected, 
finger^ strjve f,xes *,er mind very strongly and steadily on the 
68 *° ^P the joints firm, and does not attempt to make 
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heavy strokes. As to the pain in the one joint, if it should con¬ 
tinue, the matter should be referred to the family physician. He 
might be able to indicate some means of strengthening and render¬ 
ing firm all the fingers affected by loose joints. 
J. M. H.— In regard to your doubt as to the writer of the first 
opera, we would reply that one historian, a good authority, says 
that “ Daphne” was the first opera written, aud that both Peri and 
Caccini furnished the music for it. Another standard work gives to 
Peri the credit of having written the first opera,” Daphne,” as above, 
in a style approaching the dramatic. It is also stated that a short 
time before Caccini and Cavaliere had written some works, but they 
scarcely deserved the name of operas. A German historian places 
the date of “ Daphne” at 1597. 
1. S. — 1. A changing note is one which takes the place of a note be¬ 
longing to a chord, and one which lies a second above or below it; 
thus, in D C, or C D C, harmonized on the chord of C, the D is a 
changing note ; or, C D B G, the first two notes on C, the second two 
as a part of the dominant chord, theD is a changing note. In these 
cases it is a note not belonging to the chord. A changing note has 
been defined as “ a passing note by leaps,” asD in the progression 
E DAB, first two notes on chord of C; CDF, first two notes on 
chord of C followed by dominant seventh. C A G F, the A is 
reached an upward skip, both notes harmonized on C. 
2. Counterpoint is the art of uniting to a given melody (called 
canlus firmus) one or more independent melodies in such a manner 
as to produce a harmonious effect. In a composition in polyphonic 
or contrapuntal form the harmony at any one point is to be viewed 
as the result of the movement of the individual parts, and not a 
chord harmonizing a melody note. 
3. Two kinds of counterpoint are in use: simple, such as that 
found in many fugues; and double, in which the parts may be in- 
yerted—i. e., bass becomes treble, or nee versA—without any impair¬ 
ment of the musical effect. 
4. There are five species: note against note, two notes against one 
four against one, syncopation, and florid. Three notes may also lie 
written against one. Double counterpoint has several species, in 
the octave, tenth, twelfth, and fifteenth. 
5. A canon is a composition in which each voice imitates exactly 
the leader—the one first giving out the melody—at a certain i ter- 
val lower or higher, and a certain number of beats later. “ A 
Scherzo in the Form of a Canon,” by Jadassohn, is a good example 
of this style of music, and will be a useful study in melodious 
modern counterpoint. 
A. M. B—From C-sharp up to B-flat is a diminished seventh. 
There is no such an interval as that from B double-sharp to E; B 
double-sharp is not found in any but a theoretical scale. The inter¬ 
val from G-sharp to D-flat, like the one just noted, does not occur 
in any harmonic combination if proper notation be used. It might 
occur as a passing chromatic note; thus, soprano D, D-flat leading 
to C, while the alto sustains G-sharp; yet it is probable that a more 
common form of notation is D, C-sharp, C. A certain school of 
writers advocate the use of flats in a descending chromatic pro¬ 
gression. You may have seen a composition of a writer belonging 
to that school. Such combinations have been called, I believe, 
doubly diminished intervals; yet they can scarcely be considered 
true hai'monic combinations. 
I M A —1 The letters C. M., joined to the name of a hymn-tuno 
Aifv that it is suitable to a hymn in what is known as common 
ter It consists of alternate lines of eight and six syllables. 
,1 means short meter. It is generally a quatrain or stanza of 
r lines, the first two and the fourth having each six syllables, the 
r<A Single chant is the ordinary form, such as is generally used 
the Gloria Patri in the greatest number of churches. A double 
nt has two lines of music, the first half being sung to one verse 
a psalm, for example, the second half used for another verse, 
is form is much used In the Episcopal church service, where 
iuhonal singing is in very common use, the first part ticing sung 
the members of the choir silting on one side of the chancel, the 
ponse being from the opposite side. 
H A -1 The pedal marking in pieces published in The Etude 
v be followed with safety. If you are skilful in the nse of the 
J, , 1]ht vou can find other places than those marked In 
ch the'pedal may be introduced to advantage. It Is better, bow- 
o err on the side of too little pedal than too much. The most 
ut ! use of the pedal can not be indicated very successfully by 
rk It is onlv gained by much study and careful ex,*nment. 
If vour fingersseem to lose playing power in rapid l>| »« 
!ht it ta because vou have stiffened them, or perhaps tired them, 
H may be due to a combination of both causes. Slowpractlce 
* * ^ TZSZTZT2ZZ Mr!”Van Clove's 
,d reply to you i Much practice is necessary to 
....—r—- -t— 
your powers occasionally, but not U»o frequently. 
>. «r*»:—.c ks 
al^Studie. in Measure and Rhythm ’’ is also valuable. 
„ _ s_Dr Arnold’s edition of the “.Messiah’’was a part of a 
Nl- E- S‘ edition of ll&ndcl's works under court patron. 
ejected complete edit ^ ^ ^ #f , teok frora an anti- 
0, but never . upon a number of conditions of such 
arian standpoint depe P» probable value of the 
r Tl «•« it Ok. Wm. Ree , h jpeeial value from one of the 
. . . . lartro. l.rghet.o, andante, and allegro have no 
time indication, and composers so use it. The figures are worth 
nothing without the addition of a half, quarter, or eighth note as 
a prescribed time-unit; for example, quarter note equals 100. If a 
metronome marking such as allegro quarter note equals 120 be 
given to the piece, the term allegro is superfluous. The names must 
simply be considered as indicating the order of the terms from 
very slow to very fast 
A. B. C.—Your nine-year-old girl whose parents are anxious that 
she should learn to play pleasing music iustead of dry exercises, 
will do well to get London's “Foundation Materials.” This con¬ 
tains pleasing music, even the exercises being melodious and 
rhythmical. 
Loru.na X. L. F.—1. By all means the boy should count aloud 
when practicing. 2. Etude is pronounced, in an Anglicized form, 
as if spelled a-tood. The French pronunciation of the letter* is sim¬ 
ilar to the German ve. 3. There is no good reason for the two ways 
of indicating quadruple time; A is better I ban C. 4. The so-called 
American fingering has been almost entirely superseded by the 
foreign. No recent books are published in American fingering. 
5. Book I of Mathew’s “ Graded .Studies” Is good foryouug pupils. 
6. It is better not to sit too stiff and immovable, yet exaggerated 
motion is useless and ungraceful. 7. “ Brainard’a Musical World ” 
is consolidated with The Etude, and is no longer published as a 
separate journal. 8. Clarke's “ Musical Dictionary,” price 81.00, 
will answer many questions for you, and give you the pronunciation 
of Italian and other words of expression, and the right pronuncia¬ 
tion of names, with the dates of the birth and death of composers. 
—In matters of musical nomenclature we are in ad¬ 
vance of English and French customs. Take the names 
for the value of notes. The English nse for the whole 
note, half note, etc., semi-breve, minim, crotchet, quaver, 
semi quaver, demi-semi-quaver, semi-demi-semi-quaver, 
hemi-semi-demi-semi-quaver ; the French use une ronde 
(around note), blanche (white), noire (black), crocbe 
(hooked), double crocbe (double-hooked), triple croche 
(triple hooked). The advantage lies clearly on the 
American side in this particular, at least. 
—The characters used in musical notation have 
reached their present form after various transformations. 
Take the sign C> wI,ich many peopIe tllink signifies 
common time. This sign requires a little explanation. 
Centuries ago, when astrology influenced more or less 
the different sciences, uneven numliers were considered 
lucky, and even numbers the reverse. Perfect time, 
where three was counted, was expressed by a circle O* 
“ the emblem of eternity, having no beginning and no 
end.” Imperfect time, where two or fonr were counted, 
was expressed by a semicircle C • The knot (! on the 
semicircle, added later on, is intended only for an orna¬ 
ment. A bar through the semicircle fg doubled the 
movement, and two bars indicated a movement tjvice as 
fast again. Instead of these signs we nse now and 
for substitute 2 jt 
FOR PUPILS. 
Thebe is no royal road to learning, aud one must ex¬ 
pect drudgery, often of the most trying kind. Those 
who gain great excellence are the ones who pay a great 
deal of attention to details ; hut, as a rule, ambitious 
youth wants to get the effect, and often lays it on with a 
big brush. There is nothing that retards the musical 
student more than bad practice. It is the bane of most 
instrumental players to day. Every comet player wants 
to get a “ high C ” ; every violinist wants to play pizzi¬ 
cato and harmonica ; every piano player wants some 
noisy, showy piece ; and every singer wants to sing the 
most difficult operatic selection. And so it goes. Music 
is not considered at all in the work of these people ; sen¬ 
sationalism and show are desired. Why, the other day, 
a lady thought the “ Largo ” of Handel’s was too simple 
for her to play at a concert on her violin. 
It is well to study all forms of music. One might be 
able to play a difficult solo or sonata, but could not play 
a waltz so it could be danced. No matter how well you 
did your work in the other direction, if not able to give 
pleasure in your music, all your efforts would not count. 
People care but little about the difficulty of a piece (only 
musicians know about that); they want to l>e enter¬ 
tained and if yon can not do this you will be a disap 
pointraent. A good reader is always desired, and there 
is no other way yon can gain this except by reading all 
kinds of music, adhering strictly to the time. The first 
beat in the measure you must have, even if even- other 
note is slipped over. In this way only can another play 
with you.—George Bkaylky, in “ The leader." 
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Lthkliikrt Nevin is engaged on a concert tour, em¬ 
bracing the larger cities of the United States. 
Manuel Garcia, the celebrated singing master, is 
still teaching in London at the age of ninety-four. 
A quarrel in the Strauss family has resulted in the 
formation of another orchestra by Johann Strauss. 
A new illustrated musical paper was recently launched 
in Paris, called the “Revue Internationale de Musique.” 
\ KRtn is building a home for poor and aged musicians 
in Milan, with an annual contribution of $15,000 for its 
support. 
The new bandmaster of the celebrated Marine Band 
of Washington is \V. H. Santleman, formerly assistant 
to Sousa. 
Berlin is to have a musical exhibition this summer, 
the object being to raise lands to erect a monument to 
Wagner. 
Ir is staler) that Dr. Hans Richter is to conduct the 
Wagnerian operas for the Jean de Reszke Company in 
St. Petersburg. 
I kac Cosima Wagner has in her possession, accord¬ 
ing to a recent report, four unpublished, completed 
works of her husband. 
It is said that Josef Hofmann receives $700 for a con¬ 
cert, and that he was paid $1000 by the Vanderbilts for 
playing at a recent soiree. 
A large sum hns been collected by the pupils of the 
late Waldemar Bargiel, to be used in the erection of a 
monument to hia memory. 
A society is to be formed in England for the investi¬ 
gation of early English part music and the publication 
of hitherto unknown pieces. 
In a recent letter Verdi says that he finds it difficult 
to make any progress in composition j the death of his 
wife has greatly affected him. 
A posthumous work bySpohr is to be given in Cassel. 
It is said that the work is carried ont on the lines used 
ny Wagner in his music dramas. 
Dvorak has set music to a portion of Drake’scele- 
hrated poem “T,le American FJag.„ It ha8 Wn 
published in the form of a cantata. 
The well-known lim. of Chiekering & Sons celebrated 
the seventy-hfth anniversary of their connection with 
the piano making trade last month. 
Vkhoi s sacred composition performed at Paris during 
the past month included a “Stabat Mater,” a ” Te 
Denm,” nnd some minor choral works. 
A Germ an exchange announces that Nikiacb has been 
t ned 12,000 florins for breach of contract as former con¬ 
ductor of the Budapest Royal Opera. 
is lT Wi',OW S™1 circumstances, it 
is said. He owned some valuable real estate in the Cats¬ 
kills, and carried considerable life-insurance. 
Fkanz Behr, whose name is almost a household 
word in inns,cal families, a prolific courser of music of 
the easier grades, died a short time ago in Dresden. 
The ensemble concert, of Ysaye, Marteau, Gerardy 
ami Lachaume are arousing considerable interest in the 
cities they visit. It is a quartet of musical giants. 
A wealthy Russian has a theater in which the stage 
action ,s presented by marionettes worked by electricity 
A phonograph reproduces the song, and accompaniment!' 
A Parisian musical journal annonnees that a Euro¬ 
pean manufacturer will exhibit, at the Paris ExpositioT 
LIIT U,at Ca“ hearJ at 8 d»*«we of six 
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Col. Mapi.eson, the veteran impressario, is interested 
in the tour which Sousa is to make with his band in 
Europe this year. He has charge of the arrangements 
for Paris. 
Wsi. L. Tomlins, for many years the director of the 
Apollo Club in Chicago, has resigned. He will devote 
his time to work with children, in which he has been so 
successful. 
Rosenthal is to make a tour in this country next fall. 
It is to be hoped that his recovery from the illness which 
interfered with his work the past season in England will 
be permanent. 
Max Bruch, the veteran composer, has jnst finished 
a new secular oratorio on the subject of Gustavus Adol¬ 
phus, the King of Sweden and the great soldier hero of 
Protestantism. 
Ysaye is to make a tour of the world, it may be said. 
At the close of his American tour in California, in June, 
he will sail for Australia, thence to Japan, India, China, 
Africa, and Egypt. 
It is announced that Pugno’s American tour has 
profited him to the extent of $30,000. He will return 
again next season, he says. He is delighted with America 
and the Americans. 
Mme. Lampkrti, widow of the famous Milan teacher, 
is to establish a school of vocal art in New York next 
season, based on the principles of her late husband’s 
system of instruction. 
The University of Toronto has added Frederic Archer 
to the staff of teachers. He will conduct the examina¬ 
tions in the theory ot music. The annual examination 
takes place this month. 
Ihe violin used by Henri Marteau was once owned 
by Maria Theresa of Austria. Leonard, the great French 
violinist, owned it later, and from him it was passed on 
to its present possessor. It is a Maggini, and is remark¬ 
able for a deep, viola-like tone. 
A testimonial concert is to be given to Carl Zerrabn 
in Boston. Mendelssohn’s “Elijah ” will be given by 
a cborus of 1500 voices from various societies which have 
sung under Mr. Zerrahn’s baton. 
The Indianapolis May Musical Festival will include 
five concerts. Mr. Frank Van der Stucken is the 
director. Ysaye, Gadski, Emma Juch, and David Bis- 
pliam are among the artists engaged. 
The new opera by Sir Arthur Sullivan is said to be 
founded on a story of Flanders in the time of Philip 
Vau Artevelde. There is plenty of room for dramatic 
treatment in a libretto on such a subject. 
Alexander Slum, the Russian pianist, who met 
with such marked success in the United States this 
season, sailed for Europe early last mouth. He was 
greatly pleased, and will return next year. 
A grand jubilee concert in honor of the Emperor 
Francis Joseph will be held in Vienna in August 
Leoncavallo wil, be iu charge of the musical program 
aud will compose a jubilee hymn for the occasion. 
Miss Leonora Jackson, the American violin virtu 
oso, has written a letter to a New York paper urging the 
establishing of musical scholarships similar to those in 
vogue ,n some of the German conservatories and Zr 
to contribute to the fund ' and 0lTere 
lar airs when the machine is in motion. The days 
wandering minstrel may now be revived. * °’ 
„ ,Mfi: W: J/' .Ct?IMINGS, Prin«pal of the Guildhall 
School of Music, has a musical library of nearly sZ 
volumes, among them rare treasures, including aoJ 
graph scores. Mr. Cummings is considered an authoritv 
on Handel, and his collection is rich in relics of tl 
great master of oratorio. 
Mobile, Ala., boasts of a historic church-organ An 
expert who examined it lately says that it was built i: 
Belgium about three hundred years ago. From there it 
was taken to England, was played on by Handel at the 
coronation of George II in 1727. Later it was sent to 
Charleston, S. C., and from there to Mobile. 
The “Ladies’ Home Journal,” of Philadelphia 
offers a prize of $25 for the best children’s song, with $15 
each for the next best three. A competition has also 
been arranged for an original piano solo of the style 
known as piece de salon. The prize offered is $50. 
The competitions are open until July 1st. 
The old Boston Music Hall is to be tom down, al¬ 
though it is said this will not occur for nearly two years. 
A movement has been urged to erect a well-appointed 
opera-house to be used as the home of permanent opera, 
as well as to afford a suitable place for orchestral con¬ 
certs. The city should have a veritable “ temple of art.” 
Calve has been compelled by illness to give upsing- 
ing tor a time, and has retired to her chateau in France. 
A contemporary tells a pretty story of her. As a child 
she used to dream of living in this old castle. The 
money lavished on her by the American public has 
helped not a little the erstwhile peasant child to realize 
her dreams. 
Ai.vauy, the Wagnerian tenor, so popular in tin. 
SooZd801,16 ag°’ haS ja8t received an award of $6000 damages for an accident which he claimed* 
owing to the carelessness of the machinist of the M 
heim (Germany) Opera House. ^ Mann' 
The celebrated Kneisel Quartet of the Re* c. 
phony Orchestra will give a ,eries nf Sy™’ 
nia this spring. The aunuaHTn , ** “ Califor- 
be filled as usual The r ‘ * ^ d°D “gagement will 
a,v othe“S 45ST W WDSidere<1 thC - 
"-i- * 
The next Worcester (Mass.) musical festival will be 
held in September. Mme. Gadski, Gertrude May Stein, 
Evan Williams, and Ffrang^on Davies have been en¬ 
gaged. Carl Zerrahn, the director for so many years, 
has retired, and his place has been filled by Mr. George 
W. Chadwick, director of the New England Conserva 
tory of Music, Boston. 
The old, time worn slab over dementi's grave in the 
cloisters, Westminster Abbey, has been replaced by a 
new and larger one. The inscription on the old stone 
had become almost indecipherable, owing to the wear 
Irom the feet of the passers-by, many of whom never 
knew that they had walked over the resting place of Ihe 
‘ father of pianoforte playing.” 
Julius Schulhoff, whose compositions were very 
popular at one time, died in Berlin lately. Salon music 
of the best type was his forte, both as a pianist and as a 
composer. He wrote a number of very good teaching 
pieces. He was born at Prague in 1825 ; Tomaschek 
was one of his teachers. A considerable portion of his 
life was spent in teaching at Dresden. 
Theodore Thomas and the members of the Chicago 
Orchestra had a narrow escape from death in a railroad 
wreck the past month. The special train in which they 
were traveling collided with another near Buffalo, N. 1 ■ 
There was no loss of life, but a number of valuable in¬ 
struments were ruined, among them Bruno Steindl s 
“ Carlo Bergonzi ” ’cello, valued at $1000. 
The announcement has been made in New York that 
Mr. Walter Damrosch will give up conducting as a pro¬ 
fession and devote himself to composition. He will still 
retain some interest in the opera company, it is stated. 
He expects to give his whole time to the preparation of 
some large works which he has had in mind for some time. 
So far, it lias not been made known whether the works 
are orchestral or dramatic. 
It is rumored that a company has been formed to se¬ 
cure, or build if necessary, a place of entertainment in 
New York City, in which they will give regular hand 
coucerts with celebrated soloists. It is proposed that in 
the first balcony there shall be a number of lioxes in 
which one may partake of a supper while the music i-s 
going on, and that a portion of the orchestra section shall 
be converted into a “smoker.” 
Asgkr Hamerik, who has been director of thele-1 
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h* Institute, Baltimore, Md„ for the past twenty- 
Ten years, has resigned and it .8 said will return to 
v take up musical work inliis native country. 
IV Mr. Harold K.adolpb, tb. pro- 
lr of piano in the institute. The new director is a 
rsdoate of the institution and a young man of promise. 
It is gratifying to see native-born musicians coming up 
to the front. 
j[B Robert A. Gally, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has in¬ 
vented an instrument called the “tonograph,” which 
should be of great assistance to composers who do their 
work at an instrument. It consists of an attachment to 
a piano or organ that will register on paper the notes 
played by the performer, indicating at the same time 
dynamic and rhythmic marks. Alexander Guilmant 
made a trial of the instrument by an improvisation, and 
was highly pleased with the result. 
The Incorporated Society of Musicians of England 
has offered two prizes of $125 each, one for the best 
sonata for violin and piano or violoncello and piano, the 
other for the best trio or quartet. The competition is 
open to all members of the society. It is said that a 
lumber of English musicians in this country are mem¬ 
bers of the society. The competition closes September 
1st. Mr. Edward Chadfield, 19 Benners St., W., Lon¬ 
don, England, is the secretary of the Society. 
The famous instrument-makers, Thibouville-Lamy & 
Co., have lately placed upon the market a new stringed 
instrument called the “Altermann violin-viola.” In 
size it is between the violin and viola. It has five 
strings, the four violin and the viola C. The bridge is so 
made that when the instrument is used as a violin the 
viola C can be slipped into a notch along the side of the 
bridge, thus being out of the way ; if to be used as a 
viola, the violin E is disposed of similarly. It has been 
well received by the profession in Paris. 
The Thirteenth Cincinnati Musical Festival will be 
given under the direction of Theodore Thomas, May 24th 
to 28th. There will be five evening and two afternoon 
concerts. The orchestral program will present works by 
Dvorak, Strauss, Smetana, Rimsky Korsakoff, as well as 
Mozart, Beethoven, and Schumann. The soloists will 
include Miss MacIntyre and Ben Davies, of England, 
and David Bispham. Some of the choral numbers will 
lie Berlioz’s “ Damnation of Faust, ” Bach’s “EineFeste 
Burg,” and portions of YVaguer’s ‘‘Flying Dutchman” 
and “Parsifal.” 
The Bureau of Education of the Trans-Mississippi 
and International Exposition has made arrangements for 
a National Congress of Musicians from June 30th to July 
5th. The executive committee contains representative 
Eastern as well as Western musicians. The chairman is 
Mr. Homer Moore, of Omaha, Neb., where the exposition 
is to be held. The program will consist of concerts and 
lectures, with a number of carefully selected essays. 
The Thomas Orchestra, under Arthur Mees, will assist. 
It is certainly an undertaking that is worthy the un¬ 
stinted support of the members of the musical profession 
in the West. The exposition is planned to be in the 
fullest sense representative of the commercial achieve¬ 
ments of the enterprising Western people, and the mu¬ 
sician who visits Omaha this summer will have a doubly 
enjoyable time if he goes when the congress is in session. 
he death of Anton Seidl has left a great gap in New 
urk opera and orchestral circles. The combination of 
’Pcra and concert work enabled Seidl to earn a fair in- 
uume, lint neither one alone could have supported him. 
Projected opera season and the possibility of the 
lishmentof a permanent orchestra have led to much 
^eolation as to a possible successor to Seidl. The 
®<jUon of the names suggested affords some interesting 
InK- Emil Paur, Ysaye, Xaver Scliarwenka, Hans 
ner Richard Strauss, Felix Weingart- 
ax ®endix, Frank Van der Stucken. besides some 
bee ®ne after another of these names has 
k> the r°D®'lt forward and then dropped. Color is given 
the f re*>0rt ^at Ysaye may take up the succession, by 
forme*61 ^lat 'atter signed a contract with Seidl’s 
Seidl'6 manaSer f° organize an orchestra—many of them 
y ,men fill the remaining concerts of the season. 
618 ^foemed as a conductor in Europe. 
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SOCIAL STATUS OF THE MUSICIAN. 
BY CHAS. J. ROCKWELL. 
Not infrequently there comes from members of the 
musical profession a complaint that the representatives 
of the guild do not receive the social recognition that is 
accorded to the members of other professions. 
Allowing, for the sake of argument, that there may be 
some truth in these statements, is it not largely the fault 
of the musicians themselves that this state of affairs 
exists ? 
In the first place, it must be understood that the mem¬ 
bers of a profession are not, nor can they be, classified. 
One can not say that all lawyers, or all physicians, or all 
artists are gentlemen. Nor can the equally sweeping 
assertion be made that none of them are gentlemen. 
Every musician must, and will, be estimated by his in¬ 
dividual characteristics, and not by the general attri¬ 
butes of the majority of the members of his profession. 
One of the principal drawbacks to social recognition is 
the lack of dignity exhibited by many of the artists of 
the concert and opera stage. The writer recently took 
up the cast of a new opera just produced, and saw such 
names as “Fred,” “Phil,” and “ Ed” prefixed to the 
surnames of some of the artists engaged in the repre¬ 
sentation. Such nicknames remind one of those applied 
to members of the minstrel profession, where the “ Bill¬ 
ies,” “Bobbies,” and “Jimmies” are so prevalent. 
When artists of the operatic stage descend to such 
undignified tactics, they can not expect that the public 
will give them their proper position. The better method 
of commanding respect is to show one’s sell worthy to 
receive it. 
Fancy a lawyer or a physician placing upon his card 
“Teddie” Jones or “Jack” Brown. How long would 
he find patronage or social recognition coming to him 
from the better classes of the community ? 
The social status of the musician will be exactly what 
his gentlemanly qualities, his artistic accomplishments, 
his intellectual capacity, and his dignity of demeauor 
entitle him to ; and he must be content to abide by the 
verdict of his neighbors as to the position he is qualified 
to hold in social circles. Let him bear in mind that 
professional persons are not judged collectively, but 
individually, and that he will eventually find his true 
social leveL 
ENTHUSIASM. 
ALL true art depends for its purity and progress upon 
ithusiasm. Notwithstanding all the glorious revivals 
' the age in which we are now living, there still needs 
, be fanned into a flame this priceless spark-the spark 
r enthusiasm ; that one spark that is necessary to life 
herever it shall be found, lest that spark become en- 
rely extinct, and we lose the wherewithal to light onr 
irnaces, and so lose onr greatest motive P«wer- 
We mav exist automatically, like the stone that lies 
B the road ; but that is not to live. To live is to be 
l ways soaring upward ; ever striving after more perfec- 
on fn all we set ourselves to do. Even the very plants 
-acli us this. They ever seek to raise their heads p 
i and nearer to the light. Like them, we must he 
i waited by no obstacles, and must not grudge making 
icriflees—sacrifices of time, labor, money popularity 
toasure and other things of a lower nature that we 
,av rise to a higher. No progress can be made without 
j In fact it is this very effort that is 
”.7™rTth. life M »“*» °r 
lay exist from base ends. Enth„8iasm 
• f"” r . W-it. or . bat, objro. ; 
, inconsistent »,» ^ .., 
nd, moreover, ca . may reduce tbe entbu- 
I"4 t» inactivity i but in.ctMO nnd.r 
pednWiroonistaucea niay 'at the surest sign 
siasm— paralyzed it may be, but still existing, and ready 
at any time to be again roused into action. The only 
true test of enthusiasm is motive. If we pursue any 
object, however high in itself, for gain or personal glory, 
rather thaa for the advancement of the object, true 
enthusiasm no more exists there than it does in a game 
played for the sake of winning, rather than playing it 
well. 
Enthusiasm is that love for an object which exists 
quite independently of and even in spite of personal 
considerations. 
Now, it is this very thing we stand so much in need 
of at the present day. Our serious work of life we 
reduce to a mere money-making machine ; of our pleas¬ 
ure we make a business. The fault is the same in both. 
Let us do what we can love, aud love what we can do ; 
our enthusiasm must surely then be fired. 
Some people object to being enthusiastic about any¬ 
thing, thiukiug that that object will absorb all their 
energies. This is not at all the case. Tbe more en¬ 
thusiasm you feel about one thing, the more you are 
likely to feel about everything else. If it exists at all, 
it permeates our whole nature. It belongs to us, and 
not to the object. Like every other faculty, the more it 
is used the more it develops. It can not by use exhaust 
itself. A fire will, in time, even by the very beat it im¬ 
parts, burn itself out; but not so enthusiasm. Its fires 
are fed from an eternal and never failing source. Let us 
not then, miser-like, hide this precious talent, and lose 
both for ourselves and the objects of our efforts its 
vitalizing infiueuces. To those who know nothing of 
euthusiasm, who have not felt this divine spark within 
them, I can only say, seek for it; but having found it, 
do not lay it aside in ignorant fear ; rather consider the 
responsibilities of its possession, and use it as one of tbe 
most heaven-born influences that can animate your 
actions ; for its life spring is en Theos.—Georgk Lang¬ 
ley-, in “Musical Mews." 
THIRTEEN MISTAKES. 
To yield to immaterial trifles. 
To look for perfection in our own actions. 
To endeavor to mold all dispositions alike. 
To expect uniformity of opinion in this world. 
To expect to be able to understand everything. 
To believe only what our finite minds can grasp. 
To look for judgment and experience in youth. 
To measure the enjoyment of others by our own. 
Not to make allowances for the infirmities of others. 
To worry ourselves and others with what can not be 
remedied. 
To consider everything impossible that we can not 
perform. 
Not to alleviate all that needs alleviation, as far as lies 
in our power. 
It is a mistake to set up your own standard of right 
and wrong and judge people accordingly. 
_A systematic education in the childhood of a musi¬ 
cian presents the greatest advantage. It may also be 
taken for granted that the moral and mental education 
of the young composer is not less important than are his 
music studies. Nay, his moral training is even of higher 
importance, since one may be a good musician, but must 
he a good man. Moreover, he is sure to become a belter 
musician if he possesses an acute discernment of right 
and wrong, with love for the former and dislike to the 
latter. As regards his mental education, it is more im¬ 
portant for him to know how to think than what to think. 
A clear discernment is preferable to much information ; 
at any rate, it is better to know but little and to under¬ 
stand that little clearly than to know a great deal con¬ 
fusedly. There can be no doubt that a classical 
education is of great advantage to the musician, not only 
on account of the refining influence which a familiarity 
with a classical literature exercises upon the artistic 
mind, hut also on account of tbe languages. Talented 
musicians sometimes appear rather deficient in their 
mental cultivation. The enthusiasm with which they 
pursue their musical studies is apt to cause them to 
neglect other studies.— Engel. 
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Simplicity in Music. 
LOUIS C. ELSON. 
One of the outcomes of the Wagnerian richness of 
scoring and harmonization has been a tendency on the 
part of many of the modern composers to discard melody, 
to avoid regular progressions, to look disdainfully upon 
simplicity in mnsic. There is a twofold error involved 
in this avoidance of melodic directness. First: melody 
has been in all ages until the present the keystone of 
mnsic. It is not too much to assume that the apprecia¬ 
tion of melody, as the appreciation of rhythm, is a 
natural function. Second : it is a mistaken notion to 
imagine that almost any one can compose a melody. 
Schubert, Mozart, and Haydn seem very simple com¬ 
posers compared with Brahms, Wagner, or Richard 
Strauss ; yet none of these, nor any other composer of 
this half of the century, conld ever hope to attain their 
fertility and spontaneity of melody. 
I here is often a difficulty in simplicity which is qnite 
unsuspected. The German, Silcher, was able to write 
many a folk song, yet even Beethoven was troubled 
when it came to evolving this simplest style of music. 
Brahms loved the folk music and used it freely in his 
works, yet only at rare intervals was he able to bring 
forth a folk-song gem like “ Fidolin ” or the “ Cradle 
Song.” 
It is a pity that our modern composers imagine that 
they are advancing music by scrambling through the 
brambles of constant dissonance and by allowing figure- 
treatment to crowd melody out of their works. It may 
be that the composer of the future will be wiser ; it may 
be that the great composer of the twentieth century will 
unite the tunes of a Mozart to the harmonies of a 
Brahms and the orchestration of a Wagner. 
Neglected Factors in Selecting Pieces for 
Pupils. 
CHARLES W. LAN DON. 
While all teachers give attention to the grade of the 
pupil’s ability, and doubtless to the limitations as to 
style inherent in the pupil, yet the piano that the pupil is 
to work up the piece on is often overlooked. The 
teacher's piano with its delicate action will allow the 
pnp.1 to do a quality of work to which the pupil’s own 
piano will not cnrres,>ond. Many times the lack of 
interest shown by a pupil in some good piece of music 
comes from this cause, that his piano makes a caricature 
or it. The pupil’s pianissimos are mezzo-fortes His 
fortes are fortissimos, and very harsh at that. He fails to 
make the melody sing and the accompaniment neutral 
notwithstanding you have touched upon this point 
repeatedly. His own piano is not capable of these finer 
distinctions, e.tlier in tone qualities or in delicacy and 
qnmk, responsive action. This is often true in schools 
and conservatories of music where the pianos are badly 
worn and were, perhaps, cheap and poor when new. The 
remedy is, first, if possible, a new piano of good touch 
and tone qualities. If that is impossible, then put the 
old piano into the hands of a first-class tuner-a man 
who can re-voice and bring out the best possibilities or the 
instrument. I.astly, if neither of these remedies is possi¬ 
ble give pieces that are more brilliant, that call for heroic 
and for broad and sweeping effects. Another mistake is, 
that too often teachers give pieces full of strong chords to 
pup,Is who have hands too small to play full chords. 
Octave passages are demanded of pupils who can scarcely 
.pan an octave if they take time to place the fingera and 
stretch the hand to the eighth key. Now and then there 
are pupils who can not make an acceptable run or trill 
or play an even arpeggio. They have not the possibility 
in their hands because of their nntural formation Expe¬ 
rienced teachers finally settle upon the undoubted fact 
that success depends, in a very great degree, upon adapt¬ 
ing pieces to pupils instead of adapting pupils to pieces. 
“Too Many Irons in the Fire.” 
CARL W. GRIMM. 
There are pupils who undertake too many things at 
once. Instead of devoting to music study the little spare 
time they have left after their school lessons at home are 
worked out, they scatter their time and power upon other 
things in none of which they can accomplish much, 
because they can not give much attention to any one of 
them. There are those who busy themselves with draw¬ 
ing, French, china-painting, needle-work;attend dancing- 
school, the gymnasium, traveling and mandolin clubs, 
etc.; in fact, have something else every day in the week. 
The result is that they can not possibly work up and pre¬ 
pare any music lesson, and the teacher has to perform the 
wearisome labor of practicing everything with them in 
the lesson time. It can not be otherwise than that their 
progress will be very slow and unsatisfactory to the 
onward striving teacher. Some pupils may never care to 
change their ways; they are bound to remain in the 
lowest class of mnsic followers. With them a teacher 
will have to content himself with the thought that it is 
not his fault, and that the little music they do learn 
may be a source of great enjoyment to them. A “little 
knowledge ” may often prove a dangerous thing, a “little 
music” never. All the teacher can do is to remain 
patient; perhaps, before it is too late, some such pupils 
will^see their folly of having “too many irons in the 
fire. ” It is wiser to accomplish much in one thing, than 
to try a little in many things. 
How to Teach Fingering. 
ROBERT D. BBAINE. 
A LARGE volume might he written on the importance 
of correct fingering in playing the piano, and yet it is 
one of the most difficult things in the world to get pupils 
to pay attention to the fingering of a composition, even 
when the figures are marked plainly above the notes 
Teachers should explain to pupils the importance of 
fingering, and see that they observe it from the start 
I have had young pupils tell me, on my asking them 
why a certain fingering was marked in their mnsic, that 
they “supposed it was to make it hard.” It is a lon<* 
time before the average pupil can be made to understand 
that one finger is not so good as another if only the right 
key .a struck with it. Let the teacher explain to his pupils 
that correct fingering is simply “ common sense ” ; that 
it is the best and easiest way of executing a certain pas¬ 
sage, and that many passages are not only difficult but are 
absolutely impossible without correct fingering When 
a passage in the music has to be fingered, let the pupil 
do it under your supervision, correcting him if he is 
wrong, giv.ng reasons, and showing him why he is 
right, if he has fingered the passages correctly^ It is 
noTfin'1 T 'Tx ^ 10 giVe Pnpi,S which is 
not fingered to take home and finger, to be brought the 
next lesson for correction. Any old music book which 
the pupil happens to have will serve for these fingering 
of coZt 1 8 PnPi‘ " Sh°WD the before 
of correct fingering, he will learn to apply the principles 
himself in a short time. If y0U spend a large prZr- 
t.onof the time of each lesson in teaching Jupils the 
principles of fingering, yon Will find that in the W 
nm it will be time well spent g 
Training vs. Teaching. 
E. M. SEFTON. 
the P°Pil knowledge from 
without or from beyond himself Train' 7 a mmselt. Training a pupil is the 
snaping and controlling of his inherited or pe 
faculties. Teaching is to cause him to know • trainsT*1 
to cause him to do. The music teacher’s work is both' * 
a peculiar sense. We are not only to give knowledge hi! 
to make him skilful in the use of knowledge. One n 
teach well and train poorly ; another may train well!,!! 
teach but little. The ideal is a happy blending of both 
powers. 
Training a child does not give him a new nature but 
it often affects changes and his modes of expressing this 
nature. It should begin at birth and be continuous It 
should repress and subdue, giving him self-control. The 
questions of conduct and habit are those of parental 
training. By repression and development the nature 
can so change the general aspect that to all appearances 
a new character is created. The design of a house does 
not depend upon the materials used in its construction 
but upon the architectural skill. 
The Development of Concentration. 
PERI.EE F. JERVIS. 
For developing intensity of concentration, as well as 
facility in memorizing, there is nothing equal to Bach 
study. Take one of the easier fugues, the two-voiced 
oneiuEminor, “Clavichord,’’Book i, No. 10, for instance; 
memorize the first measure away from the instrument, 
exactly as one would memorize a phrase from a book. 
In doing this it may be helplul to repeat the names of 
the notes aloud and at the same time form a mental 
picture of their position on the staff or keyboard. When 
this measure has been memorized, think it through a 
number of times, and, in order to test the thoroughness 
with which it has been learned, write it out on paper 
entirely from memory. Now go to the instrument (a 
silent one like the clavier or an organ without wind is 
preferable) and play the passage slowly eight or ten 
times, thinking each note before playing. Memorize 
and practice the next three measures in the same man¬ 
ner ; then take a couple of measures in the left hand, and 
when these can be played without hesitation try to 
think and play the hands together from memory, refer¬ 
ring to the mnsic in case of doubt, but never playing 
from it. Work through the entire fugue in this way, a 
measure at a time. By the time the end is reached, 
there will be a marked improvement in the power of 
concentration and facility in memorizing. 
Should the Organist Play the Piano? 
s. n. pknfield. 
Emphatically, yes! Organists frequently treat 
pianists and piano playing with a lofty patronage 
tinged with a bit of disdain, as much as to say, “ While 
you pianists are devoting your lives to the minutix of 
touch and technic, ‘paying tithes of mint, anise, and 
cumin,’ we organists are giving attention to the 
1 weightier matters of the law, ’ playing grand, dignified, 
or delicate music, making the crash of the thunder-storm 
or the whispering of the zephyr. We pity you poor 
mortals who have to drudge over finger-exercises for 
hours every day, while we make the immense variety o! 
tone colorings and contrasts by simply changing draw- 
stops, and with, practically, one tonch for all.” 
Now, herein is a grand and wide-spread mistake. 1° 
truth, a deal of slovenly work is done at the organ. A 
weak and nerveless touch can be readily distinguished 
from a firm and energetic tonch, even with the feather¬ 
weight action of pneumatics, and still more with the 
old-fashioned direct action. Modern organ voluntaries 
require as careful phrasing as piano music, and the 
organ touch must he ever decided, whether in ff or Pf 
passages. Now, to be sure this phrasing and touch may 
he acquired directly upon the organ, which involves 
spending much time in cold churches, with trouble m 
securing blowers, and with church meetings frequently 
in the way. Then the organ student, finding the big- 
massive effects coming out if the big keys get down in 
•, is too easily satisfied, practices 1’“* 
j— The 
any sort of a manner, — r— 
little, and make shifts too often carry the day. 
pianist works for his smart effects, and on going to the 
organ brings with him his smart touch for loud and rap'1 
passages, but, of conrse, lias much to learn as to t',e 
difference between the two instruments, and he 50011 
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handons at the organ the very light and delicate touch 
f the piano Then the piano is always convenient for 
tl study of manual parts of organ music. In fact, 
st of our leading concert organists are also pianists of 
nore or less distinction, and find that the playing of 
e“ h instrument helps them upon the other. 
Never Go to the Second Thing First. 
MADAME A. PUPIN. 
This proverb, which is in common use in Germany, 
means to the music student, Do not take up in the early 
stage of your studies what properly belongs to a later 
stage. 
For example, the generality of people like to practice 
as fast as they can play, because they want to hear how 
the thing sounds: but this course invites errors, such as 
wrong notes, wrong fingering, uneven touch, etc., errors 
which are apt to crystallize into habits. 
Students should know—aud it is the teacher’s duty to 
tell them—what to aim at first. For instance, right notes 
and correct fingering are more important than strict 
time. If strict time be insisted on, false notes or an 
uncertain way of playing them or wrong fingering may 
result; but if notes aud fingering become sure, the right 
time can he taken at will. 
Also it is better to gain a sure aud easy execution 
before attempting to play with expression. In short, all 
the technical demands of a piece should receive full 
attention before one yields to the charm of emotional 
expression. 
POOR OLD BLIND TOM. 
Blind Tom, the weak-witted, sightless negro, whose 
phenomenal gifts as a pianist and whose unnatural 
powers made him a wonder of the world some years 
ago, is now a gray-headed, infirm old man, living in re¬ 
tirement in a little cottage on the highlands of Nave- 
sink, on the New Jersey shore of New York Bay, in 
charge of Mrs. Eliza Lerch, who was appointed his 
guardian several years ago. After the death of her first 
husband, John G. Bethune, who was Tom’s manager 
nearly the entire time he was before the public, there 
was a long legal straggle between her and her father- 
in-law, James N. Bethune, who owned Tom and Tom’s 
mother as slaves, and still claimed the sole proprietor¬ 
ship of the musician. Tom had been a valuable piece 
ot furniture and had brought him a large income for 
mnny years. He had earned several hundred thousand 
dollars, and Col. Bethune naturally objected to losing so 
iuerative an investment. 
Justice Andrews, of the Supreme Court of. New York, 
io whom the case finally came by appeal, decided that 
nm was a free man, and permitted him to choose his 
own gnaidian, for although over fifty years of age he 
wns incapable of caring for himself, and Charity Wig- 
aos, his mother, who still lived in Georgia, on the old 
P natation where Tom was born, declined to accept the 
responsibility, In fact, Tom did not know his mother. 
hood*64 *16r *°r ^ie *lr8J time since his child- 
w i nearly forty years before, when his musical genius 
is discovered and he was taken out for exhibition by 
a 8 0wner' ^T°r did he have sufficient intelligence to 
J preciate the relationship; and she, an illiterate negress 
J *eTenty, was frightened by his outlandish gib- 
the * • an<' Peeu'lar habits, for when he is away from 
^ piano Blind Tom is a most repulsive animal. He 
veloaed')n0rma* aPPetlte> h>s passions are strongly de- 
He' ■’ aiH^ ^as no respect for persons or places. 
simply an idiot, and his mother believed him to 
‘‘Possessed of the devil.-” Presto.” 
anv (,n^,tnian 'oves the labor of any trade, apart from 
him 68 100 of success or fame, the gods have called 
t°j] grows Practice sharpen gifts ; the necessity f 
course 0f *** <*w6n8ting, grows even welcome, in th 
waxes withearS ’ 3 8ma" taste it he only genuine 
indulgence into an exclusive passion. 
THE ETUDE 
LETTERS TO DEAD MUSICIANS—FREDERIC 
CHOPIN. 
My Dear Master :—I think that of all composers 
for the pianoforte I love you the most. You have whis¬ 
pered the inner secrets of your soul into my ear ; yonr 
violet-colored nocturnes first taught me the purely ro¬ 
mantic character of love, and your bronze mazurkas 
have told me that there is a budding sorrow in the heart 
of every joy. You have become a part of my being. I 
know you so well that I do not feel I am in the least 
approaching ground where the angels would fear to tread 
when I address you “my dear master.” You were a 
supreme artist—perhaps the greatest musical artist that 
has ever lived. You knew how to use your colors for 
the best possible result: each touch of the brush on the 
canvas left a mark essential to the accomplishment of 
your intention. You did not make yonr intention in¬ 
sistent, it was there for the looker-on to take or leave ; it 
mattered not to yon if he walked on with hardly the be¬ 
stowal of a bare glance upon your work. But the on¬ 
looker has never passed yonr work in silence. It attracts 
or repels; it is not by any means characterless. Moscheles 
and Mendelssohn never made up their minds about you ; 
perhaps they are summing you up now. You put your 
whole soul into your work, and the consequence is that 
it is indelibly tinged with the vivid colors of your indi¬ 
viduality. That is why some people dislike you. You 
are too outspoken; they are frightened of what you will 
say next. It is a case of Martin Tupper and Mendels¬ 
sohn versus Swinburne and yourself. You and Swin¬ 
burne will win, of course, as you always have done. 
But besides the objection that a few hypercritical old 
women have to you, there is still another that many 
musicians think of with sorrow. They say yon are 
effeminate! Like all great truths, this is only hal f true. 
You are effeminate, of course ! You know that as well 
as I. But you are also masculine, and sometimes terri- 
THE SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL. 
The summer school is an evolution. It is the result 
of a demand for condensed information: When one 
attends upon the instruction of a private teacher he 
receives the instruction which, in the mind of the 
teacher, seems most adapted to his immediate needs. 
And this may go on for months, even years, and at the 
end the popil may have received only the instruction 
needed from day to day. The pupil may have been 
modified in his practices and in his way of regarding 
art; and as a performer he may show mastery of his 
work. But when it comes to giving out again this which 
he has received, too often he finds that he does not even 
know the central principle upon which his own develop¬ 
ment has been conducted. The summer school changes 
all this. The first thing which the teacher gives there 
is this missing link—the central thought around which 
the entire instruction has crystallized itself. Then, the 
various axes along which such a principle projects itself; 
and, finally, a sort of bird’s-eye view of the general course 
of development along which a pupil or a class is expected 
to progress. 
The members of the medical profession are, perhaps, a 
little wiser than the pedagogic. They have a department 
of “materia medica” in their college course. This teaches 
the names and qualities of medicines, and guides the 
student through the great storehouse of agents by the 
judicious use of which he is expected to modify the con¬ 
ditions of the patient. The music teacher has nothing of 
this sort; or, if anything, very little. Having acquired 
a certain amount of key-board mastery and familiarity 
with a few pieces, he is turned loose as a teacher. The 
first lesson he gives, or the tenth at any rate, brings him 
face to face with his limitations. What would he not 
give for a graded list of pieces warranted to perform this, 
that, or the other kind of work !—W. S. B. Mathews, 
in “ Music 
ly so. Every man has an effeminate side to his nature, 
ut it is not every man who will reveal it. Effeminacy 
i so decried nowadays ! It was so when you were 
ere with us, and it is just the same now. But you were 
ot ashamed of it. You made use of it to reveal all the 
;nder passion of your nature, and some of the most 
srgeonsly beautiful of your music has been written by 
le aid of the feminine side of yonr nature. And so you 
ave been misunderstood. Your enemies have picked 
ut all your effeminate work and have said that it repre- 
suts the whole of your music. But they have erred ! 
'here is little of effeminacy in your sonatas ; your polo- 
aises are grand, sweeping hurricanes, and some of yonr 
tudies are as bracing as a sea-breeze. Bnt there are 
lany musicians who, like Gallio, have cared for none of 
bese things. They think they have found your weak 
pot and continually point to it while they cry, “ Lo, 
ere 1” quite unconscious of the fact that they are all 
be time directing the attention of the public to one of 
our greatest characteristics. 
However, you have conquered the world, and still re¬ 
win one of the chief glories of our pianoforte literature, 
-ou have written nothing absolutely execrable, and little 
hat is poor ; and herein lies one of the great differences 
etweeu you and Wagner. You were master of your art 
efore you began to compose ; with Wagner ft was differ- 
nt I often wonder what you think of onr present-day 
ianists? Who plays yonr music as you would have ft 
laved ? Are the velvety smoothness and grace of de 
’achmann nearer the truth than the delicate, wizard like 
mbroidery of Sauer ? Who knows? We talk of yonr mu¬ 
le and of how it should be played, aud each of us strives 
o learn the secret that will enable him to late^"J 
vork ; but do we ever succeed ? Do you like d Albert s 
.laving of your A-flat polonaise ? I think you do . 1 
r* 
*CTnr All ow pianists give the best of their work to 
U nd Beethoven and yon are not neglected like poor 
roa and Beetnoveu, auv j FRHrn Kkntyon\ 
Schubert is in his pianoforte works.-C- Fred Kl^on, 
In “Musical Standard." 
A WONDERFUL ORCHESTRA. 
At the Western Penitentiary, in Pennsylvania, there 
is a nightly concert given by what is probably the largest 
orchestra in the world. It is composed of at least three 
hundred players, who never see one another. The music 
begins precisely at six o’clock every evening, and ends 
at the stroke of seven. Within that hour the con 
victs arc permitted to make, each independently, as 
much music or discord as he pleases. The prison is, 
perhaps, the only one in the world where the inmates 
are allowed to cultivate the art of music, and the privi¬ 
lege is deeply appreciated by them. Just before six 
o’clock they may be seen by the officials sitting with 
their instruments in readiness. As the hour strikes 
they begin to play, and rattle off tune after tune during 
the appointed time. As may be imagined, with several 
hundred instruments playing at once, it is impossible to 
distinguish any one of them from the rest or to tell one 
tune from another. As the waves of sound rise and 
mingle, the listener can only be reminded of a wind 
howling in the distance. “ They look forward to this 
hour with great pleasure,” said one of the keepers to a 
reporter. “Music is the only thing that varies the 
monotony of their lives, and taking an instrument away 
from a prisoner is about the severest punishment we ran 
indict.’’ As they were talking there was a moment s 
silence. It was a few minutes before seven, and a man 
began playing “Home, Sweet Home,” on a violin. 
His neighbor accompanied him on a guitar, and in a 
short time they were joined by a flute, comet, and man 
dolin. The prisoners in the upper tiers or cells seemed 
to be waiting for the beginning of the favorite melody, 
and one by one caught it up, until all were playing the 
tune. The sounds ceased at the stroke of seven, and 
quiet reigned supreme.—" Tit Bits.'' 
. . --- 
_Idealism in honesty can only be supported by per¬ 
petual effort. 
_The time comes when a man should cease prelusory 
gymnastic, stand up, put a violence upon his will, and, 
for better or worse, begin the business of creation. 
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Will you be so kind as to tell me, through the columns 
of The Etude, something in regard to the old Mason and 
Hoadley Method? Was Dr. Mason’s part only the tech¬ 
nical part? I have always thought of the whole as Dr. 
Mason's, and have been wondering lately who E. S. 
Hoadley was and why we did not hear more about him. 
I have always wanted to write to Dr. Mason and thank 
him lor that wonderful work and the good it has done 
me, and the delight it has given some of my pupils, those 
who would practice according to his directions, and in 
late years have been just as much interested in his new 
work, “Touch and Technic.” I have tried one book, 
the third, of W. S. B. Mathews’ “Graded Course,” and 
am wondering if it is going to match the exquisite se¬ 
lections in the old Mason and Hoadley book.—L. A. N. 
Your letter leaves me in a little uncertainty as to 
which of the Mason and Hoadley Methods you are so 
fond of. The whole story about that work, as I under¬ 
stand it, is this : Some time in 1866 Mr. E. S. Hoadley, 
a very clever and practical teacher of the piano, espe¬ 
cially of the lower grades, believing the time had come 
to make a radical departure from the old-fashioned no¬ 
tions embodied in such books as Bertini's and Bichard- 
son’s, prepared very carefully an instruction book, but 
when it was completed he found it impossible to get a 
publisher. He went to the firm of Mason Brothers, who 
at that time were prominent publishers of school books 
and church-music 1rooks in New York, and submitted 
the manuscript. The modifications from existing books 
were so marked that Mason Brothers were rather afraid 
to undertake it; so they sent him over to their brother, 
Dr. William Mason, to examine the work. His report 
lieing favorable, the firm of Mason Brothers replied that 
if William Mason would put in his accent exercises they 
wonld publish the book as a method by Mason and 
Hoadley, all the work in the first part having been done 
by Mr. Hoadley with the exceptions, perhaps, of a few 
slight modifications which Dr. Mason made after the 
manuscript had been completed. 
All the last part was Mason’s, and it contained the 
radical principles of his system as it now stands—his 
changes on the arpeggios, part of the two-finger exercise, 
and the application of rhythm in all the diversified man¬ 
ners. Also an explanation of the interlocking octaves. 
This was published in 1867, and it marked an epoch in 
American piano teaching, as it was the first time that an 
elementary book containing the modern ideas of playing 
had appeared in this country, or in any other, for that 
matter; because it happens, unfortunately, that the 
makers of text-books are mostly second and third-rate 
men who follow each other like sheep going over a wall, 
and when somebody has made a break in the fence after 
a particular plan all the sheep keep on going through 
there, whether it is the shortest way or a good way at 
al l ; and they keep on all the same even if there isa ditch 
with water on the other side into which they flonnder 
one after the other. 
A liout three or four years later a second book by Mason 
an.l Hoadley was published, called the “ Easy Method ” 
In the preparation of this book I think Dr." Mason had 
quite an active part, particularly in writing some of the 
amusements and in generally promoting a more rapid 
progress than had been the case in previous instruction 
hooks, in the matter of reading and in the introduction 
of the more remote keys. In both these books there were 
a number of very ingenious diagrams of positions of the 
hand, and diagrams illustrating the movements of the 
hand in playing the scale, showing the manner in which 
the thumb was passed under and the wrist moved out 
wardly in assuming the new position in the scale run. 
Dr. Mason also contributed to this beginner’s book 
some very vulnable matter which has since been published 
in separate form, in the way of duets in which the pupil 
plays upon a compass of five notes, and yet by the aid of 
the teacher very beautiful and pleasing results are ar¬ 
rived at. If you have been using Mason and Hoadley 
all these years your pupils are to be congratulated on 
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having been much better used than the great majority of 
piano pupils. Mr. E. S. Hoadley, I think, is still living 
in Brooklyn, but I never have had the pleasure of meet¬ 
ing him. I am sure, however, from so many of these 
little points in this book which Dr. Mason assured me 
were original with Mr. Hoadley, that he must be a very 
clever man. If still active, I suppose he must be now 
somewhere between sixty and seventy years of age. 
In this connection I will add a personal testimony to 
the fact that the publication of the Mason Exercises in 
1867 and the Mason and Hoadley book generally was as 
much of an eye-opener to me as to anybody else along 
the beach, and I derived the greatest possible advantage 
from it for several years. 
With reference to my “Standard Grades,” you will 
find that it covers a different ground from an instruction 
book. The instruction as such is entirely left out; but 
this contains the material for study selected from a 
variety of sources, and, except that remote keys are not 
introduced early enough to make really fine readers, I 
think you will find the material very enjoyable, espe¬ 
cially if you begin at the beginning. 
I have a pupil six years of age. When Mr. Sousa 
gave a concert here a few weeks ago, he heard this little 
fellow play what he could by ear, and said he was none 
too young to begin, but I hardly know what to give him. 
Perhaps you would be kind enough to suggest something 
good, and give me a few instructions as to what course I 
should take with so young a pupil. 
After he is thoroughly acquainted with the keyboard 
of the piano and has the correct position and required 
strength to learn simple exercises, would it be too soon 
to teach him to read ? Kindly answer my questions in 
your next issue of The Etude. By so doing you will 
oblige ’ G. J. 
It wonld be impossible for me, in the limitslieie at my 
disposal, to answer your questions satisfactorily. I think 
the best thing you can do is to get my “ Twenty Lessons 
to a Beginner ” and try that on the pupil you mention. 
It may take forty lessons instead of twenty to get 
through it, but the principle is all right; and, while 
you will find the manner of doing the work very differ¬ 
ent from what you have been used to, I think you will 
find that the pupil will enjoy it very much. Although 
my “Twenty Lessons ” makes no attempt at an exhaust¬ 
ive treatment of rhythm in the sense of unusual com¬ 
binations of tone values, it builds up a fundamental 
sense of rhythm in pulse motions, half-pulses, and quarter- 
pulses ; also in third-pulses, and the fundamental sense 
of chords and of the harmonic force of the scale ; and, 
whether you should ever use the book in any other ease 
I am quite sure that you will find it profitable to try it in 
this instance. It is not only a collection of material, but 
also a method ; that is, it has directions for the teacher 
as well as for the pupil, and, in point of fact, the teacher 
is not expected to read from the staff until at least after 
ten lessons or more. 
•it you can accustom the boy to transpose the little 
melodies he has into different keys at this early stage of 
the game, you will lay the foundation for a very much 
better musicianship than will otherwise be the case. 
The introduction of the Mason exercises, as I have 
indicated in that work, will also give him a command of 
the keyboard much sooner than he would otherwise get 
and when, toward the end of the book, you arrive at the 
point where you need more material for reading, then 
begin with the first of the “Standard Grades” and go 
on with the Mason exercises ad libitum. In explanation 
of ray recommending the “Twenty Lessons to a Be¬ 
ginner” with so much confidence, I will say that that 
work was prepared in the effort to answer just such a 
question as yours ; because at the time it was written 
about fifteen years ago, all the instruction books went 
the same way in the beginning. You are entirely 
wrong ,n supposing that the young p„pi] has anything 
serious to do in learning the keyboard, the names of the 
keys, or m acquiring the position of the hands The 
position of the hands will mainly take care of itself 
with very little care on the part of the teacher. Too 
much care results in cramping and constricting, which is 
very unfavorable to good playing. 
prSDI2?eq!’1filmLPUI>ilS *»«»»* ■loud always in 
done and when ora it ted ha^wveral m JiV wh”' ** 
confused when they arecalled 
am quite sure it is not because they do not undeistn h 
the time, for they can count it through showinc m 
where each count falls when not playing ; and they e 
play correct ly if I count for them, but to count for them 
selves and play at the same time seems to be beyond 
their ability. I am unable to determine whether they 
think each count or simply feel the rhythm. They -ni 
pupils in the first and second grades. Will you kin.li,, 
advise me?—M. R. -T 
Opinions differ in regard to the advisability of reqoir 
ing the pupils to count aloud in practicing. My rule is 
to require them to count aloud whenever it is difficult for 
them to do so, on the general principle that all the 
benefits of life result from doing the things you do not 
want to do, and most of the evils of life result from doing 
the things you want to do. 
“ When I was young I was taught 
To do the things I did not like, 
Which were the things I ought.” 
If a piece in practice is difficult for the pupil, nothing 
simplifies it so much as counting the time aloud, but to 
require this to be done during the entire practice is a 
mistake. If the pupil secures the correct rhythm, 
movement, and accent without counting aloud, that 
is all that is necessary ; but as soon as there is any 
indefiniteness in the playing and you can not tell by the 
playing exactly what they mean by it, require them to 
count. In hearing advanced lessons, even by persons 
who are preparing recitals, I sometimes come upon a 
measure or two which it is impossible to understand, and 
I ask the pnpil to count them and always find that they 
can not count them, showing that the vagueness was a 
vagueness of thought, and that they did not realize 
where the measure and the beats were. 
What we desire is a perfectly even, elastic rhythm, 
where the measure is reliable and where the rhythmic 
nuances, the little shading in rhythm that makes musical 
rhythm something different from metronome rhythm, 
occur without being exaggerated. There are many artists 
who exaggerate these nuances and thereby impair the 
quality of their interpretation. In all kinds of very 
serious music, except where there is a continuous motion 
from one period to another, it is perfectly allowable to 
retard slightly and go slower at the end of the period ; 
but in any kind of quick music this is only permissible 
at the end of important paragraphs, and then only to a 
small degree. There is no virtue in counting aloud ; on 
the contrary, it is a blemish to the playing. Neverthe¬ 
less, if the pupil does not conceive the time distinctly, 
then it is absolutely necessary to require her to count 
aloud until she does do so. As to the difference between 
counting aloud and counting silently, when yon bear 
the count you are quite sure the pupil is making it; 
when you do not hear it she may be making it and may 
not; but, as I said before, if the playing is in good 
time without the counting, then there is no need 
to make a fuss about it. A pupil might be very 
able to explain the time and still be unable to play t'1<‘ 
passage correctly, if the pulse is very much subdivided. 
In this case you call her attention to the movement of 
the beats and play across the passage, simply touching 
the notes which fall upon the beats, until the move¬ 
ment is secured, and then play it over again yvith all the 
details. 
I have a pupil, a bright girl of fifteen, who, in the 
short time of about one and a half terms with a P™'.101! 
teacher, was given as studies a good share of Heller 
Op. 46, Cramer’s 84 Etudes, Books I and III of Czerny 
Velocity Studies, and Czerny’s Op. 6116, with a cone 
sponding number of pieces. As a consequence she ■ ■ 
very nimble and supple fingers, and an endless aniou 
of bad habits, seemingly impossible to eradicate, 
piece given her, with careful instructions how to pm 
tice every detail, is invariably spoiled by the practice ^ 
numerous mistakes. I have given her special wor 
Grade Three to cultivate care, and quite a num * 
practice lessons. She seems to make considerable e 
What can be done ? -j. 
Please name some good “primers” or manuals 
able for teaching elementary theory to piano PUP ^ 
Can yon name some good “ preparatory ” ,-or 
system of technic other than Mason’s that aregoou 
forming the hand, developing it, and also lurni> 
necessary training in elementary technical forms,. 
passage of the thumb and fingers under and over 'n 
and arpeggio playing? I have Plaidy’s, but co . 
them too antiquated. Kindly name some studies 
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suitable for developing the arpeggio also several 
. the further development of a good, clear staccato. 
H. M. 
T would advi.se you to put the girl in the Mason arpeg- 
■ and two-finger exercises, and carry her through the 
fJo-hand positions in all the changes in a variety of 
' This wiH conduce to carefulness in the liar- 
lode construction of what she plays. Then, in order to 
mltivate care and intelligence, you would better give 
her a good deal of Bach and Schumann. Take, for 
instance, such pieces as the “ Kinderscenen” ; or take 
my collection of Schumann pieces, which has the cream 
of all of them, and let her begin with the easy ones in 
the first part of the book, and play several pages at a 
le,80n, without having practiced them very much. Then 
criticise each one and make her secure the proper move¬ 
ment and style of the piece, and hear as many as you 
have time. 
The trouble with the girl is that she has done nothing 
bnt play finger work. In the Czerny studies, as ordi¬ 
narily taught, thought is an unnecessary adjunct; and 
for bringing up these missing qualities your first depend¬ 
ence will have to be the Bach Inventions, which she 
probably will dislike very much at first ; and the Schu¬ 
mann works; and in order to improve her accuracy of 
playing you must give her always two or three pages to 
memorize at each lesson, and it must always be music 
which can not be remembered on general principles. For 
instance, the First Invention of Bach, and the Schumann 
Nocturne in F, Op. 23, No. 4 ; then the Bach Eighth 
Invention and the Chopin Nocturne in B major, Op. 15. 
She would probably be able to play the Raff “ La 
Fileuse,” and, as it is written in six sharps and always 
goes where yon are not expecting it, it is an excellent 
piece for this kind of a girl, and when it is well learned 
it makes a beautiful solo number. The study of lyric 
pieces like those in my Second Book of Phrasing will 
help to tone her down and get more repose and senti¬ 
ment in the work. But in general, if she is a very 
fluent player, about the only easy pieces that will do her 
any good will be those by Bach and Schumann, and her 
other numbers can very well be as difficult as the fifth 
grade. 
With reference to your second question, I can suggest 
Dr. Clarke’s “ Theory Explained to Piano Students.” I 
will also say that there is a primer by Dr. Mason and 
myself which can be ordered from Mr. Presser. 
IVhat you want for preparatory study of technic is 
nothing more than the elementary forms of the two- 
finger exercise, the scales and arpeggios of Mason’s sys¬ 
tem. All these points you mention can be done by 
means of those exercises more thoroughly and more 
easily than by any of the other technics ; but if you must 
have an old-fashioned technic, probably one or two of the 
h°oks of Zwintscher are as good as any. Personally, I do 
not find them necessary. 
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THE STUDY OF PIECES. THE REED ORGAN. 
MODERN MUSICAL MACHINES. 
A PEW years ago the domain of those who earned a 
ning by employing their arms to turn some mechanical 
* of whistles was chiefly confined to the low class of 
n. That old wheezy organ has proved very prolific; 
^evolution into higher forms is now exceedingly rapid. 
e iossess pianos to play over our studies for us; 
^ raes to give us the latest songs sung by the most 
th/fT* art*S^ ’ or6ans guaranteed to do quite as well as 
our organi3t, and instruments to play for 
pla 80 6 ^e^ectation what the finest orchestra is just 
these*1^ St 8nC^ aD ’mmen8e C08t to crowds. Many of 
mtr .a,n<.)niatic musical instruments are finding a ready 
°ur fatCtl°D *nt° our homes—the legitimate cradle for 
n nre race of art-lovers—and their status can not be 
shelved. 
’he '"8 ®°'D® k° he the result of these interlopers on 
or war?1 ^nre’’ Will their alien origin encourage 
lr ‘ s’ultify the growth of the natural plant? 
lr«de Review.” 
hi their ° ^ ruu-'1'eians sometimes appear rather deficient 
thty pu IDen’a’ cultivation. The enthusiasm with which 
negiect ^*e’r mus’cal studies is apt to cause them to 
ler Judies.— Engel. 
Perhaps I could not take up a subject of more inter¬ 
est to most students than the one chosen, for the obvious 
reason that the end and aim of all students of musical 
instruments is to play acceptably, more or less of a 
repertoire, either to their friends or the public, as the 
case may be. 
I said to play acceptably. What does this mean ? Does 
it mean to stumble through pieces, or to leave out parts 
of pieces, or to play awkwardly as to movements, or 
extravagantly as to interpretation? Not at all. Yet 
how many of our playing acquaintances are able to avoid 
these faults ; and can you count even one who can play 
to you thirty minutes or an hour, and play so interest¬ 
ingly as to hold your attention for that length of time ? 
What is the cause of so much faulty and inaccurate 
playing—is it lack of ability or lack of correct training? 
Let me assure you that in nine cases out of ten, yes, in 
ninety-nine out of a hundred, the defects are due to the 
latter cause. There is a way to study pieces which leads 
to successful playing, both as to execution and interpre¬ 
tation. 
In the first place, do not attempt to learn a piece 
requiring a velocity of eight hundred notes per minute, 
if you can barely struggle through six hundred notes per 
minute in your plain, every-day scales and arpeggios, for 
the reason that your attempt will be fatal in two ways. 
First, you will wear out the piece before you get it 
learned, and, second, by your attempt to cope with a 
faster tempo than you really have acquired ease in play¬ 
ing, you will stiffen every muscle and strain every nerve 
to its greatest tension, thereby forming the habit -of 
playing with contracted muscles, which is both hurtful 
and exceedingly inartistic. 
Such injudicious playing is very harmful, and the 
injuries received very hard to overcome. Choose a piece 
which does not contain any technical form with which 
you are not familiar, and then proceed to memorize it, 
hands separately, studying at the same time to acquire 
correct playing movements, such as perfect finger action, 
relation of hands to keys, easy and graceful arm move¬ 
ments at the beginning and end of phrases, and also 
in chord playing. Should there be any octaves, decide 
to play them with a legato movement if they are to be 
played slowly and are not marked staccato. If rapid, 
employ the staccato movement and see that you make 
easy and equal up-and-down motions of the wrist, being 
careful to bring the weight of the hand equally upon 
the first and fifth fingers. 
Memorize the fingering also and always finger the same 
passages in the same way. When this has been accom¬ 
plished and the piece can be played at both slow and 
fast tempi, hands separately, with easy and graceful 
motions, and if at the clavier with even clicks or at the 
piano even tones, then memorize hands together using 
the same careful discrimination as to motions and even¬ 
ness of tones or clicks as when practicing hands sepa- 
ra When this is accomplished begin to study for a true in¬ 
terpretation ; study to bring out the melodies; give every 
crescendo and diminuendo, ritardando, accellerando m 
marks, a precise and careful attention, 
first in slow practice and then, as progress is made, in¬ 
crease the tempo until the proper one is reached. 
In a comparatively short time after the piece is memo¬ 
rized you will be able to execute it in the tempo marked, 
and if you have followed the directions here given care- 
Zly you will play it with a beautiful interpretation 
‘^Now one word more. In order to keep your piece in 
firsts playing —J-.££ ^ 
f ~ a large repertoire of pieces, which you may 
r^XT-bicb r “ 
your friends or the public. “ The Student. 
_- 
Stvle is the invariable mark of any master ; and for 
In treating, in a popular form, the subject of reed 
organs, their manufacture and use in the home, the 
church, and on the concert stage, we set aside all tech¬ 
nicalities. 
The diapason and melodia may be said to be the 
foundation stops of every reed organ, and these can be 
amplified in such a way that fullness as well as variety 
of tone can be developed. In addition to the several 
sets of reeds, properly so called, the mechanical appli¬ 
ances in the way of knee swells and couplers furnish 
instantaneous and beautiful effects besides the deep, 
sustained tones produced by the sub-bass and the pedal 
attachments. The sixteen-feet bourdon C, with a tongue 
five inches long and three-quarters of an inch wide, may 
be said to be the father of all reeds in point of sonority 
of tone ; while the piccolo, a half inch long, with a 
tongue as narrow as a needle, is the veriest kind of a 
humming bird, so to speak, in producing soft, musical 
effects. 
The vox humana and the vox celeste have in use a 
simple fan for producing the necessary waving effect, 
while the delicious oscillating tone characteristic of these 
stops is produced by voicing the reeds—one set a little 
sharp and the other correspondingly flat to a measure¬ 
ment that gives seventeen beats in ten seconds. Given 
a good quality of reed, the next thing is to secure a 
tuner to produce the right tone. 
An indispensable requisite is plenty of bellows power. 
Wherever there is a deficiency in this regard imperfect 
results are sure to follow, no matter how many sets of 
reeds the organ may possess or however well the entire 
mechanism may be adjusted. The performer, and not 
some unsympathetic blower, should have control of the 
bellows. A smooth, uniform handling of the bellows is 
needed, and the musician with brains and amiable qual¬ 
ities is the judge of how much or how little this power¬ 
ful factor in reed organ playing should be used. 
The tendency of the organ, unlike the piano, is to 
become sharp instead of flat, and a forcing, spasmodic 
use of the bellows is certainly a powerful foe to the 
American-made reed instrument. The care of a good 
organ necessitates the exercise of common sense. When¬ 
ever the reeds become feeble or silent, from the accumu¬ 
lation of dust, draw them carefully with the hook 
furnished with every instrument, and permit the contrib¬ 
utors—both small and great—to go on their way 
rejoicing in the production of rich musical sounds.— 
“Music” (London). 
- —-— 
A BOON FOR COMPOSERS. 
All composers will greet with joy a recent invention 
which will prove a great labor saver to them. The 
“ Record ” mentioned this invention sometime ago, and 
is now able to illustrate the manner in which the writ¬ 
ing of music is accomplished by the playing of the re¬ 
spective pieces on the piano. The hammers of all keys 
are connected with a series of levers placed at the top of 
an upright piano. These are in turn connected with a 
recording point making an imprint on the paper fed to 
the music-writing machine as long as the respective key 
of the piano is held down by the coni|K>ser’» hand. The 
recording can be continued indefinitely upon a roll of 
paper, and the transcribing into the ordinary style of 
written or printed music need not be done by the com¬ 
poser himself, but can be done by any skilled engraver, 
who can easily master the plain record made by the 
machine. A clockwork placed at the side of the writing 
machine proper is so arranged that it may be set to go 
at any desired speed. The artist himself controls the 
speedj and also the connection of the black piano keys, 
which, according to the pitch he uses, may be set for the 
sharp or flat chords by simply shifting a hand at the left 
of the music-writing machine. 
The newly patented instrument has created consider¬ 
able interest wherever exhibited. A composer may 
hereafter, when moved by a musical inspiration, go to 
the piano and simply play it; then take out his reconi 
from the machine and send it to the engraver.—RJifa- 
delphia “Record.” 
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To 8. A. D.—You need not have any doubt or dis- 
hearteuroent arising from the difficulty which you 
mention—i. e., of bringing npyour lesson fresh and fur¬ 
bished after a neglect of a few days. Nature is very 
chary of her gifts at times, and she has certainly hedged 
about the sacred paradise of art-happiness by a 
bristling fence of most thorny difficulties. As YY’otan 
fenced in bis disobedient daughter, Brllnhilde, by a wall 
of dreadful flames, so pains and dangers and tediums 
hide away from all but the bravest the glorious and 
ravishing beauty of music. No one can keep technical 
work in perfect running order without furbishing it 
incessantly, as a railroad engineer oils and polishes his 
engine. You doubtless have read the famous bon mot of 
Dr. Hans von Biilow, to the effect that if he omitted 
practice one day, he noticed a difference; if he omitted 
practice two days, his friends noticed a difference ; if he 
omitted practice three days, the public noticed a differ¬ 
ence. I, myself, while visiting at the honse of that 
eminent virtuoso, William H. Sherwood, sat beside him 
as he ran through a Beethoven sonata with which he 
was perfectly familiar—namely, the great Appassionata. 
•Such a virtuoso as Sherwood has, of course, an extremely 
high standard by which to jndge himself as well as 
others, and he exclaimed, with some impatience, “I 
have not practiced for eight days, on account of travel¬ 
ing.” It need not worry you in the least, nor distress 
you with the fear that you are unmusical, when you 
observe that your music will not remain for weeks, or 
even days, in as perfect a state as when you presented 
it to yonr teacher at the lesson. Indeed, it is doubtful 
il any composition, however familiar or long-existing in 
the memory, is so perfectly at command that a musician 
would dare to play it in public without rehearsal. A 
famous writer made the aphorism in politics, “Eternal 
vigilance is the price of liberty,” and certainly in art 
incessant practice alone can secure that automatic 
freedom which constitutes proficiency. You ought, how¬ 
ever, to be able to carry in your mind at least 2000 
measures,—,', e., about an hour’s playing,-which would 
cut up into about twelve pieces of average length. It 
was said von Billow declared that “ no one was a pianist 
who could not play from memory 100 pieces.” I per¬ 
sonally asked him if he said this, and he laughingly 
replied, “Oh, such things are usually exaggerated ” 
V he" BI,low was getting ready for his first American 
concert, it is stoutly maintained by those who ought to 
know that he practiced twelve hours a day fora week 
Now, a Biilow program contained about two hours' play- 
ing, that is, 4000 measures,—and this number of hours 
eighty, will so divide into 4000 as to make about an 
hour for each fifty measures. This seems, at first an 
extravagant amount of time to put upon merely polish 
ing memory and fingers, but think of the exquisite resnlt t 
If to acquire the mental and digital development neces¬ 
sary for playing a given program of, we will say 3000 
measures, you had to labor 500 bourn in order to master 
it and keep it, there would be no extravagance of dis- 
proportion. Do not worry about your inability “to nlav 
things right off. ” The people who play things right off 
ninety-nine times in a hundred mangle them, and the 
music which is not worth playing frequently is hardly 
worth play ing at all. Theability to read atsight islargely 
a natural gift, indispensable to the orchestra player 
valuable to an accompanist, but of secondary worth to a 
solo pianist. If yon feel the ardent love of music which 
you profess, work ahead doggedly, cheerfully, and 
ecstatically, for music’s rewards, though gained by small 
increments, are worth all they cost. 
To E. 8. You say that your execution is limited and 
that your right hand is better than yonr left,” and 
then you ask me what to do about it? My answer 
would have to be either very brief and comprehensive 
viz., take lessons and practice,•’ or else might be 
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exceedingly voluminous. I surmise, however, what you 
mean by “ execution” is sufficient strength and dex¬ 
terity to deliver large and showy pieces. However lim¬ 
ited may he your execution, so long as you can do any¬ 
thing at all on the keyboard there is music—beautiful 
music—growing abundantly for you in the fields clad 
with splendor by the creative genius of the world’s 
composers, great and small. If yon are not strong enough 
to pluck up the linden tree and transplant it with all its 
blossoms to your garden, you can probably pluck roses, 
or at least gather daisies, dandelions, and clovertop. For 
the development of your technical powers I would rec¬ 
ommend a careful daily use of the technicon, for pure 
muscular reasons ; study of Mason’s incomparable four 
books of piano technic, “Touch and Technic,” and a 
study of carefully chosen pieces in which the beauty of 
imagination rather than the intricacies of technic shall 
be the desideratum. As for your left hand, there should 
be no difference between the two hands, and you should 
iucrease the flexibility and power of the left hand by 
doubling or trebling the amount of practice bestowed 
npon it over the right hand. The left hand can be made 
pliant and strong if you will resolutely keep at it. Pa¬ 
tience and accuracy are the indispensable requisites for 
any artistic achievement, but they are practically om¬ 
nipotent. 
Again you ask, “ How must I practice the scales so as 
to play them fast and well ? ” This question is answered 
more completely in Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” than 
I can possibly do here ; but my principal advice to you 
would be : First, play the scales with separate hand ; 
second, play in many rates, from extremely slow to as 
fast as you can without stumbling ; third, continually 
change the rate; fourth, play them staccatoand legato, par¬ 
ticularly the former ; fifth, test yourself by the metronome 
daily as to the limit of your speed. At first you may 
not be able to get above four notes to a beat with the 
metronome at sixty, but in a few days you may go to 
sixty-three, sixty-six, sixty-nine, seventy-two, and so on 
up, notch by notch, till yon gain 120 or even higher. 
But remember always that a scale is merely a row of 
single tones, each round and perfect as a pearl, touching 
its neighbor before and after, but preserving its own 
rounduess and individual integrity. The worst fault in 
pianists in delivering scales is that they tolerate dropped 
notes. Nothing so soon destroys a scale or makes it 
sound so clumsy as the existence of these little gaps, and 
nothing so beautifies it as absolute uniformity and the 
integrity of the separate tones. Do not strain after ex¬ 
travagant speed, for a scale sounds really more beautiful 
delivered moderately fast, with perfect decision, than if 
it is splattered out in an uneven, indistinct way. Re¬ 
curring again to my metaphor of pearls, I must remind 
you that your scale should be a necklace exquisitely 
wrought and connected, but with every part, each little 
sphere, rounded, complete, perfect. 
To V. W. M.—You ask how to produce upon the piano 
an effect analogous to that of singing, and say that your 
teacher recommends a straight finger with a hammering 
motion, but that yon object to it on the ground of its 
not looking graceful. As usual in all such questions 
you kindle my thoughts at three or four different spots’ 
and it is difficult for me to repress a conflagration. 
First. The securing of a singing style on the piano is a 
matter of the very, very highest importance. One of 
the chief grounds of objection to the pianoforte as a 
musical instrument on the part of some is its incapacity 
for singing; but this has always dumbfounded me 
especially when it comes from musicians, because it is 
chiefly remarkable for not being true. Certain effects of 
singing the piano can not do so well as the violin, but 
certain others it can do equally well. I must answer 
you under this first head with several subdivisions 
letters m8k<i “d lncid> 1 wil1 indicate by 
(«) Yon must get out of the piano its most beautiful 
quality of tone. Any one who tells me that the sound 
produced by a good, modem grand piano, smitten by the 
fingers of a skilful pianist, is not a beautiful thing 
agreeable to the nerves and exciting to the heart, I regard 
“ Z’VY .Vr«r lh« n*»»» 
S not that of a violin, an organ, a trumpet, a flute a 
glockenspiel, a music-box, or a xylophone. It is mi 
generis, and very beautiful. It is open to certain fani, 
just as all instruments, the voice included, haveea h 
special set of maladies to which it is obnoxious Tb * 
the violin may sound scrapy and out of tune, the clarinet 
squawky and like a goose, the flute wheezy, thetrumj 
horribly strident, and, as for the voice is there an 
ugliness of sound which is not produced by soml 
accredited pupil of some popular teacher at sometime in 
public for his suffering fellow-beings? Do not be 
frightened, then, about the piano not haviDg a beautiful 
tone, for it has. You must steer clear of the haul 
twanging, metallic sound produced by striking the kev 
with fingers too inelastic, or, on the other hand, the 
feeble, ineffective sound which comes from striking the 
keys undecidedly. 
(b) The most beautiful singing tone is secured by a 
touch, moderately slow, but at the extreme of firmness 
and tension. Make your finger solid by holding the 
muscles flexed decidedly, but not with any convulsive 
rigidity. Then push the key down with positiveneseand 
be sure that your finger is placed firmly at the middle of 
the key, from side to side. Its being near the end or in 
toward the piano will vary according to the shape of the 
phrase and the mechanical convenience of the hand. 
(c) Chopin used to say to his piano pupils, ‘ ‘ Go and 
hear Malibran sing ” ; and Schumann advised all young 
pianists to play accompaniments with singers and observe 
and take advice. Here are certainly two high authorities 
for the singing affinities between the voice and the piano¬ 
forte. 
I have not space to do justice fully to this subject, but 
will say that the most enchanting effect, after securing a 
suave and ear-pleasing sound, is to unite these sounds in 
the manner that a singer does—by a continual rise and 
fall of the dynamics. Let yonr phrase proceed in a 
curve, let it arch like a rainbow or dip like a valley, but 
never remain like a dead-level plateau. For instance, 
the melody, second line G, fourth space E, D, C, might 
be treated in several ways according to the sentiment to 
be expressed, but the rarest of all things would be to 
strike these notes each forte or fortissimo. That would 
only be permissible if the composer were representing 
bells clanging either with majestic slowness or with ex¬ 
cited rapidity. Connect the notes, then, with a good 
legato, and with a constant sensitive change in their 
dynamic values ranging all the way from piano to fortis¬ 
simo; but remember this—that the dynamic value of the 
melody must always be from two to three times heavier 
than that of the accompaniment. Here is a pitfall into 
which every bad pianist tumbles,—and I may observe in 
passing that poor orchestral directors are equally bad,— 
viz., the accompaniment is not properly suppressed. This 
much must suffice for this first head. 
Second.—As to the straight finger, it makes little dif¬ 
ference whether your finger he crooked or straightened 
when you attack the key. The main point is to secure 
the proper amount of muscular firmness ; the tip of yonr 
finger should feel like a solid rubber ball. The particu¬ 
lar stretch of your finger may be determined solely by 
the convenience of reaching for the keys. 
Third.—As-to your objection that long fingers do not 
look well, I am sorry to say that this puts me out ol 
patience. Piano playing, like all other music, is ad¬ 
dressed through the ear to the mind, heart, and soul 
and the entertainment of the eyes in any way is absurd. 
I once heard a man who was an admirer of Gottschalk 
say that just to see Gottschalk walk on the stage and in 
a leisurely manner draw off his gloves was worth the 
dollar that the ticket cost. I thought, “You fool - 10 
call such things musical enjoyment.” A student may 
be permitted to watch the finger action of d'Albert, or 
Paderewski, or Joseffy, or Sherwood, or Bloomfield-Zem 
ler, or Carrefio, purely for technical instruction, but t '• 
has nothing whatever to do with the inner meaning o 
music and its most precious values; and I have 
abhorrence for everything which tends to make ont < 
this holy art, whose mission to the human race is unspe 
ably important, a mere question of frivolous pastime 
Make any kind of gyrations you wish with your tinge ^ 
your arms, yonr body ; throw your hair over your 
like Rubinstein or sit like a statue as did Thai'**? 
stare into the sky like Liszt—do anything yon pi®*" ’ 
but see to it that you make music. 
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the need of higher education for 
MUSICIANS. 
by CHARLES SANFORD SKILTON. 
POEING the past few years the colleges of the country 
have often been urged to give music a place in the cur¬ 
riculum as a subject of higher education of equal im¬ 
portance with literature and science. A few courses in 
music have been established, but there has been no 
wide acceptance of the idea. Perhaps the colleges would 
feel more interest if higher education were common 
among musicians, and their influence in communities as 
great as that of other professional men. At present this 
is hardly the case. 
Outside the cities most Americans gain their concep¬ 
tion of musicians from two classes. One is composed of 
the players in a brass band or dance orchestra, who go 
to the saloon when their duties are over or eat refresh¬ 
ments with the servants, give lessons at homes where 
their footing is strictly professional, speak broken Eng¬ 
lish, and take their children out of school before they 
have fairly mastered the language of the land, to repeat 
their own monotonous career. This class is composed of 
excellent musicians, but possesses little education or 
culture, and can not he counted a social force. 
Lower in point of technical skill, far higher in social 
standing, is the earnest lady teacher who trains the chil¬ 
dren of the town according to her light, plays the reed 
organ in church, and sees enough of the possibilities of 
the art to regard her own achievements with a humility 
which few of her patrons will believe they deserve. She 
is often cultured, but seldom a highly-trained musician, 
and, therefore, practically to be regarded as an amateur. 
From these two classes the average rural American forms 
bis conception of musicians, and is forced to believe that 
musical ability and general culture do not readily com¬ 
bine. Hence, he pronounces the word “musician ” with 
a circumflex accent on the second syUable. 
In and near the large cities more adequate concep¬ 
tions prevail. Here we find directors of music schools, 
teachers, writers, lecturers, performers, conductors, com¬ 
posers, organists, who are people of culture and social 
standing, occupying positions of recognized importance, 
aasily the peers of other professional men. Most of 
them possess genius in some form, enjoy the prestige of 
loreign study, are known by their works, and have won 
wide influence by force of character and natural gifts. 
Nearly all have solved the problem which is the subject 
of this paper, and it is their influence, inspiring others 
to emulate them, to which we must look for an uplifting 
of the musical profession. Cultured Americans are 
proud of these musicians and recognize their power, but 
to many their profession seems a hindrance in spite of 
which their personal force has gained them success rather 
than a help and inspiration to the greatest effort. It is 
worth while to pause and inquire why music is held in 
ow esteem in all but the most enlightened centers of 
)nr eoantry ; why the name of musician is not so sure a 
guarantee of intellectual culture and social worth as 
that of editor or lawyer. 
Iu ^le place, the Anglo-Saxons are not a musical 
jice, and have had no influence upon the development 
Music except as patrons. No composer of the first 
. 'las colne from the English-speaking people, and 
*rt h °r'^'n:d creative ability they have shown in the 
Ne '>een isolated and without permanent result. 
cooX t "K mUSt remember that the race as it exists in our 
io«aP *las 011 ly partially completed the task of sub- 
porti'fl® an eQtire continent. Hence, only the older 
ions of the country are sufficiently settled to encour- 
0f upment of the fine arts. This preponderance 
Music4 '“Crests blinds men to the mission of 
tajn nP°n i* as merely a means of enter- 
°uly ; ’~nni<dl as savages at first regard clothing as 
—and hold its devotees in correspond- 
Pwple'^ te8^fem' How often have we heard cultivated 
'‘uworth^’ ‘^us'c i® very well as a pastime, but an 
else ” v Pr0fe8S10n ^or a man who can do anything 
0 this lack of popular understanding of the 
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mission of music is due much of the low estimation in 
which musicians are commonly held. But it can not be 
denied that we musicians are partly to blame. We 
accept conditions we should try to better; we neglect 
opportunities to come in touch with other interests than 
our own ; we seek no education but a musical one, and 
give the impression that we care for nothing in the world 
but music. Such are the causes of the present status of 
the musician in this country. What can be done to 
improve it ? 
So far as the race problem is concerned, the event is in 
the hand of Providence. It may he that musical genius 
will some time become a property of the Anglo-Saxons, 
as it has been of the Teutonic and Latin peoples. It 
may be that onr race is becoming so modified by immi¬ 
gration and education that we are on the eve of a period 
of original musical development. Be that as it may, the 
event is not under our control. But for the other con¬ 
ditions there is a simple, effective remedy described by 
the one word, “education”—education for the masses in 
regard to the meaning of music; education for musicians 
along broader lines than those of their art alone. It is 
not the purpose of this paper to dwell upon the former 
topic. There are powerful and well-directed efforts for 
educating the masses in regard to music. Concerts, 
church services, choral societies, lectures, critical 
reviews, periodicals, traveling artists, teachers, con¬ 
ventions—all these are extending their influence further 
every year, and producing always greater results. But 
it may honestly be said that the people are educating 
themselves to understand music better than musicians 
are educating themselves to understand the people. 
Let us consider, then, how musicians may acquire 
higher education. Not every musician will acknowledge 
the need of it, and in support of his position may point 
to several of the great names of history as men who suc¬ 
ceeded in music and were quite ignorant of other sub¬ 
jects. Let us briefly examine them. Of the earlier 
masters Schiitz, the predecessor of Bach, was educated 
for the law until art and nature proved too strong ; 
indel by his wide travels and contact with men ac- 
ired the equivalent of a liberal education ; while all 
e rest—Palestrina, Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, 
hubert—were unlearned in aught save music. Of 
[idem masters Schumann, like Sch'utz, was destined 
r the law and combined scholarship and literary ability 
ith musical genius; Mendelssohn and Brahms were 
•ctors of philosophy, and, of course, highly educated ; 
bile Chopin, Liszt, Rubinstein, and YVagner acquired, 
re Handel, a high degree of culture from thesurround- 
gs into which their genius brought them. Thus we 
e that of eight classical masters, only two possessed a 
ieral education, while of seven modern masters, we 
ay claim it for every one. This is a significant fact, 
means that life in the eighteenth century, with its 
irrow limitations, its fixed relations of master and 
rvant, its settled grooves of thought and feeling, could 
i intuitively comprehended and adequately expressed 
r musical genius alone : but that life in the nineteenth 
ntury, after the social upheaval of the French revolu- 
>n the new departures of science, the growth of m- 
vidual life, the vastly broader intellectual horizon and 
smopolitan interests, can only be understood by musi- 
1 genius aided by liberal education. Wherefore, I 
y, let musicians as well as ministers, lawyers, or doctors 
ek a college education. It is necessary to raise them to 
,e place they deserve in popular esteem ; it is necessary 
enable them to understand and interpret modern life, 
’hen a musician of liberal education settles in an 
telligent community, he is received as he deserves, 
e understands the achievements of science can d.s- 
,ss civil government with the lawyers, labor prob- 
ms with the manufacturers, social theories with the 
:onomists; can converse without talking shop has 
ethod and aim in all his work, and, by showing the 
orld that it is better to be a man than to be a musician, 
roves that a musician may be a man I have seen sm i 
musician make a whole city musical ,n a few years. I 
now the American people will interest tbem*Wesui 
rnsic when musicians concern themselves with the 
of life. The question may be asked, how 
means are likely to be limited. A course of modem 
education alone too often exhausts the strength of youth. 
Who could add to it the daily practice necessary to attain 
professional excellence in music ? This query seems to 
me to apply only to concert artists. For them college 
education is well-nigh impossible. They must practice 
seven or eight hours daily ; music will claim nearly all 
their time. Private study and contact with the world 
must impart culture as best they can. But for all others 
—composers, conductors, organists, choir-masters, 
writers, lecturers, most of all for teachers—higher educa¬ 
tion is both possible and necessary. At most of our 
leading colleges a bright young man can earn his entire 
way. 
Musical courses offer opportunity for one or two hours 
a day of the indispensable practice, to allow for which 
one might dispense with secret societies or banjo clubs. 
When the college course is finished, let the musician, 
like the doctor, lawyer, or minister, spend three years at 
a professional school, and he will enter life equipped to 
do the broadest work as an artist, and inspire the high¬ 
est respect as a man. He will be capable of under¬ 
standing and interpreting all phases of human life. 
As composer he will not be limited to the writing of 
sentimental songs or graceful piano music, but all forms 
will be at his command. His sympathy with everything 
that pertains to human life will gain for his message a 
respectful hearing from all classes, and his culture will 
lift him above the eccentricities and petty animosities 
which often disgrace his profession. So shall the “irrita¬ 
ble race of poets,” which is composed of musicians as well 
as of poets, lose the qualities that debar it from its proper 
place in the popular esteem. 
WHAT THEY KNEW. 
The examination papers of children in elementary 
schools are often ludicrous enough, hut the following 
definitions given at a recent examination at a transat¬ 
lantic conservatoire would take a lot of beating. Here 
are some of them : 
Da capo—Go back to the beginning and end in the 
middle. 
Staccato—Disconnected. 
Arietta—Solo in an opera. 
Schubert belongs to the “ Erl King,” Handel to the 
“ Messiah.” 
Grieg was an English composer. 
The ninth symphony is the greatest work that exists 
for the piano. 
Brahms was an English composer. 
YVagner was a Scandinavian. 
French composer, Mazzenetta. 
Russian composer, Meyerbeer. 
“ Faust ”—one of Wagner’s principal works. 
Wagner’s subjects were usually taken from deep 
things, and breathed out the primeval in them. 
Massenet wrote the “Erl King.” 
Mozart wrote sonatas and a concerto. 
Mendelssohn wrote many “songs without words,” 
which are a great improvement on the popular songs of 
our day. 
Chopin showed how the sentimental could be brought 
ont. His music is flaming and smooth, while that of 
Mozart is more labored and not so spontaneous. 
A scale is when you progress from one natural tone to 
another until the octave is reached. 
A symphony is a composition without regular form. 
A sonata is an elaborate composition. 
Palestrina was born in Palestrina, near Italy. 
Bennett is an early English composer. 
Gluck wrote “ Martha.” 
YVagner wrote “ La Valking.” 
Mendelssohn wrote “ Kliglia.” 
Y’erdi wrote “ Faust.” 
Wagner wrote “Des Meinstrelsinger.” 
Beethoven was a modern Italian composer. 
Clef is the sense of pitch. 
Clef is the five lines and four spaces we write on.— 
“ Musical Standard." 
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HINTS FOR THE HOME MUSIC TEACHER. 
How to Tkach and What Books to Use. 
BY KATHERINE LOUISE SMITH. 
How to educate the child is a great problem with more 
than one mother. Perhaps before marriage she played 
well. The question now arises, Can she not at least start 
her child so that when the opportunity comes the child 
will already have made a good beginning toward needed 
instruction? 
What does the energetic mother do? There are many 
of them in the land ; mothers who will sacrifice every¬ 
thing to educate their children. The mother begins to 
look about her to see what her best method to pursue 
may he. 
She finds out many things to her sorrow, among them 
that the music of her girlhood, the classics excepted, is 
the music of the past. The music of to-day has 
advanced so much that the old is like comparing the Sal¬ 
vation Army ding and dong and rattle to a well-trained 
orchestra. The dauntless woman, however, is not dis¬ 
couraged, and investigation on herpart brings forth many 
ideas as to method and curriculum. It is for these 
women these hints are given, although they may have 
value to some teachers in meeting difficulties with young 
pupils. The suggestions are intended for the non pro- 
fesdoual rather than the professional teacher, and hence 
the terms used are necessarily simple. 
I iret, the home teacher of the pianoforte must prepare 
herself with a good instruction book. The old ones of 
yesterday have been superseded by books that are so 
superior that one wonders how the old ones ever were in 
vogue. An excellent method for the piano, especially 
for amateur teachers to deal with, is entitled Landon’s 
“Foundation Materials for the Pianoforte.” This writer 
has also an excellent Reed-organ Method. These books 
are especially to be recommended because Mr. Landon 
takes nothing for granted. Each lesson begins with pre¬ 
fatory paragraphs, pointing out the difficulties and 
new ideas as the pupil slowly advances. 
The instruction book to a professional teacher is 
simply a framework, but the non-professional instructor 
must pin her faith to it and go by it faithfully. As the an¬ 
notations in this work are numerous, this is easily done. 
After the selection of an instruction book the child will 
advance slowly, and the chosen book will be supple¬ 
mented by other works. Decide definitely upon a 
certain amount of time for the child to practice daily, 
aud try to have nothing interfere. 
Scale and arpeggio work are two essentials to good 
technic. The professional teacher will frequently 
make exercises to suit the needs of the pupil, but the 
home teacher is debarred from that by lack of experi¬ 
ence. There are many books which will assist here. 
“Studies in Melody Playing for Junior Pupils,” by 
If. C. Macdougall, is excellent for this purpose. The 
design is to develop sensibility and poetic taste. 
Never let a child play too quickly or with spasmodic 
jerks aud no regard to time. Remember it is not at all 
old-fashioned to count aloml, nor will it ever be. No 
matter how well the notes are struck, no piece is perfect 
without correct time. One can, of course, use a metro- 
Dome. 
Teach the child to play alone and before others. 
Encourage self-reliance and try to cultivate in him the 
love of the beautiful, which, after all, is a part of the 
divine love. 
An excellent idea is to keep a blank book with a com¬ 
plete record of each lesson in it. Leave this with the 
child, to consult during practice honrs. 
For the formation of chords in their different phases 
obtain Clarke's Music Tablet, This contains on the 
first page a synopsis of harmony which should be care¬ 
fully studied in connection with the works already men 
tinned. Upon the blank pages of this book the teacher 
should instruct the child to write all the chords of the 
different scales io their various positions and augmen¬ 
tations. 
No amateur teaching is complete without work of this 
sort by the pupil, who should be taught to write 
notes neatly and correctly. No piece should be 
left until it is thoroughly mastered. Musical terms 
should also be taught. A correct abridged list will be 
found in Landon’s book. Stainer and Barrett’s “ Dic¬ 
tionary of Musical Terms” is one of the large and com¬ 
plete collections. 
A good preparatory course is as follows : 
FIRST YEAR. 
Landon’s “Foundation Materials for the Pianoforte” 
or Koehler’s “Practical Piano School”; Mathews’ “Gra¬ 
ded Studies,” Book I; exercises by Loeschhorn and Ber- 
tini, with occasional sonatas by Clementi, Krause, and 
others. These will give variety and color, and yet not 
be too difficult. 
SECOND YEAR. 
Landon’s “ Method for the Piano Mathews’ “ Gra¬ 
ded Studies,” Books II and III; Herz’s “Scales and 
Chords”; Loeschhorn; Koehler’s “Progressive Stud¬ 
ies”; K uhlan, and others. 
THIRD YEAR. 
Mathews’ “ Graded Studies,” Books III and IV; Hel¬ 
ler, Op. 47; Czerny; Bertini, Op. 29, and sonatinas by 
Clementi and others. 
The observant teacher will soon discover to what kind 
of music the pupil is best adapted. Pieces of worth can 
often he found in collections. 
Standard first- and second-grade pieces, compiled by 
Mathews, will he found of service, especially as they are 
annotated. In this book will be found pieces by some of 
the best composers. 
An “Album of Instructive Pieces” by various com¬ 
posers is published by Presser, and will be found in¬ 
valuable. 
Standard works are found also in the Litolff and Peters 
editions. 
The home music teacher with these guides will feel 
as if half the battle was won. Inquiry upon her part will 
show that she can obtain these works either at home or 
from any large music house, and many of the latter will 
send the works on inspection. 
Try to keep the child interested; teach him that a 
proper amount of pride is necessary to do anything well, 
and tell him the story of various composers’ lives. 
Use the above curriculum, read such works as “Cele¬ 
brated Pianists,” “Chats with Music Students,” etc., to 
him as he advances, and the home teacher may feel,’ as 
the pupil passes out of her hands into the conservatory 
or the world, that she has not alone “ done what she 
could,” but accomplished it well. 
Patience, enthusiasm, and the desire to accomplish a 
certain end overturn many stones on the road. Not a 
professional teacher but is thankful for the cooperation 
of the mother, especially in regard to practicing; but 
with these hints the energetic mother who has had a 
musical education can do much alone toward preparing 
her child for a complete musical education. 
The Berlin Wagner Society published in the program 
of its last concert the following letter of Richard Wagner: 
-o uuv, in, loot 
were to make me a present in Sn of ^me Vui 
?*®“ld..be vefy grateful. May I then ask von to let 
SolennWma f;elm : J’ Bee'tWnMi 
soienms (D major), score and piano arraneement • 
you will gratify ^ ©quest the me 
^°ur humble servant, 
Richard Wagner. 
™ a addreS8e<1 t0 the of Schott Sons 
‘ ’ “nd the* 8ent the ransic asked for, hut the “ piano 
arrangement, two hands, of the Ninth ” was never 
thTfi ' reP0Si”g. iB the niamiscriPt drawer of 
Vear’atnftrin,Srara’ “ 8601 *° Wagner M a New 
SOME HINDRANCES TO FELLOWSHIP AMONr 
MUSICIANS. 
BY WALTER HEATON. 
The musical profession is one that is of special interest 
and importance to the welfare of any community as a 
large percentage of the people are indebted to the pro 
fession for some of the brightest and happiest honrs of 
their lives. As a professional musician, I wonld ask 
Have we, as professional musicians, individually ami 
collectively, used all legitimate means to sustain the 
honor and importance of our profession? Have we 
sought union ? Do we regard each other with a cordial 
and fraternizing spirit? We have constantly before ns 
the example of the medical profession, which has found, 
in organization and conference, the means of raising the 
tone of the profession itself, of promoting its interests, 
and of enabling it to take a higher social status than it 
could have accomplished in any other way. I know of 
no instance where such organization has not been 
attended with the greatest success to the advancement 
of the profession, and also to the individual members 
thereof. What have our leading professors of the noble 
art done toward accomplishing a similar purpose in this 
country ? The musical profession is suffering from the 
somewhat antagonistic feeling that prevails among those 
engaged in the calling. 
Of course it will be necessary, to make cooperation suc¬ 
cessful, that we divest ourselves of jealousy and egotism. 
Why can not we honestly and enthusiastically praise the 
successful efforts of our professional brethren? Perhaps 
they have been more fortunate than ourselves ; possibly 
they are more successful in their sphere of labor than we 
are in ours, and more gifted in the particular branch of 
the profession that they practice ; but it matters not. If 
they have succeeded where we have failed we have no 
right to be jealous, and it would certainly profit ns more 
if we were to work in sympathy with them rather than 
in opposition. But I believe egotism to be more per¬ 
nicious and more distressing in its ultimate effects than 
jealousy. 
A person may become such a confirmed egotist that be 
imagines every hit of hostile or adverse criticism must 
be intended to apply to himself; and if some friend en¬ 
deavors to soothe his feelings with the remark that the 
criticisms were meant for some one else, then he is highly 
indignant that he has been overlooked, and that his part 
or share of the program has been allowed to pass 
unnoticed 1 
Some time ago, while looking over a medical book 
entitled “ A Code of Medical Ethics,” I came npon the 
following passage, which seems particularly appropriate 
to the question of a more cordial relation among pro¬ 
fessional musicians : 
“We call ourselves professional brethren: let us then, 
in the daily intercourse of life, strive earnestly to realize 
the thought by each offering to the other a high-minded 
and fraternal regard ; there can not be a doubt that 
many of the wrongs from which we are suffering arise 
out of our defective conduct to each other, and it is 
equally evident that by avoiding invidious remarks and 
every unworthy artifice to elevate self at the expense of 
our neighbor, we shall achieve the greatest good that can 
possibly be conferred on onr profession.” 
The author goes on to say : 
“ Snch evils are best overcome by association and the 
mutual intercourse which scientific and social meetings 
are calculated to engender.” 
It is our lot as professional men to come in contact 
with the musical amateur, and we are all ready to adind 
that the cultivated amateur is indispensable in a mnsi 
community, but it is solely in the interest of the pi°* 
fessional musician that I write. 
I anxiously look for a time when the professions 
musicians of this great country will be united in onf‘ 
society which will not only uphold the dignity and honor 
of the profession, but will also provide facilities for d|C 
social intercourse and mntnal improvement of 
members. 
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WHAT IS MEANT BY “PLAYING WITH 
w expression ” ? 
. gentleman who taTTu intelligent interest in 
ran8ic propounded to me a question which caused some 
{ Li in mv mind. He asked me what is meant 
“T^ing with expression.” He added that many of 
3fr eis seem to think that it is something that ,s 
ion the spur of the moment. A performer who has 
Lerfnl musical temperament sits down at the piano 
and begins to play. The music takes possession of Ins 
i and fans into flame that slumbering spark of tem- 
nmment ” This blazing temperament now fires the 
whole performance, and the player, letting his fingers go 
as temperament drives them, overwhelms the audience 
with his glorious expression. That, to his great sur¬ 
prise is what he found that most of his friends, music 
lovere like himself, think about the matter. He can not 
agree with this view. He desired to know whether he 
is not right in believing that expression must be the 
result of study, of preparation, of thought, not of the 
mere spontaneous promptings of temperament. 
The question is not new, and is one which affects 
every branch of interpretative art. Expression is not the 
sole property of the musician. It belongs just as much 
to the actor, the elocutionist, or the reader. The whole 
matter of study versus spontaneity has been discussed 
thoroughly by the actors, and artists like Coquelin, 
Bernhardt, and Irving have given their views. The 
question was whether the actor ought to prepare before¬ 
hand his actions, looks, gestures, and intonations, or 
trust to the inspiration of the moment. That was one 
phase of the matter. Another question then arose : 
Should the actor actually feel the emotions of the scene, 
or coldly simulate them by carefully prepared symbols? 
In other words, conld he act with expression if he was 
not carried away by his temperament during the per¬ 
formance, but engaged in doing everything with pure 
intellectual method ? 
The great artists will tell you that the actor can not 
simulate any emotion which he is incapable of feeling. 
He can not pretend that which he does not know ; other¬ 
wise he would create, not interpret. 
He must be able to understand the emotions of every 
scene in his part before he can convey them to the audi¬ 
ence. In a measure, the true actor does feel the emotion 
of the scene, hut the method by which he conveys that 
emotion is the result of study. 
The method of expression as practiced by the actor is 
also that of the musician. It is easiest to perceive the 
resemblance when the case is that of a singer, for here 
the musician uses all the apparatus of the actor, except 
speech, for which he substitutes song. Has any one 
ever known Jean de Reszke to present “ Faust ” different 
from that which is familiar to ns ? If not, why not ? 
M. Jean de Reszke has a powerful temperament. Why 
does it not make him play “ Faust ” with a different 
expression sometimes ? Because the conception of 
Faust ’ ’ which the great tenor presents to ns is the 
result of thought and study, not of spontaneous impulse. 
Sometimes M. de Reszke plays “Faust” with snore 
intensity than at others. That is one effect of tempera¬ 
ment which, being an emotional thing, may he 
strengthened or weakened by physical conditions. But 
the conception of the part and the methods of expressing 
that conception are always the same. If they were not, 
there wonld be no conception, and hence no art. 
All these considerations apply to the performance of a 
piano sonata or a violin concerto. The first thing that 
the performer must do is to form his conception of the 
w°rk as a whole. He must do this with his intellect, for 
e act of conception is an intellectual, not an emotional 
***■ Be must form a conception even of the emotional 
content of the composition. Having the conception of 
e whole, the interpretative artist must next proceed 
^ study out l'le details of the composition and how they 
are to be treated in performance. All this is the labor 
tel] 6 ^^Bect. The emotions may influence the in- 
ectby their sympathetic grasp of the feeling of cer- 
^ l)assageS’ bat it is the reason which must dictate the 
bea °dS^ "Hich that feeling is to be revealed to the 
Th 
e piauist, for instance, uses certain tone-colors, 
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certain touch, certain accentuations to make a passage 
have a particular effect npon an audience. That effect 
ought to be the effect aimed at by the composer, and 
this the player can discover only by a careful study, not 
only of the passage itself, but of its place in the general 
plan of the work. Such a study ought to lead him to 
feel the passage, and his aim then becomes the revelation 
of the feeling of that passage to the hearer. If he does 
reveal it, he plays with expression. 
The whole truth of the matter appears to be this, that 
the temperament must operate in conjunction with the 
intellect in the preliminary work to the extent of 
supplying the element of sympathetic feeling, and in 
the actual business of performance to the extent of in¬ 
fusing life into it.—W. J. Henderson, in “ Music Trade 
Review.” 
ABILITY AND AMIABILITY. 
Two Important Factors in Teaching. 
welfare of the passengers in his keeping, and who thinks 
more of that than he does of his own fame or—it has 
happened more than once—his own life. And such a 
regard for the welfare of others is the true spring of 
amiability ; and we teachers are placed npon the bridge 
as custodians aud stewards of those committed to our 
instruction. We may not break the record for lightning 
methods, we may not achieve name or fame ; but if we 
think first of the pupil, his needs and his welfare, then 
no man can accuse us of unfaithfulness on account of 
our cupidity, self conceit, or indifference. 
Is this not a truthful picture of the successful teacher ? 
Observe the quiet, unassuming figure of the captain 
upon the bridge. He looks up to the heights above him 
to learn the significance of his present position in this 
immense world of things ; now he marks the declination 
of the needle to keep a safe direction ; now he casts his 
eye npon the sea about him to be safe in his environ¬ 
ment ; and he thinks of the souls dependent npon the 
wisdom of his instructions. 
Such a one is master of his craft. 
BY WILLIAM BENBOW. 
You must have ability—ability to teach. If yon are 
unable to play or sing well, you are handicapped. But 
although yon may be a good player, if you are unable to 
teach, you are handicapped indeed. You must study 
aud learn to be a teacher j ust as much as to be a player. 
Perhaps you think because you have studied under a 
great master, or have gone through a great European 
school, that therefore you have acquired all that is neces¬ 
sary to know of the child-mind by some subtle process of 
absorption or intuition. One fresh from the musical 
“ atmosphere ” of some great European or American city 
smiles when you talk of kindergarten methods. Snch a 
one reminds us of Jaeotot, who once startled the educa¬ 
tional world by announcing that he was able to teach 
what he did not know. To “ cause one to know ” or “ to 
impart knowledge ” is not the main thing. Great educa¬ 
tors are finding that out, and in onr great universities we 
are having special lectures on kindergarten methods. 
Why? Because those life-long teachers are willing to 
study how to teach. Do not take it for granted that a child 
knows or likes this, that, or the other thing. Find out by 
asking him questions. Ask several “advanced ” pupils to 
tell why we use bars in music, and see how few give the 
correct answer. The only teaching that counts is that 
which rouses the pupil to conscious selfactivity-to do 
something good and right because he wants to do it, not 
necessarily because you want him to, or because you tell 
him to do it. It will do us teachers great good to 
remember that the things we put into a pupil s m,„d 
are only so many “fertilizers.” A scientific farmer 
studies the nature of his soil by stirring it up and 
examining it by chemical analysis, and then he can tell 
what kind of substances are lacking in its composiDon 
Think out some problems for yourself Otorv* for 
example, that a child learns to sing a good wtoto bofore 
he can learn to tell one letter from another. Vthy ca 
he learn to play, then, before learning the notes. Take 
the subject of rhythm and observe bow the pupil appie- 
ciates accent a good while before he conies to think 
Tuch Of the unaccented notes. He thinks music by 
niu n , . , within the measure. The 
g« th, right pitch rot each to f * 
““'rrs*' "»•,L™ 
friction, and that h P kwar,iuess in the way 
Water8‘ ? Inlrati: o ty ocelsion, squirt a drop of 
your pupil operat ^ 7^ Sarcasm, like the oil of 
pleasantry or al g • j and cautiously cm- ;i^rhr»r..T,r:j.— 
... 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS IN MUSIC. 
II. 
1. What is accent ? What is its use in music ? 
2. Which part or parts of a measure receive the 
strongest accent, in duple, triple, and quadruple time? 
3. Which in compound times ? 
4. Write examples in the various kinds of time, mark¬ 
ing the accents with <. 
5. What is syncopation ? 
6. Name some pieces you have studied in which syn¬ 
copation is introduced. If unnble to do this, write ex¬ 
amples to show each of three ways in which syncopation 
may be produced. 
7. Take several measures of some composition and 
introduce syncopation in them by altering the value of 
the notes. (A piece which contains successive notes on 
the same degree is most available for this exercise.) 
8. What is a triplet, a sextolet? How are they 
marked ? 
9. How can we indicate that two notes are to be played 
in the time of three in triple rhythm? 
10. How are other irregular groups of notes indicated ? 
Name some writer who makes frequent use of snch 
groups. 
11. What is the best rule for playing two notes in one 
hand against three in the other? 
12. How would you define a scale ? 
13. How many kinds of scale have we in ordinary 
nse ? Name them. 
14. There are two other scales in less frequent nse. 
Can you tell their names and describe them? 
15. How many modes are there? 
16. Give the names applied to each member of the 
scale, commencing with the Tonic. 
17. What is the difference between the major and 
minor modes, so far as concerns the arrangement of tones 
and semi-tones? 
18. What is a tetracbord ? 
19. How many tetracliords are required to make up 
an octave ? 
20. Taking the scale of C as a starting-point, write 
other scales, adding one sharp at a time, and show the 
tetracbord divisions. 
21. Do the same using flat keys. 
22. What is the necessity for the nse of sharps and 
flats? 
23. What do you understand by the circle of keys. 
24. Why is the minor scale, so called ? 
25. How many forms of minor scale are used ? What 
are their names? 
26. What difference is there between the various 
forms, ascending and descending progressions? 
27. What is the meaning of the term relative? Give 
the major keys in the most common nse, and their rela¬ 
tive minors. 
28. What is meant by tonic minor ? 
29. Describe the chromatic scale. 
30. There are two ways of writing the chromatic 
scale. Can yon give them ? 
( 7b be continued*) 
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WHAT MADE ME A MUSICIAN. 
I. 
The question is often pnt to people, How did yon 
come to take up your profession ? This is of consider¬ 
able importance to members of the musical as well as of 
other professions. For this reason The Etude has sent 
out copies of the following letter to a large number of 
prominent musicians—composers and teachers as well as 
artists. 
It is well known that circumstances seemingly trivial 
at the time often influence the after-life of an individual. 
The Etude is gathering material bearing on the ques¬ 
tions below. To this end letters have been sent to 
many prominent musicians inviting an answer for publi¬ 
cation in the journal. May we hope for a favorable reply 
from you ? 
1. What incident, if any, in your childhood or early 
youth led you to turn your mind to music and the 
music life? 
2. If none, can you give any special reason for your 
taking up the musical career? 
Any other remarks cognate to these questions will be 
appreciated, and added to the material secured. 
Yours truly, 
THEO. PKESSER, Publisher. 
From William F. Apthorp. 
“In reply to your favor of the 6th inst. I will say 
that it was almost pnreiy by accident that I devoted 
myself to music. From the first it was supposed by my 
parents and myself that my talent was for drawing and 
painting; I began to draw as soon as I could hold a 
pencil, and began what was distinctly a professional 
education in that line when I was eight years old, con¬ 
tinuing it with hardly an interruption under some of 
the best masters in Europe until I was nearly eleven. 
As I hail made pretty good progress, and was then to 
begin fitting for college, it was thonght best to stop my 
art education for a while. This fact, combined with the 
small opportunity of seeing fine pictures in Boston in 
the early sixties, threw me rather out of my former rut 
There was a pianoforte in the house, and I began to 
finger round on the keyboard for amusement. My 
father, being musical, did not discourage me, and soon I 
found that I had been bitten deeper than I was aware. 
In fact, music had suddenly ‘mashed me,’and I gave 
in. That is the whole story.” 
Ikom Louis C. Elson. 
“ In answer to your inquiry I would state that I seem 
to have.nher.tcd my musical tendencies from my mother 
o7,nvtr\r ,‘Ving l,eC" 10 the l6a8t mn8ieal- two 
of my brothers being almost unable to hum the simplest 
une correc y. ] can not recollect a time when 1 was 
not musically occupied more or less ; yet in my youth it 
was determined to train me up in commercial pursuits 
remember with amusement how many nnbusiness-like 
traits were then displayed, and how I r„8hed to my 
p.ano after hours. I finaHy forced my way into regular 
mimical study, and can not overestimate the debt I owe 
to Carl Gloggner Castelli (of the Leijaic Conservatory 
fZih V ,/Uri< h) f°r the Pfttience and eotbnsiasS 
friendship which made the first regular studies of com¬ 
position and theory so pleasant. I f„„nd an „ 
earnest vocal teacher in August Kreiasmann" and 
between the two, here I am !tf 1 
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duction of some of my childhood’s melodies. The grown 
folk were very much astonished at it, and shook their 
heads. 
“I also remember that my father, following the ad¬ 
vice of his friends, engaged a music teacher, a spinster 
lady of advanced years, with a half-dozen corkscrew 
locks on each side of her head, which were held together 
by tiny tortoise-shell combs. She was very long and 
very lank and very lean and very tedious, and did not 
understand the first thing about handling a boy of eight 
years ; the result was that I did not practice my lessons, 
although I spentevery spare moment at the piano. How 
well did my father mean when he said to me, ‘ Music 
will facilitate much for you, my boy, especially with the 
ladies, and they play an all-important part in the diplo¬ 
matic affairs of the world.’ He had selected the diplo¬ 
matic career for me, but, fortunately enough for my 
country, I chose a different one and pursued it anyhow 
but diplomatically ; quite the reverse, as my friends say. 
I remember, also, at the age of twelve, playing the 
piano one summer evening in Weimar, some time after 
my mother’s death, and I still see that long, lank, spider¬ 
like man with the dear, benevolent face coming in, ask¬ 
ing who it was that had just played there; and the next 
morning I was on a railroad train with my grandmother, 
who had a letter from that loDg, lank man to Moscheles,' 
and that letter was signed F. Liszt. 
“ I remember some few more things of that sort, but, 
nevertheless, I can not recognize any one of these events 
as having constituted a turning-point in my life, for I 
can not recall a day in my life when I was not a musi¬ 
cian, if being saturated with musical thought, living in 
musical sentiment, constitutes musicianship. And what 
is more, I can not recall any day in my life in which I 
had a liking for bad music. If a Bach melody is more 
to me now than it was thiTty-five years ago, it is only 
because my appreciation has become more conscious, not 
keener. I don’t think I could have been anything else 
but a musician at any time of my life, and I could not 
be anything else now if I had Vanderbilt’s wealth, even 
plus my present income. The mention of wealth recalls 
the story to my mind which the German poet, Renter, tells 
ot the two boys herding the pigs. They were building 
air castles when suddenly one asked the other, 1 What 
would you do if you were a king? ’ He thinks’ a long 
time, and the longer he thinks the prouder and loftier 
grows the expression of his face, until finally, rising from 
his seat on the grass, he stretches out his arm in heroic 
attitude and replies, ‘I’d herd my pigs on horseback.- 
That is about the size of my dreams of wealth • a fe w 
desirable additions to my literary and musical libraries 
additions which are just a tiny bit beyond my financial 
reach now; lots of good pictures and statuary; a nice 
ouse a httle ways off the commercial high-road, and 
ye within reach of it, and enough independence to be 
“ 7 PUPilS aCC°rding t0 their earnestness 
and to their willmgness to work (which are, in my esti¬ 
mation the equivalents for talent); but my pupil, I 
teach them, as it were, ‘on horseback.’ » 
**. ** 
* * 
* * 
From Constantin von Sternberg. 
“iou ask what event in my early life, if any , 
rr?, t"" »a i is 
that though accustomed to all sorts of questions a8 a 
cher must needs be, this inquiry strikes mestran’gely 
It seems a simple enough question, logical enough and 
readable enough, and yet it baffles me, because I can 
recollect no single event that I could construe as a turn- 
7irTL 777’1,81 Iook bnck ,,pon my chiidh<x>d. a« if I had strolled, in an unconscious sort of way into 
sic, and have taken to it very much as a girl takes to 
dolls. Rummaging among the reminiscences of mv ear- 
Its C ays ln<| a little piano of an octave and a half 
the tone of winch was produced by little glass plates’ 
his piano bad no chromatic tones, and I remember to 
have been driven by an instinct to pinch the corners of 
1^ Se8€fT’P,a,4:S W“h woodenclothes-pins nntil 
had produced the change of pitch necessary for the pro- 
From Wilson G. Smith. 
“ My first musical training was of a desultory nature 
...I I <o „y ,tlt , 
tit’l l"., ‘T”e 10 i iwii,.. 
that I was composing rather than acquiring technic , 
a foundation for future development 
Z wT,Zy T*,’ *p“‘ ««.. 
as 
master. I ca„ even now remember with wbat effort"181 
Mozart, and Beethoven. With what intn f- y< D’ 
«... I use,, t„ uufolff tbeir w„n5,rf ? b 
imagine how beautiful tl„, „uld „„a"'ha'i'l"'I,""" 
k.w«f^eP^DSt'hlr ““«* <■»« 
.f .....in, , ° :jrr »* 
profession I was hardly encouraged to believe that 
wmi dignified enough for me to embrace as a life-work 
“Some years, therefore, after my school days WPTe 
over I spent in tentative efforts at reading medicine an 
the law, and finally I accepted a commercial position 
which occupied my attention for some three years r 
was finally promoted to the exalted position of head 
bookkeeper, and all of my friends thought me verv 
lucky ; but, alas ! my great desire to become a musician' 
a composer of music, made my daily tasks most irksome 
to me. By prudent economy I had succeeded in saving a 
fair proportion of my earnings, enough to warrant me in 
using all of my persuasive powers to gain the consent of 
my parents to study music professionally. The end of 
my year came, and I evolved a scheme to cut the Gor¬ 
dian knot that bound me. I demanded a raise of 
salary, making my demands so high that I was certain 
that my employer could not accept them. I can remem¬ 
ber with what exalted hopes and feelings I went home 
and informed my folks that I had ‘quit work and was 
going to become a musician ! ’ What astonished me 
most was that they interposed no serious objections; on 
the other hand, they concluded that if I was to make a 
success in life it must be on lines congenial to me. 
As a test I went to Cincinnati, where I commenced 
my studies under Otto Singer, whose eminent talent and 
musicianship I have never ceased to esteem and admire. 
“I need not refer to the immense amount of self- 
abnegation it required on my part to bring myself to a 
systematic course of study after my many years of 
desultory work ; but somehow I managed to win the 
esteem of Mr. Singer, who curbed my excess of ambi¬ 
tion with the bit of conscientious and systematic effort. 
It was finally decided, upon his recommendation, that I 
go abroad to study. I can remember that my good father 
sent, sub rosa, some compositions of mine to Mr. Dudley 
Buck, to see if they evidenced enough talent to warrant 
my embracing music as a profession. The letter, which 
I afterward saw, gave such encouragement as coincided 
with what Mr. Singer had said, and the die was cast. 
I was to be a musician. The glory of that day has never 
been eclipsed in my later experiences, and shines re¬ 
splendent as one of the happy epochs of my life. 
I have never realized the fond anticipations of my 
dreams, but I have done the best I could with such 
talent as was given me by the all-kind Providence. I 
will say, in extenuation of my efforts, that whatever 
I have done has been dictated by a desire to do my mite 
toward the betterment of the art of which I have labored 
to be a respectable representative. If I have accom¬ 
plished anything worth while, I owe it all to the kindly 
influence and advice of the masters under whose influ¬ 
ence it has been my good fortune to have come. I give 
to Singer, Kiel, Scharwenka, Kullak, Raff, and Mosz- 
kowski the credit of placing my limited talent in a 
position where it could accomplish the best results. 
They have no special reason to feel any pride in me 
as their pupil, but I have every reason to feel grateful 
for their kind and considerate advice at a time when it 
was most needed and appreciated. 
And, in conclusion, let me offer a word of advice to 
aspiring students. 
First. Nothing of importance can ever be accom¬ 
plished except by the most conscientious and systematic 
effort. No matter how distant the goal, a few hours each 
day of earnest endeavor bring it nearer of realization. 
Second. Always hold in the highest esteem the ad¬ 
vice of your teacher, even though at times it humiliates 
your ambition. His vision of observation is bounded by 
a much wider horizon than yours, and if he is worthy 
and conscientious in his work you will profit by all of 
his mistakes when he, like you, had his eyes on Parnas¬ 
sus and stumbled often over pitfalls in the road. 
Third. Make yourself familiar with the lives and 
personalities of all reputed musicians and composers. A 
composer gives, in his music, much of his personality 
and individuality, and to properly appreciate and inter¬ 
pret it you must know much of his character. 
The same rule holds good in literature. I never read 
a standard author before I have familiarized myself with 
his personal history. His characters are but an expres¬ 
sion of his different moods.” 
(TVie series trill be continued in the June Etude.) 
N<? 2460 i Little Carnival 
Petit Car naval. 
Impromptu. 
Fingered by E. A.Berg . A. Schmoll ,0p. 105, No.3. 
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PAVANE. 
A stately and formal Spanish dance for which full state costume is worn;- so called from the re 
semblance of its movements to those of the peacock. 
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MAZURKA. 
Revised and fingered by 
Const, v. Sternberg. TH. LESCHETIZKY, Op.24, No 2 
Allegro vivace 
a This accentuation mark while 
Copyright ,898 by ^ ^ third •"*> *••• «*' alter theject 
7 t0■ Presser- 7 ‘;v verV few exceptions to all accidental accent marks. 
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Staccato Etude. 
To be played with a light handtouch. It is not necessary to change fingers upon the 
repeated notes, exceptinafew instances where one has to get ready for a new position. 
A) The longer tones must be held out in full and be made to sing. 
B) The slurredtones must be held out and resolved legato in the following tones. 
Additional benefit can be had by practicing this with changing the fingers, as e.g. in 
the first measure: * t It l t When the compass extends to the full octave this is not 
possible. 
It will be advantageous to practice thi3 also each voice by itself, using the same fingers 
and touch as when both voices are played. Practice also in triplets, giving each beat three 
notes instead of two. 
Edited by W. S.B.Mathews. 
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Newly arranged by 
Maurits Leefson. 
Concert Waltz. 
Victor Leibbrand 
Copyright,1898 ,by Theo. Presser. 3 
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The Charge of the Hussars. 
Character Piece. 
Partly by Carl Heins. 
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IF WE LIVE ARIGHT. 
M. V. B. Davis. 
Harri E .Wyn Jones. 
Moderato. 
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A Song of Love. 
Lied. 
Andante con moto. ' S. Jadassohn , Op. 17, No. 2. 
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THE PROPER AGE for beginning the 
STUDY OF MUSIC. 
Thu Question as to how old a child should be before he 
„t to a systematized study of music has been, and 
“ P0 frequently asked and so often answered, that it 
'laid seem to be an entirely superfluous matter to deal 
litk the subject again, or to go over a ground which has 
been so often traveled. But, however much may have 
been said or however often the question has been an¬ 
gered, there can be nothing lost by a repetition of both 
the query and the various replies thereto. Each answer 
that has been made to this question has been but the 
individual opinion of the one who has replied, and each 
is entitled only to the respect which the individual’s 
known familiarity with the subject would naturally 
claim for it—and no more. Another consideration is, 
that upon a matter of such wide-spread significance, such 
almost universal interest, no one individual can possibly 
know all, or, knowing much, no one is likely to present 
even what he does know. “ Everybody knows more 
than anybody,” wise Lincoln was wont to say, and that 
pithily expressed the point I am coming at. As one of 
the “everybody” class, I presume to present the indi¬ 
vidual opinion of one “anybody.” 
There is, there can be, no general rule formulated 
upon the point under consideration, as each individual 
instance must be governed entirely by all the facts in its 
own case. No two people possess the same degree of 
ability nor the same tendencies, choice, or fitness. One 
child is sometimes as advanced mentally at the age of 
eight years as another is at ten, or even a greater age, 
while in each individual are widely divergent instincts, 
promptings, desires, or physical adaptation. One child 
may tend as naturally to one certain element as another 
one of the same age will draw away from it; one may 
be horn with a lark’s song in his throat, while another 
may know nothing either of melody or the proper means 
for the proper production of a single note. This one 
may have an ear so finely adjusted that the least disso¬ 
nance is the keenest torture, while his brother may 
delight in the bray of the donkey or the “clang” of 
the hammer on the anvil. One may turn to song as the 
dower turns to the sun, while another may revel in the 
music evolved from reeds and strings and pipes ; one 
may be all melody, the other all harmony. And even as 
they thus differ in direction, so also will they vary in 
degrees, the race being always to the one whose mental 
gifts are greatest, whose powers of concentration are most 
under judicious guidance and personal control. For, 
given equal brain force—if such a condition were possi¬ 
ble—the goal would be soonest reached by the one whose 
patient industry had dominated over all the usual obsta¬ 
cles which beset the learner’s way. Indeed, it has been 
irequeutly demonstrated that persevering industry is one 
ef the mightiest of all elements within the student’s 
^sources, often winning over greater intellectual power, 
because of lesser degree of industry ; it would, there- 
we, seem as though patient concentration were a more 
potent factor than mere brilliancy of mentality, errati¬ 
cally directed. These, and many other similar consid¬ 
erations, with all the issues collateral thereto, show 
OjHdncingly how utterly impossible it would be to 
* l'8h any set rules to govern all cases. And this 
°ws the folly of asking such a question of a stranger, 
. ’ c<Klrsei can know nothing of the actual details 
the case __ ... . . - 
m question, understands not an iota of the 
ntte ,an<^ Physical status of the pupil, and, therefore, 
(j,e f ^ lnconipetent to reach any logical conclusion upon 
the Bler't8 t*le case be Is called to arbitrate upon. If 
or natural guardian of the pupil, with a full 
be h ^ a^'**bies and desires of his charge (if 
'Iccid*81*104 SUC^ knowledge, he should have) can not 
The’ l0"' 0811 he expect a stranger to do so? 
* fatal at^ would apply to one pupil would be 
Plish 40 an°ther. What one pupil could accom- 
hi, - ease Because of mental and physical adapta- 
a winter ^ an ’“Possibility to another because of 
°f ^ ° *ke same fitness, and this would be no matter 
iraportu'aC namet*> 38 tt is the outcome of 
Ue Prov>sioii of nature, which gives to no two 
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persons exactly the same gifts, the same inclinations, 
the same abilities. 
« Therefore, in deciding upon the proper course to pursue 
with a young pupil, let all the elements be considered 
and the result arrived at by the same process which 
would be followed in the solution of any problem in 
which all the factors have been judiciously considered 
and wrought out by rule. If a child shows fitness and 
inclination in any certain direction, encourage it; if the 
tendency be toward song, cultivate the evident gift 
judiciously, being guided by the same hygienic laws 
which would be observed in any other direction. 
If the child’s tastes are toward instrumental music, 
ascertain by legitimate means what particular one is 
most congenial and encourage its study, but do not force 
either the choice or the practice of it. And under no 
circumstances or considerations prevent the pursuit or 
practice of any study at the expense of either the 
physical or mental growth of the young student. For 
you can not force in either direction except at incalcu¬ 
lable cost to the pupil. 
As of the choice of study, so also of the age at which 
the study should be entered upon, no rule can be made, 
as each pupil must be a rule unto himself. In other 
words, each case must be legislated strictly and entirely 
upon its own merits. But this one law must be general 
and must be enforced in all cases, and to the letter. 
Force neither the inclination nor the powers of the 
young, but allow nature to control in both these re¬ 
spects.—“ Leader.” 
teach only piano yourself, it would be a good idea to get 
assistance from a teacher of voice or violin. If you can 
not do this, you can at least have piano duets ; and per¬ 
haps pieces for two pianos, four or eight hands. 
I have attended recitals which were really artistic per¬ 
formances, and entertaining and instructive in the highest 
degree, a credit to both teacher and pupils, and a most 
effective advertisement as well. On the other hand, I 
have attended others which were simply abominations, 
showing nothing except what the teacher and pupils 
could not do, for the sole reason that the pupils were in¬ 
sufficiently prepared or attempted compositions beyond 
their ability. In some cases the audiences would begin 
to leave before the program was half finished, and those 
who remained would be in such a bad humor before the 
end that it would do the teacher ten times more harm 
than good. 
It is a great mistake to give your recitals too frequently; 
take enough time for preparation to have everything the 
best. A good plan is to have your class meet together once 
a month, or oftener, and play for each other whatever they 
have learned. This will furnish them with the neces¬ 
sary practice in playing before others, and will be an aid 
in overcoming timidity and an incentive to more per¬ 
fect lessons. Make it more of a rehearsal than a recital, 
and then select the best from these “ rehearsals” for pub¬ 
lic appearance ; thus saving your own reputation and the 
feelings of a long-suffering audience. 
Do not make your program too long ; a recital should 
not exceed an hour and thirty minutes in duration. If 
the pieces are well learned, this will send the audience 
home in a good humor, with a good idea of the teacher’s 
PREPARING FOR A PUPIL’S RECITAL. 
BY FRED. A. FRAKKLIN. 
There are many different opinions among musicians 
as to the best way of going about a pupils’ recital; some 
holding that the audience should be made to understand 
that a recital is simply a part of the recitation ; that as 
the teacher must have both good and bad recitations, so 
there will be both good and bad numbers in a recital; 
others, among whom is the writer, believe that a pupils’ 
recital should be made to show the best that both teacher 
and pupils are capable of doing, and that every number 
should be well within the pupils’ ability and thoroughly 
prepared. A majority of the break-downs in pupils’ 
recitals are undoubtedly caused by two things : first, 
insufficient preparation ; second, attempting compo¬ 
sitions that are either technically or musically beyond 
the pupils’ ability. _ 
Many teachers are too ambitious in attempting pro¬ 
grams of difficult compositions, almost certain to be 
played in a slovenly manner, when they could probably 
give a really interesting and meritorious performance by 
selecting pieces requiring less skill. 
A recital, above everything else, should be made in¬ 
teresting. Some musicians will say, “ But we are wor - 
ing for art, not to please the public.” Let me ask, How 
are you going to do your art any good if you can not get 
the people to listen to you? The good that you a 
yourart can do in this world is in elevating the taste of 
the people, and you can not be of any benefit to them 
unless you can get them to come to hear you This you 
can only do by making your recitals interesting as well 
as instructive. You need not sacrifice your artistic 
standard, but do not try to compel your audience to 
listen to compositions that they can neither understand 
nor nmreciate Do not expect to bring them up to your 
level in a single stride. There are many compositions 
by the best composers that will afford enjoyment to even 
easily arrange an entertaining program without sacn 
ficing your art and without using trash. 
Bv all means have as much variety as possible , notk- 
ing can be more dreary than’ -^— 
t moef^pVoutside the profusion. 
One who teaches violin as well as piano can organize an 
One "’ O teac wonderful aid in making a 
ensemble class, wbicn ^ ,mmbere, both solos 
recital interesting, or, if von 
and duets, relieve the monotony considerably. y 
work. 
A serious problem is whether or not an admission fee 
should be charged. There are two sides to this question, 
but it seems to me that if the teacher puts in a lot of 
extra time in preparing pupils for public appearance, be 
is justified in making a small charge, at least enough to 
cover expenses. If people really want to hear your 
pupils play, they will be willing to pay a little for the 
privilege, and it has been my experience that by charging 
for admission you keep out a class of people who go to 
every free entertainment not because they are particu¬ 
larly interested in it, but because it is free. 
MANNERS, MORALS, AND MUSIC. 
There is no more welcome sign of progress to those 
who look to the betterment of mankind than the change 
of spirit regarding the tenor of amusements. That 
amusements are in general becoming more refined can 
not be doubted by any informed concerning them. We 
are asa city improving along the natural line of develop¬ 
ment. We have more culture; for, as the anxiety for 
bread and butter which characterizes early days of 
settlement subsides, we have more leisure for the finer 
issues of life. 
Culture brings about refinement of manner, refine¬ 
ment of manner brings about, as a rule, a dislike of vul¬ 
garity ; and this dislike sooner or later affects the class of 
entertainment that is offered either to a fashionable or 
an unfashionable audience. 
Music, it is well to remember, is playing well its 
important part. Grave or gay, it is penetrating every¬ 
where : making itself an essential part of every religious, 
educational, or social function. It is beautifying the 
playtime of the child, and making of its study a pleasure ; 
it adds its refining influence to fashionable affairs, giving 
them a dignity they did not always possess ; it is recog¬ 
nized as a superior means of relief from inane gossip, as 
a means of diversion which, when set forth by artists, 
gives more than it promises and leaves no bitter taste in 
the mouth. 
Addison declared that music is the only sensual grati¬ 
fication which mankind may indulge in to excess with¬ 
out injury to their moral or religious feelings. However 
true this may be, it is certain that music is the one most 
important element in social recreation to-day, and that 
the constantly increasing interest shown in it is one of 
the strongest indications of a tendency to good morals and 
to consequent good manners.—“ The Musical Courier.’’ 
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ADVANTAGES FOR MUSIC STUDENTS IN THE 
VARIOUS EUROPEAN CENTERS. 
BY EDWAIU) BAXTER PERRY. 
IV. Dresden. 
Dresden, the capital of Saxony, which for many 
years has been, among all the German cities, decidedly 
the favorite for American and English tourists of means 
as a winter residence, and which has a permanent Eng¬ 
lish-speaking colony of about five thousand, an English 
and American church, two English newspapers and an 
Anglo-American club in flourishing existence, is of late 
commanding much attention as a musical center and a 
desirable place to study. It unquestionably offers supe¬ 
rior advantages to the American student. Its charming 
location, in a sheltered valley on the banks of the Elbe ; 
its attractive rustic environment; its broad, well-paved, 
and well lighted streets ; its ample parks and gardens ; its 
remarkably pure water, a rarity in Germany; its health¬ 
ful, bracing climate, and its spirit of progress in the line 
of the practical conveniences of life, which the Teutonic 
centers, as a rule, are slow to assimilate—all combine to 
make Dresden an attractive city for a prolonged sojourn 
and a safe aud easy place in which to prosecute one’s 
studies. 
The question of climate alone is an important one, 
especially for those with any tendency to throat or lung 
difficulties, as Dresden is sheltered from the high winds 
which render Berlin, and especially Munich, excessively 
trying, and, to many, even dangerous. The midsummer 
is too warm here, but the near mountains offer a vacation 
refuge. The expense of living averages somewhat higher 
than in Southern Germany, but not more so than in 
Berlin. The usual price for comfortable board, in the 
better class of pensions, is eight to nine dollars a week, 
fire and light extra, but many students live fairly well 
for seven dollars. 
The musical advantages in the way of opera and con¬ 
certs are such ns one expects to find in a German capital 
of the first-class ; that is, in the residence of one of the 
four kings, whose combined realms make up the greater 
part of the German Empire. The chief attraction is the 
Royal Opera, which in Dresden is more than usually 
good, has indeed a national reputation, and is by many 
considered superior to that at Berlin, with a large, com¬ 
modious opera house, the finest in Germany, splendidly 
equipped in every respect, and having sufficient seating 
capacity, so that good reserved seats are comparatively 
easy to obtain at short notice and at moderate prices— 
from fifty cents up. according to location. Here, as else¬ 
where, students’ tickets are at half price. There is an 
opera performance every evening in the week, ten 
months in the year, with a really brilliant permanent 
company and a superb orchestra. This item alone is an 
important factor in a season of study here, particularly 
for vocal students. 
The Itoyal Orchestra gives the usual series of semi¬ 
monthly symphony concerts, and the city is flooded from 
October to May with a deluge of recitals and miscella¬ 
neous concerts of every sort and every degree of 
excel lence. 
While these advantages approximately may be found 
in every leading German city, Dresden is the first, and 
thus tar the only one that I have visited, where I wuld 
think of advising a vocal student to locate. Here the 
instruction offered in this line, both as regards funda¬ 
mental voice training and higher vocal interpretation is 
of the very best, and is deservedly attracting many fine 
voices from America, as well as other parts of Germany. 
The student has his choice between two rival schools 
or rather teachers, of decided preeminence and of about 
equal reputation. 
The younger Laraperti, son, pupil, and special repre¬ 
sentative of the famous Laraperti of Milan, who trained 
so many of the world’s best voices in the last generation 
has lieen located here for some time, and has a large 
enthusiastic following. He carries out in his teaching 
the methods and traditions of his renowned father, and 
is having remarkable success with a numerous and con¬ 
stantly growing class of private pupils. Unlike the great 
German musicians, he is not connected with any institu¬ 
tion, and he is naturally at feud with all the native 
teachers here, the methods being radically opposed. 
Many of his disciples, however, are winning laurels with 
the German critics as concert artists. One of the most 
prominent of his present pupils is a young American 
basso from Chicago, W. L. Hubbard, who sang here 
recently with marked success, and is thought to have a 
successful career before him. Laraperti’s price is fifty 
marks, or $12.50, per month, for two half-hour lessons 
per week. The general price for private instruction of 
the leading teachers here in all departments of music is 
ten marks, or $2.50, per hour, and all the best teachers 
in the Conservatory give private lessons outside. 
Lamperti’s eminent rival here, who divides with him 
the glory and the pupils in the vocal field, is Mme. 
Orgeni, a former concert and opera singer of the highest 
rank, pupil and disciple of Mme.Viardot Garcia, of Paris ; 
and her adherents claim that she is in every respect 
fully the equal of Marchesi. 
Mme. Orgeni is at the head of the vocal department of 
the Royal Conservatory here, but, like the other teachers, 
gives private lessons also. She is a woman of marked 
personal as well as musical ability, and of strongly pro¬ 
nounced, not altogether agreeable individuality, and is, 
musically speaking, a power of the first magnitude. 
Some of the bright, particular stars among her pupils 
are the popular American soprano, Miss Mary Howe, and 
Fraulein Wedekind, the favorite light coloratura soprano 
of Germany, with a phenomenal voice and technic, and, 
though still very young, the leading light of the Dresden 
opera. 
Orgeni’s classes are always fall and pupils often have 
to wait months for a chance to enter them, studying 
meanwhile with one of her special assistants. There are 
8e\ eral other vocal teachers in the Conservatory witli an 
excellent local standing, but none who can compare with 
the two referred to. For those who wish to take the 
regular course at the Conservatory, Mme. Orgeni is, of 
course, the teacher to be selected. 
The Conservatory itself, royal in name, enjoying the 
patronage of the King of Saxony, but very little of his 
financial aid, is a finely equipped, well-managed institu¬ 
tion, with a strong and numerous faculty, a large and 
well-appointed building, and a director, Professor Eugen 
Krantz, himself a musician of high standing and long 
experience, who, thongh just a little of a pedant, is a 
pleasant, kindly, intelligent man, of the finer type of 
German, giving up heart and soul to his work, and a 
remarkable organizer and manager. 
Every detail in the school, from the form of a note of 
excuse for lessons missed to the course of study in all 
departments, receives his personal attention, is elabo¬ 
rately aud precisely systematized and prescribed, and for 
the most part very practically. There is, as usual, a vast 
amount of rule and routine, of laws and by-laws, but 
most of them seem to serve some visible end, which is 
not by any means always the case in German schools. 
One feature of the work here, which I have not found 
elsewhere deserves special mention. There is a regularly 
formulated two years’ course for teachers, in which 
hey are taught how to teach, actually giving experi- 
tl, ,DS.trnCt'0,11from the beginning up through 
ie grades, to classes of free pupils drawn in for the 
purpose under the guidance and personal supervision 
of the director; and if they prove competent, they re¬ 
ceive at the end of the course a certificate as trainc/and 
vast difference there is between being merely able to 
play or sing and being competent to give reliable in¬ 
struction, which shall be worth the money to pni 
receiving it, will realize how important a factor this 
coarse ,n musical pedagogy may become to the rising 
generation of teachers. It is wholly apart from S 
oAtr^T’~an extra advantage « to 
dJihnctWrk 1the C°D8emtw7 18 into three 
Xl Tht the ,ength demanded 
attainment necU” ^ enT ,the ^ ^ °f 
department ^ “d gradnate ™ch 
P rtment. The diflerent divisions have each its sepa¬ 
rate teachers and its carefully prescribed coureenf 
struction. The school year begins September 1st 
lasts ten and a half months, divided into three tern 
pupil being allowed to enter for less than one Tnif m 
payable strictly in advance, is twenty-five dollar. 
term, seventy-live dollars for the full year coverim,t 
lessons weekly in the principal branch selected Til1.!" 
usual obligatory collateral studies : theory mwkri V* 
tory, and sight singing ; ensemble-playing tbr tboSffi 
ciently advanced ; Italian language and declamahont 
the voice pupils. Public rehearsals, for practice t 
appearing belore an audience, at which the pupih »h! 
are selected are under obligation to appear take1, 
every lew weeks, and all students who intend’to do £ 
in the line ol public playing or singing are given, with, 
out extra charge, a course ol lessons in personal earriaw 
stage deportment and the l,ke, by a special teackr’ 
winch I believe is also a peculiar feature of this school’ 
Entrance to the Dresden Conservatory is easv ami 
open to all. .As the institution lives almost exclusively 
from the tuition lees paid by students, it is as anxious as 
any of our American schools to secure a large number 
ol pupils each season, and only really objectionable char- 
acters or hopelessly unpromising applicants have anv 
difficulty in finding admission. One must, however 
submit to the verdict of the authorities as to which oi 
the departments he shall enter. 
There are a very limited number of free scholarships, 
but open only to native students. No American tan 
expect any financial favors or any assistance in the way 
of meeting expenses. 
The piano department numbers several teachers of 
more than usual ability and reputation. Frau Rap- 
poldi, a concert pianist of national fame, is probably 
the best known outside of Dresden. She is a performer 
of first rank, and is, in many respects, the leading teacher 
here. Unfortunately her method—lor she has one, and 
has it hard—appears to date from the days when it 
was deemed necessary' to make piano-playing as diffi¬ 
cult as possible, on the theory probably that the greater 
the obstacles to be overcome, the greater the credit to 
the victor. Her students seem to me to he hampered 
to a wholly needless degree by a constrained position of 
the hand and rigidly prescribed, old-school fingering. 
Fran Rappoldi herself accomplishes marvels of vir¬ 
tuosity, in spite of these handicaps ; but I could hardly 
advise a pupil, with hand and habits unformed and the 
long, np-hill road of pianism before him, to follow her 
example. 
Percy Sherwood, English by name and birth, but 
German by residence and training, who claims to be 
distantly related to William H. Sherwood, has also a 
large class in the Conservatory, does excellent work 
along modern lines, and is much liked, both in the 
school and in the city. 
I am glad to say that America is also represented 
among the faculty,—a phenomenal thing in the German 
Royal Conservatories, and a fact which has cansed 
much criticism among the natives of Dresden. One ol 
the most able and highly considered professors is F. C. 
Fairbanks, the scion of an old New England family, 
aud formerly a pupil of that excellent instructor, once 
of Frankfort, but for several years past teacher at the 
New England Conservatory in Boston, Edward Stasny. 
Mr. Fairbanks was engaged here immediately after a 
successful concert about a year ago. 
The violin department is in the hands of Rappoldi, 
Concert Master of the Royal Orchestra here and a 
soloist of eminence, and quite a number of the Con¬ 
servatory graduates have positions as members of this 
orchestra. In the line of composition nothing ont ot 
the ordinary is being done here, so far as I can learn. 
There is, of course, the usual training in harmony and 
musical form, but there is no master of composition 
with any special reputation, or who can match Khein- 
berger at Munich. Organists also would do better to go 
to Munich than to Dresden. 
The main features of the Dresden Conservatory are 
voice and piano, combined with a broad and well- 
systematized general musical education. Of all l“e 
German cities visited thus far, Dresden seems to me to 
offer most advantages to the piano student, and to have 
no real competitors except Leipzig and Berlin ; while i 
is the only place in Germany, Berlin itself notexcepteu, 
for a voice pupil to locate. , „ 
It is true that the winters here, thongh ra“"’, 
rather subject to long periods of cloudy, oheerl ^ 
depressing weather ; but the ideal climate for that nio? 
delicate of instruments, the human voice, I have mai 
up my mind does not exist in this world. Muan, 
spite of its favorable location in sunny Italy, 1S f0 
plained of as exposed to chilly winds from the sn® 
covered Alps lying close to the north, and as rem * 
too damp by the system of canal irrigation, hut is 
to be not worse than Paris, while in London tb#* „ 
cords are steeped in sea-fogs the year round. So tna - 
in all, Dresden can probably compare favorably in din 
as in schooling with any of the leading centers for v 
culture; while American voices, accustomed to the 
east winds of our Atlantic coast, or to our severe • 
changeable inland climate, will find any of the 
mentioned salutary in comparison. 
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A PLEA FOR TEACHERS. 
Half of the teachers would not be musical frauds if 
„ COnld help themselves. I do not now refer to the 
teachers of our large cities, where the education of the 
Centra, the oratorio, the concert reaches. 
In the first place a good, honest, capable teacher Las 
meet the competition of young girls who “really 
do n’t need it, yon know-just for pin money ’’-and it 
■u pin money ; the pupil is getting “ stuck ” right along. 
She is a member of some church, and people who ought 
W know better will say, “ Well, you see, I wanted 
Elinor to study with a good teacher, but thrs gtrl rs m 
onr church, you know ’’-and there it goes. 
Then there is the nervous mamma who thrnks it 
,lqnite a torture to hear those horrible finger exercises ; 
_Hoes n’t give them, and she studied in Boston, 
don’t you know.” Now, there is just one of two things : 
von will have to stop giving those finger exercises orgive 
up the pupil. This is all well enough if you are able 
to, but if it means bread to you what are you going to do 
about it? Are you going to give np the pupil ? Do you 
think about the contemptible gossip of a small town ? 
No, yon don’t realize that inside of twenty-four hours 
all your pupils’ parents will have held an indignation 
meeting over your temerity, and they will decide that 
you are getting along too well—had things your own way 
too long, taught those horrible sonatinas aud exercises 
instead of “nice little pieces.” Ugb ! I shudder at the 
words “ nice little pieces. ’ ’ 
When yon are engaged (some of them call it “ hired ”) 
the first thing you are told is : “ Now, just have things 
your own way ; I always let my teachers have their own 
way, and if ever my little one won’t practice we ’ll give 
np right away, because I won’t fuss about it.” There’s 
consolation to start on. Did anybody ever know a pupil 
who never grew tired of practice? For all informa¬ 
tion regarding such a pupil the writer will be thankful, 
being much interested in curios. 
Then yon begin and everything is very smooth for 
about a month. Then comes the question, ‘ ‘ When are 
you going to give him a little piece? ” This strikes 
terror to the heart of the teacher, for to him, her, or it, 
the vision of the finale is distinct. Tell this anxious 
mamma that it will be very soon—only to trust to your 
judgment; that the little one is doing nicely. But 
mamma after four weeks of this will tell you that the 
little girl down the street plays a nice piano arrangement 
(I love piano arrangements) of “Annie Rooney” or 
11 Old Hundred, ’ ’ and that's the kind of music she wants, 
and, besides, he does not need two lessons a week ; one is 
enough. Remonstrate if you will that he will lose in¬ 
terest, bat to no avail ; that little one will be down to 
one-half hour a week, and you will hear rumors that his 
mother was just keeping yon because she hated to turn 
yon off; that he was n’t learning anything anyhow, and 
that she heard that you were writing music, and she 
did n t want any teachers who had such things on their 
minds. 
You may think this a solitary case. It is not. It is 
every-day experience, and the experience of all teachers 
m smaller towns ; and this is why my whole sympathy is 
or the teacher, because I know that he has such igno¬ 
rance against him that he can not stand up against ; that 
^ musf crush art and teach tunes and such rot; that he 
1®self no longer remembers that music is grand and 
h° ),e'd 'laS '>€come such a matter of ignominy' to him ; 
of k ^en *rom his worship of art to the daily grind 
k his clientele. Reading of art in other places 
^ only a source of torture to him ; he gives this up. 
^ at matter to him who has written a symphony ; little 
W^° ^ ^'e lea<Hng artists ; how much differ- 
he h ma^e *-0 him what good teachers are doing, 
natu*8 8Unk 011 their reach ; he no longer studies 
Q«tit°S' ^ Sa^S 40 PuP'l’ “What do you want? 
exam'i81"3 * " f’ive to you.” This is an every-day 
lirnb b 6 ^0nn“’ amhitiou8 teacher, torn to pieces, 
Ho * 'mt>’ *h® ignorance of the people. 
^a prolfiD t^*S dreadYul condition be relieved ? There 
'location t0 8o*Te’ a more serious one than the opera 
In theT ^ *8 DOt a matter of the teacher’s capacity. 
°cality of which I speak I know dozens of first- 
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class teachers, but how are they treated'? Ask them. 
Y erily your heart would bleed to know their trials. 
I am responsible for the truth of every word, as those 
teachers whom I left struggling with these conditions can 
testify. Is itnot enough to make them bitterand jealous 
and small and indifferent? I ean only say, God help the 
teacher in a community small enough not to know its 
own ignorance, where any servant is master of the situa¬ 
tion, and any music teacher is a football.—Emilie F. 
Bauer, in “ Musical Courier.” 
A CHAPTER ON SCALES. 
BY T. L. RICKABY. 
Satisfactory scale playing depends to some extent 
on a theoretical knowledge of their form and construc¬ 
tion, and studies along this line should begin at as early 
a stage as possible, it will tend to simplify the scales, 
and pupils will soon find that there is not so much differ¬ 
ence between them as there appears to be—a considera¬ 
tion of some weight. Further the finger can only move 
in obedience to the will—or mind—of the player. If a 
pupil has not a clear conception of its form and struc¬ 
ture, his scale playing will be correct accidentally, or at 
best a mechanical movement without meaning or real 
benefit. 
After a course of scale writing, the use of the sharps 
and flats is thoroughly understood ; they are easily 
memorized—for a pupil soon discovers that only one 
flat or sharp is added at a time. To the beginner and 
to those playing scales without understanding them— 
these sharps and flats apparently cause great variety of 
fingering and increase the difficulty of performance. In 
point of fact the scale of C is by far the most difficult, 
and the scales become easier as the black keys are sub¬ 
stituted for white ones. As to the great variety of 
fingering, what follows will show that practically there 
are only two ways of fingering all major and minor 
scales. 
Before giving any special rules, I want to give a 
general one, which is worth knowing, and that is with 
regard to the fourth finger. This is used bat once in the 
octave, and it always comes on the same note in each 
octave of the scale. In the scales of B natural (left 
hand) and F natural (right hand), we find what might 
be called an exception to this rule; for in the first the 
fourth finger is used twice in the first octave, in the 
second the finger is used twice in the last octave. But it 
is only a partial exception. This rule is easier to remem¬ 
ber than the one usually given as to the place of the 
thumb If the player looks after the fourth finger, the 
thumb" will take care of itself. The special rules are as 
follows : 
Rule l.-Bight Hand.—In all scales commencing on a 
white key the fourth finger is placed on the seventh 
Of the minor scales, ten are fingered in the same way 
as their parallel major scales. The remaining three— 
F sharp, C sharp, and G sharp—are fingered differently 
to any other scale, but the same fingering is used for 
each. 
In conclusion, I will add a few words about the 
Chromatic Scale. To such an extent does piano music 
abound with this scale, that pupils ought to begin this 
scale at the earliest possible moment. We will often 
hear a piece well played in all respects except a chro¬ 
matic ran. 
As to fingering this scale, I have always found that the 
common way (of using the thumb and third finger) was 
suitable for all practical purposes. There isa “ German ” 
fingering, an “ English ” way, and a “ French ” method ; 
and there is still another one credited to Chopin. Each 
of these ways of playing the chromatic scale may be 
used tor special effects, hut the stand-by is the fingering 
mentioned first. 
NATURE’S MUSIC. 
It is a common thing among writers to make use of 
the word “ key note ” as a metaphor or simile, and then 
to indulge in rhapsodic expressions about harmony, form, 
cadences, tone-color, crescendo, and diminuendo, et alia, 
the result being very poetic writing, no doubt, but gen¬ 
erally considered only as such. Poetry and ordinary 
matter-of-fact experience, the plain phenomena of nature 
around us seen far removed the one from the other. 
Yet there is something akin to the various phenomena 
of music to be found among the phenomena of nature. 
It is no part of onr problem to trace the origin of one 
in the other, but merely to state a few observations. 
The diapason of Niagara has been fixed at some deep 
note, and possibly many of us, sitting by a cascade or 
waterfall in the lonely, qniet glen, have essayed to fix 
the pitch of the one, all-pervading sound of the falling 
stream. The writer on one occasion found a little fall 
of water, hardly a foot high, that gave out a distinctly 
musical note. 
Have you not heard the diminuendo and crescendo in 
the wailing of the wind and storm and the dash and 
recession of the wave striking the beach? The gamut 
of sounds, much more minutely subdivided than the 
chromatic scale, is also audible in nature’s wilder moods. 
Anything in nature that can be made to vibrate—the 
air being the motive power generally—may contribute 
to this nature-music : the soft rustle of the leaves, the 
rougher clashing of the wheat in the field, the whistle 
of the wind in the dead branches of a tree, the singing 
of telegraph wires, the roar of a blazing conflagration, 
the rumble of an asphalt pavement, the rhythmical l>eat 
of a galloping horse, aud, as some observers have claimed, 
the roar of a great city which reaches the listener sitting 
in the tower of some high building or the dome of a 
great cathedral. To these must Ik- added various musi¬ 
cal rocks and the singing sands of the Egyptian 
deserts. 
ption : In the scale of F the fourth finger is 
on the fourth, B flat. 
K n_Left Hand.-ln all scales commencing on a 
rev the fourth finger is placed on the second note, 
ption : In the scale of B the fourth finger is 
on the first note and on the fifth, F sharp. 
E III -Bight Hand.-In all scales commencing 
ack key the fourth finger is placed on B flat. 
, - The scale of A flat is usually begun with the 
finger, bringing the third on B flat. The scale 
owever, be begun with the third finger, in accord- 
ith the rule. 
F IV -Left Hand.-In all scales commencing on 
k key the fourth finger is placed on the fourth 
jption : The scale of F sharp-or G flat-is begun 
he fourth finger. 
i..iA Vne Wan said : 
, fiticrpr nsed to 
Nature is the great mother of man, and to her should 
the musician go for strength aud refreshment. Lying in 
her cherishing lap, let him breathe out his pain, his 
discouragement, pour out to her his anguish of soul over 
wounded senses and tortured nerves. From her will he 
gather new life and strength, and, Anticus-like, rise up 
with redoubled energy and courage, once again to take 
up life’s burdens and sorrows and to look forward to the 
sweeter compensations of success and content. Live 
close to nature in nature’s sunny hours so rapidly 
approaching. 
---- 
—A great number of persons believe that melody comes 
all at once, and as if by surprise, into the head of the 
composer, however he may feel and whatever be his 
occupation for the moment What a mistake ! You 
must rub the match to make it flame. Just so it 
is that only when the composer applies musical reflec¬ 
tion to his desire to produce a melody, the harmonious 
thought is born which, after being for a long time 
studied, modified, completed in all its parts, takes little 
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HOW TO MAKE MUSIC STUDIOS ATTRACTIVE. 
II. 
This question is one of interest to teachers and pupils, 
and with the idea of securing some useful material on 
the subject Thk Etude sent out copies of the following 
letter to a number of teachers. Several replies were 
printed in Thk Etude for April, and below will be 
found some more. This column is open to teachers 
who have given attention to the subject: 
We will greatly appreciate the favor of an expression of 
your opinion on this subject—What your experience has 
taught you to be the essential and useful adjuncts to the 
musician’s work in his studio. The replies will be used 
to make a series on the subject, somewhat in the nature 
of a symposium. 
1. What importance do you attach to the furnishings 
of a music studio—i. e., furniture, carpets, rugs, cur¬ 
tains, pictures, and other decorative articles? Give your 
views on each topic. 
2. Where should the piano be placed—side, middle, or 
end of the room ? 
3. Do yon use stool, chair, or bench for a pupil at the 
piano ? 
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in the middle of the room, the light from the window 
falling on the music-desk. An upright piano should be 
against the wall near the window, but in such a position 
that the pupil’s attention is not disturbed by the outside 
traffic. 
“3. I use a music-stool, but think a bench best for duet 
playing. 
“4. If the teacher can aftord to rent two rooms, by all 
means let him do so; the anteroom for library and liter¬ 
ary work, supplied with the best publications, for the 
pupils’ use. 
“5. The size and shape of the room must vary accord¬ 
ing to the individual wants of the specialties of such 
teachers and their pocketbooks. 
“6. Music studios, in general, are not well adapted for 
recitals. When an audience crowds around the per¬ 
former, staring him in the face, it must certainly be em¬ 
barrassing, and greatly interfere with his playing or 
singing. An audience should always be at some dis¬ 
tance from the artist. 
“ 7. Whether the studio is best at the teacher’s home 
or in an office building must depend upon circumstances, 
Studio of Dr. Wm. Mason. 
4. V, lint is your idea of the combination of a studio 
nry wo7k?k rD01" °f lll,rary’ anitabl« for study and liter- 
5. What are your views as to the size and shape of a 
room ns«l ns a music studio? *** 
«. Should a teacher have a room large enough to be 
ns«*d lor recitals on a small scale? * K 
7. .Should it be at home or in an office building? 
«. Do you have a waiting-room for pupils? If not 
what provision do you make for such eases ? ’ 
studio"*1' ^ Plea86d U> reee'ye S Pbot°Kraph of your 
From Wai.demar Madmen r. 
" 1. I think a music studio is beat without a carpet 
which only deadens the sound ; but a mg in front of the 
piano is essential, especially in the winter. Window- 
curtains I think desirable, adding to the respectable ap¬ 
pearance of the stndio. Pictures appertaining to music 
and especially the portrait, of our great master, adorn’ 
ing the walls lend an artistic aspect to the room Plain 
but good, furniture is all that is desirable; not too much 
of it in a studio. It is generally the charlatan who 
launches out with elaborate furniture to make an im- 
premioo on simpletons. 
•’ 2. The piano, if a grand or semi grand, should stand 
especially in large cities ; but I think the former is pref- 
erable. r 
“8. I give my lessons at my own home, and prefer 
privacy ; as pupils do not want to have their faults cor¬ 
rected or their weakness pointed out before others, I 
accommodate waiting pupils in an anteroom. 
In conclusion I would say that all teachers should 
nerfect* “ "““f °f Conscience to b*ve their pianos in 
perfect tune, and see that the action is in perfect order • 
L-UhT I would suggest that every studio be provided 
temno 'T™0"16’ to Kive PnPib> an exact idea of the 
tempo, which is marked according to the metronome in 
most publications. The Italian names of lento, largo 
ondanu moderate, allegro, etc., with their numberless 
adjuncts of subtle deviations, are very indefinite, and I 
not convey an exact idea of speed. Of course it is not 
ingeadw1o!°keeP thC metr°nome tickin« continually dnr- 
it shoul o„rT’ ,Take the P,a-Ter a “ere machine; 
~r’8 “lbe T !°re a idea of the 
and expression/’811^ ***** ““ °f artistic feeli»g 
From H. c. Macdougall. 
furnishings of the same. Yet a certain amounted 
Don to these minor matters is necessary. 
“ If the tvvo ideas that ‘he studio is a room forw,„t 
and that it is to be comfortable for those usine it 
kept in mind, there will be little difficulty in lilt 
the happy medium between a ridiculous lavishne!"! 
furnishing and a bareness and ugliness repellant to 
one of good taste. ■ 
“Experience has taught me that a waiting-room i, 
necessary to the com fort of most pupils. Any teacher 
repute has many callers, and it is just as much a part of 
his business to see these people, attend to their want! 
courteously answer their questions, etc., as it is to jriv’. 
his lessons. For these and for pupils who are timid a 
second room is an excellent thing. A room large enonoh 
to give recitals to a modest audience of, say, seventy-five 
to one hundred will be very useful in creating a mam; 
atmosphere for one’s clientele. 
“ As to position of piano, that is a matter dependent 
on light, is it not ? 
“ It is a question whether the rage for studios crowded 
with bric-a-brac, paintings, and all sorts of stuff will 
not exhaust itself in time. Vocal teachers, especially 
need a resonant room. I know successful teachers who 
have rooms in their residence, and others who have rooms 
in an office building. Why not suit the convenience of 
yonr patrons in this regard ? ” 
Fkom Mrs. Mary N. Sherwood. 
“In reply to your questions: Had I my choice, I 
would have a large, square room, which would seat about 
one hundred comfortably, for music, and nothing in it that 
would interfere with or obstruct the sound. It would be 
all-important to have a hard-wood floor and no carpets. 
The furniture should be light in construction ; the cur¬ 
tains of thin silk or muslin ; bric-a-brac, graceful lamps, 
and vases, and hosts of ornamental fancies of a light, 
airy character. They lend a charm and more than make 
up for tfie absence of heavier articles. Everything that 
suggests the beautiful in nature and art. Ferns and 
rubber plants, placed here and there, lend much beauty, 
as also do potted flowers in the windows. To have a 
room furnished in harmony with its purpose, it seems to 
me I should want beautiful pictures besides pictures of 
musicians and poets. Provision should be made for 
pupils while waiting. I believe, too, in letting them 
wait in the music-room, as the pupil who is taking a 
lesson becomes, in that way, accustomed to the presence 
of others, and will thus eflfectively overcome much 
timidity, though it may he disagreeable to him at first 
I should want artistic, pale paper. The keyboard of the 
piano should always be turned slightly to the right, out¬ 
ward. I think the combination of stndio and library 
very pleasant. If such he obtainable, I would have 
pretty cases with shelves for the mnsic and with silk 
curtains—above all, nothing that would possibly have a 
jarring effect in the room. I use a square-cushioned 
seat. Some prefer a chair. That depends upon the per¬ 
son. A round seat I dislike. As I do not teach in a 
regular music studio, I can not send you a photograph. 
“ One very important thing to consider is the light, 
which should be the best possible on the music. The 
piano should be placed on one side, at least two fecl 
from the wall and in the middle. Such a room would be 
fine in one’s own house, but that is generally inconve¬ 
nient for the pupils, especially if one resides out of to®0' 
as I do.” 
From A. Wlllhartitz. 
“ 1. A desk, center-table with choice flowers or 
fish, painted floor with rugs, lace curtains, pictures o! 
musicians and an artistic calendar,card-receiver,and some 
busts are sufficient furniture for a musician’s workshop. 
“ 2. The light must strike the notes over the lelt 
shoulder of pupil. 
“3. Adjustable stool. 
“ 4. A combination by all means. The pnpil can see 
that his teacher reads and works in the same room, * 
losing no time going and coining to and from his s n 
(workshop). 
“ 5. The larger the better—20 x 15. 
“6. Have all recitals outside. It helps pupils to08^ 
much of that baffled look we so often see on the f*tei 0 
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different girls and boys ; and the fact of playing in a hall 
awes and inspires them. . . , , 
In an office building, yet the spirit of home-feel- 
should be cultivated even in a studio. 
I g one room only. Have pupils meet others, play 
with and for them ; cultivate emulation and friendly 
feeling toward one another. .... 
u9 The sum-total of all, and something which is of 
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From Susan Loyd Baily. 
“ In my opinion the only indispensables in a well- 
equipped studio are teacher and pnpil. These necessaries 
being given, anything may he added that individuality 
requires or good taste suggests. The more beautiful the 
effect, the more in harmony it will he with the subject 
of study. I prefer floors uncovered by heavy carpets or 
rugs. Ingrain art squares and goat-skin mgs are light 
“ 5. I prefer a large room. The tone is much better 
and the pnpil acquires a broader style of playing. 
“6. It is desirable. 
“7. This depends upon convenience of location and 
desirability of apartment. 
“8. I have a waiting-room. If I had not, it should 
be an understood thing that the pnpil enter as quietly 
as possible, without knocking, in order to avoid disturb¬ 
ing the present lesson. 
“I have furnished my own music-room in accordance 
with my ideas of what is useful and pleasant for both 
teacher and pnpil, and will send you a photograph. ’ 
From Dr. Henry G. Hanchett. 
“ In furnishing a studio I shonld endeavor to culti¬ 
vate the taste of my pupils, as far as may be, by haying 
everything harmonious and not too crowded, especially 
with hangings and furniture calculated to deaden the tone 
of the piano. I slioold be particular to have a good light 
on the desk and kevboard, and to have the light come 
from over the shoulder, preferably over the left shoulder. 
Stools should he avoided. The best seat is a chair, with 
hard cushions at hand to adjust the height. It should 
stand firmly. The studio shonld contain musical works 
for reference in illustrations, and for four-hand reading 
with the pupil; and such literary works as may be re¬ 
quired to elucidate definitions, biographical details, and 
the critical opinions of those who have written on the 
points that may come up in lessons. The size of the 
stndio is a matter of minor importance to a piano teacher; 
for a vocal teacher a large room is a necessity. I f pupils 
are guaranteed private lessons, that places upon the 
teacher the obligation of providing a waiting-room, so 
that lessons mav not be interrupted or observed by other 
pupils. All pupils should come to the teacher s studio 
for lessons ; it should therefore be conveniently located, 
and in as qniet a place as can he found.” 
Studio of L. Chbvelli. 
greatest importance—friendliness to pupils ; justice in 
criticism ; consideration for labors besides music which a 
pnpil has to do ; a helpful spirit toward the dull and no 
favoritism toward the talented. The teacher who has 
the ninth can easily dispense with one or more of the 
eight others.” 
From L. Chevelli. 
“I forward to you a cut, from which you may get a 
picture of my studio and illustrate what will save word¬ 
ing. As harmony is with us an object and element, it 
shonld be brought into effect as to color and form in the 
furnishings. The end of my studio not seen in the pict- 
nte I have made into a cosy nook, furnished with 
Turkish divan and cushions, tropical plants to screen the 
window, the wails hung with pictures (in sepia) of the 
masters, pianists, several notabilities in the opera world, 
nnd a few interiors of noted theaters, showing orchestra 
and stage—making a resting place for early comers, and 
divided from the main room by Bagdad hangings. I 
Five also a musical-literary library, the value of which 
M an adjunct to the stndio was evidenced one day by 
affording me an opportunity to show and read to an 
anxious pnpil a synopsis of the life of Sebastian Bach, 
jFia lending impetus to a desire on her part to read up 
•Ives of musicians. 
, position for piano is shown in picture. The 
corkscrew ’ stool is an abomination. Literary work 
and all evidences of same, unless of a musical character, 
s be eschewed. 
Ha\ ing found a room with wainscoted ceilings, 
ed in panels of resonant pine, lighted by five win- 
*4 4lxei' nPon it as a fitting place for my studio. A 
* 10 should be large enough to seat seventy-five people, 
public building is surely the place for a studio, near a 
cn • ^reen’ Public square, or park ; hut not one oc- 
glafTa glaring, mercenary, mercantile signs and 
S 00rs- Dusty, trade-worn stairways and dark ap 
sbo liT8 Sre 8n a4K>m’uation. Cleanliness and simplicity 
u mark all approaches. In my case, the cosy nook 
acc®mtnodates all early pnpils.” 
in weight and easily gotten out of the way when occa¬ 
sion requires. Heavy draperies are bad for the tone. 
All articles of furniture or decoration sufficiently light 
as to rattle shonld be removed. 
“2. The placing of the piano depends upon the light 
A BEAUTIFUL DEVICE. 
A dainty accessory, considered indispensable to her 
drawing-room by the mistress of a w ell appointed house, 
is the piano shield. More than any other object present 
in this room it is really decorative art, for it unites 
beauty and utility, and may lie a mute meUtion of the 
most graceful taste. It is a cover fitted to the keyboard, 
made of silk or satin, embroidered with • design suit 
able to the instrument or consonant with the goner 
scheme of the ornament and color of the apartment. 
The shape, it being from five inches wide to forty in 
length, lends itself admirably to a b?rk^’“°d ' 
making a mnsical qnotation, such as ■ 
my love would silently flow in a single word , using 
the notes from Handel’s “ Largo ” or the andante from 
the “Fifth Symphony” for. of course all or any 
mnsical qnotation indifferently would notbe appus’l*-„ 
Embroidery or painting is nsed to decorate the Key- 
Studio op Suhap Ix>yd Baily. 
■ the room It should stand in such a manner as to 
»r “ssssissas— 
reach. 
hoard cover. While for its finishing there is only one 
rule the shield must be wadded, lined with soft silk, 
edged with a black cord—not a metallic one—and per¬ 
fumed or not, as the chatelaine pleases. But even to 
those who object to scent, lavender flowers or orris root, 
with its suggestion of wood violets, can not be otherwise 
than pleasant. It will give more satisfaction than nine out 
of ninety drawing-room adornments.— Music Trades. 
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THAT “ THANK YOU ” BUSINESS. 
From the Teacher’s Standpoint. 
BY CHAS. A. FISHER. 
Why are musicians so frequently called on to render 
gratuitous service? 
Wheuever there is a project for the promotion of charity 
afoot—and it seems there is always something of the sort 
afoot—several people of more or less prominence, with 
particular personal axes to grind, immediately proceed to 
concoct some concert or musical entertainment at which 
the “ professional ” is politely requested to “assist.” 
The question comes home with especial force to music 
teachers. 
A conscientious teacher who has been occupied in the 
discharge of his arduous duties during the day, if called 
on merely for a piano accompaniment to a few songs, 
will find that even charity work requires preparation. 
It means the arrangement of a meeting or meetings with 
the soloist, which generally implies a disarrangement of 
his schedule of lessons, loss of time, and frequently ac¬ 
tual loss of money. If the teacher be a singer or a soloist 
on some instrument, the imposition is quite as flagrant, 
if not more so. 
Now, in a state of society under which eveiything is 
placed more or less on a commercial basis, is it fair that 
one professor should be singled out for all this “ thank 
you ” work ? 
But there is another phase to the question, and a most 
uncomfortable and undignified phase it is. 
People with fine bouses, fine furniture, and (presum¬ 
ably) line pianos are continually issuing invitations to 
“ musicales” or gatherings of that ilk, which musical 
•professionals” are requested to attend with the im¬ 
plied purpose of having them contribute to the entertain¬ 
ment of the guests. 
The following dialogue took place between two persons 
one afternoon in the vestibule of a large concert hall: 
The Lady: “You failed to come to my last party 
Did n't you get my invitation ? ” 
h jhe Professor: “ Yes, madam, thank you; but I was 
The Lady : “ But I wantyou to besure to come, now 
to the next one. Yon received my special note, did n’t 
yon?” 
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tainment of “guests” be left to the capable amateurs, 
who flourish in every community. 
Let us refuse to be subject to the perpetual call of every 
notable busybody who seeks the attainment of some pri¬ 
vate end by attempting to press into service our profession 
and our art. 
Let us cultivate ourselves so that we may be fit to ap¬ 
pear in the very best society, and then, if we think proper 
at any time to accept an invitation to some social func¬ 
tion at which we may expect to meet men and women 
of distinction in the community, then, in the name of all 
that is self-respecting and dignified, let us leave our 
“ fiddles ” at home. 
PROFESSIONAL RIVALRY. 
BY PERLEE V. JERVIS. 
The Professor : “ Yes, madam, thank you ; I got it 
this morning." 8 
Thr I n'7 ■*' N°W be8nre come- an(I—and—bring your fiddle with you.” ° 
The Professor: “ Thank you, madam ; yon must ex- 
ciwe me, bat my fiddle does nTt eat.** 
And so the brilliant program at my lady’s next musi- 
ont withont t,ie assi—**- 
The only advantage that could possibly accrue to a 
music,an in accepting invitations of this character would 
be the possibility of obtaining pupil80r being otherwise 
financially a.ded by the powerful “patronage ” of such 
People. Brit, apart from the degrading nature of the 
admission, the hope that any considerable benefit is to 
be expected from “patronage” of this character is a 
fallacy, amply subs,aotia,.., in this jn8tance 
y the fact that the sturdy music teacher above referred 
to retired a few years ago, with a very comfortable com- 
petence^ the result of some fifteen years of conscientious 
application to his profession in that community; and 
during all that period he never on any occasion debated 
from h,s course of absolute and uncompromising inde¬ 
pendence in the matter of “ thank yon ” work. 
In the rare event of some grand and noble charity in 
which the entire community is more or less interested 
or one instituted for some important musical object there 
can, of course, be no reasonable objection to the partici¬ 
pation of musicians, as of any other class of good citizens 
But as a general rule of conduct let ns never forget that 
there is a dignity attached to our calling. 
rJf1 Ir "*ek’ by<!Tery D,rana in onr !»»«, to elevate 
that callmg, and the noble art of which we are the hum¬ 
ble exponents. 
Let the “ thank you” work and the musical enter- 
In professional as in mercantile life, “ competition is 
the life of trade.” There is no tonic for stimulating a 
man to his best work like competition with half a dozen 
wide-awake and progressive rival teachers. This rivalry 
should be generous, however, not selfish; friendly, not 
acrimonious. One should have no sympathy with the 
feeling that it is bad business policy to accord the fullest 
measure of credit to the good work of your rival. It is 
worse business policy not to. The musician who is 
generous toward his competitors makes more friends, and 
in the long run gets more business, provided he be 
worthy of support, than the small-minded teacher who 
can see no good in any work not done by himself. 
liile the musician should be generous in his treat¬ 
ment of his professional brethren, it is equally his duty 
at all times to denounce charlatanism, quackery, and 
false pretensions. The writer has in mind a mnsici’an of 
sound attainments and excellent bodily health, who 
could make a good income from his profession, but 
prefers to live on loans (which, it is needless to say are 
never returned) obtained from his brother professionals. 
Have no mistaken kindness for this class of men, who are 
a disgrace to the profession; in regard to them, as well as 
all formsof charlatanism, speak with no uncertain sound• 
but let every good teacher have your kindest sympathy 
and cooperation. The more good teachers the better the 
public ,s educated, and, as a consequence, the more 
demand there is for good teaching. 
Members of the legal, dental, medical, and other pro¬ 
fessions have their societies, which meet at stated inter 
vals to discuss new methods of working, and other sub¬ 
jects of interest to the profession. It is much to be 
regretted that musicians have not also such an organiza¬ 
tion. Teachers ,n the smaller towns lose much by 
segregation, and would gain immeasurably by organiza¬ 
tion for social intercourse, mutual cooperation and stndy 
Two or three organizations of this sort have been so 
unqualifiedly successful that the feasibility of such a 
qu^ion mU3iCianS ^ beeD d~t™ted beyond 
teaThLCoffthnb °f ^ Y°rk City is made up from 
teachers of the various branches of music. The club 
meete once a month, and after a dinner, at which ftere 
V ^Snttr1 '800181 int—’ Wpers TZ J prominent musicians upon topics of interest to the 
profession, after which there is full and free dTscnssiln 
Society ami Te6^" particiPate’ The Manuscript 
oSer New v t lenCan GDild of °^uists are two 
results 800161168 th3t haVC accomPl>shed great 
S;;?fXhweh d °rized effort oan 
5S13we;e Dudley Buck°- 
*■ ~ 
and its work iDtereStS °f art in Brooklyn, 
From an oriti„aTI!)!enhC01ldnCted °n ^Bona, lines! 
gradually extended until the present season i. 
fifty-two concerts have been given which h„ ’ When 
almost the entire ground of music with ihZZ** 
opera. exception of 
Twice a year there is a dinner of its Advisory Bonn, 
at one of the prominent clubs. Here the members!? 
m social intercourse; a spirit of bonhomme is foster^ 
musicians who are inclined to revolve in a ten-foot^/ 
satisfied with their own attainments, learn that‘T ’ 
gendered, which leads to more thorough study an,i 1 
only be productive of the happiest results in its broj 
ening effect upon the individual members. 
If in every city and large town there could be an 
organization of musicians on the lines of the Clef Club 
or, better still, the Brooklyn Institute, it would work 
much for the cause of music, and create a friendly 
feeling among rival musicians that would be of great 
advantage to every member of the profession 
THINKING IN MUSIC. 
BY OSCAR MbRICKE. 
Translated for This Etude by E. F. W. 
The culture of music, in the true sense of the word, 
it is to be regretted, is very much neglected in our time! 
It rests almost entirely with a few, who become more or 
less prominent for a period. One thiDg is lacking in the 
whole matter, and that is intelligent study. 
There is a great deal of solo and four-liand playing in 
so-called musical families ; but almost without exception 
there is very little, if any, musical understanding. To 
play in time, correct and with proper shading, is not 
sufficient; the player must know why a certain way is 
right and the other wrong, and it is the teacher's duty 
to prepare the student to read nnderstandingly. This 
can only be done with a fair knowledge of theory 
(grammar in language, theory in music). Beading notes 
does not suffice any longer ; one must understand the 
nature of music. 
Thinking in music ” must result in a recognition of 
the fact that only he is qualified to teach who can pro¬ 
duce intelligent playing. 
Beal teaching will lead step by step to an intelligent 
conception of compositions and their proper interpre¬ 
tation. The student will be able to criticise from a 
theoretical standpoint, and will see ideas and musical 
sentences where prior to such study he saw only notes. 
A critic says one must not only feel music, but think 
it as well, must think independently, criticise inde¬ 
pendently, and not rely upon newspaper comment, 
because that which one critic will praise another will 
condemn. It is immaterial to the unprejudiced whether 
the player is said to be a “first-class artist,” if singers 
are “stars ” ; whether the pianist has for two and one- 
half hours conquered the greatest technical difficulties 
and tortured the “Grand” the while. The intelligent 
musician will hear and judge for himself, and will prefer 
a simple, melodious piece played well to a magnificent 
display of keyboard pyrotechnics. 
Only after thoughtful study has removed all erroneous 
conceptions can musical culture advance. Narrowness 
of view is so firmly rooted, and has grown to such 
enormous proportions, that it would require magic power 
to transport all incorrect ideas and methods to the land 
of “eternal oblivion.” In respect of music one is 
tempted to wish for the “good old times,” when » 
limited but appreciative audience would meet in a small 
hall (really more a chamber) and listen intently to 
“chamber music”; when an opera devoid of scenic 
effects was listened to attentively, because the interest 
centered in the music ; a small orchestra inspired as 
much enthusiasm as monster organizations now create 
(recall only the exquisite Beethoven septet). Success 
was dependent upon the artistic value of the compos' 
tion, not upon the volume of sound. 
We are, at the present time, more removed from Pnre 
musical culture than at any other period. Will we ever 
return to simplicity ? Only succeeding generations wi 
be able to answer this question. 
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THE principles of musical pedagogy. 
by j. c. FILLMORE. 
letters to a young music teacher. 
Letter V. 
w E S.—Yon think it is high time that I should 
-“something about teaching technic So do I. While 
? , true enough that yon are not going to be satisfied 
on^ht not to be satisfied merely to teach pupils to 
read notes and to translate them on to the keys of a 
iano it is equally true that it is your business to teach 
Lpils to play the piano. That is what they expect of 
von • that is what their parents pay you for, and that is 
what you must do. And there is no such tiring as play- 
in. the piano at all withont “ technic.” Least of all 
can one adequately interpret the great works of the great 
masters without mastery of one’s technical means of 
expression. Technic, then, is indispensable. And the 
sooner it is begun and the more thoroughly the study 
of it is carried on, the more speedy and complete will he 
the mastery acquired by the pnpil. 
Do yon ask: How shall you begin ? What feature of 
the technic of piano-playing shall you take up first? 
Yon will, perhaps, be able to answer these questions for 
yonrself, if you define clearly to your own mind the 
aims yon have in view in teaching the technic of the 
piano. First, then, you desire that your pupils shall 
produce a good quality of tone, do you not ? And you 
will not be content until they are able to produce at will 
and do produce habitually the best tones of which the 
instrument is capable. And I think you already know 
very well that the one condition of eliciting good tone 
quality which is under the control of the player is 
touch. The other conditions, snch as the hardness or 
softness of the hammers, the place where the hammers 
strike the strings, thequality of the sounding-board, etc., 
are settled by the maker of the piano. But the player, 
by his touch, determines how the hammers shall strike 
the strings ; and that is a condition of the utmost im¬ 
portance, as you are already aware. I have heard a 
concert pianist with an enormous amount of technic, or 
“execution ” as it is called, t. e., the ability to get in a 
vast number of notes per minute and to make the piano 
thunder,—I have, I say, heard such a pianist produce 
snch tones from a first-class Stein way piano that I (sup¬ 
posing that he had brought his piano-with him) re¬ 
marked to the Steinway agent: “Your firm does itself 
harm by sending out such a piano as that to represent 
their factory.” To which the agent made no reply, 
lint °d the very next evening another concert pianist 
played a Stein way piano in the same hall and elicited 
*<tch a beautiful quality of tone throughout that I took 
occasion to say to the same agent: “ That, now, is the 
hind of piano the Steinways are supposed to make ; that 
is a beautiful instrument. ” “ Why,” said he, “that is 
•he same piano that was played last night. It is the 
Grand I had in my warerooras, which yon know so 
weP- I could hardly believe it; but so it was. The 
difference was simply and solely in the touch of the two 
Pianists. 
Touch, then, is the first and most important quality 
® the technic of piano-playing. You must cultivate it 
from the beginning ; first, last, and all the time, or you 
*' * 110 satisfactory results in the way of expressive 
P ying. There are many who will tell you that touch is 
J’Bely a natural gift and can not be learned or taught. 
*ve even heard this opinion expressed by musicians 
o critics who were generally well informed. Vo n't 
title anything of the sort. I am very sure you know 
ter than that already. Neither you nor your class- 
no bave Bod any such expressive touch as yon 
Yo yOU bad n<dl Been taught how to make it. 
’ and ^ I® y°llr business to teach it. 
child y°U Wan^ to know how to begin to teach it to 
reD-_ ^eU, then; let me first tell you how not to 
l°Bch f^°a n°t sncceed in giving any child a good 
sort - you teach him at first to hold his hand in any 
the 01 COnstra'ned position. I know very well what 
»ad I8"?' 'W>ks “Technical Studies ” such as Plaidy 
* ,ert and Stark will tell you. Throw Lebert- and 
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Stark to the dogs at once. As for Plaidy, I know 
thoroughly what it is good for, and I will try to tell yon 
before I quit this subject. But I can most solemnly as¬ 
sure yon that the Plaidy methods are not good to pro¬ 
duce a good touch at the start;. If yon use them at the 
outset with children, you will, in ninty-nine cases out of 
every hundred, get a cramped, unnatural position of the 
hand, a stiff, constrained action of the fingers, and a 
touch about as sympathetic and expressive as if tlie keys 
were struck with wooden mallets by an automaton. 
And the resulting tone will be wooden or worse. The 
chances are that pupils taught in this way will never 
acquire a good touch. If they ever do, it will be by un¬ 
learning, or at least greatly modifying the teaching they 
received in the beginning. 
The natural position of the hand is not the “school- 
correct” one of the hooks. I do not say that yon are 
never to teach this; I will come back to this point later. 
But I advise you not to say anything at all about “posi¬ 
tion of the hand ” when you begin teaching a child tech¬ 
nic. Nor would I begin with a finger action, nor with 
any kind of a blow on the key. The blow principle has 
its uses, as I shall try to show yon hereafter. But I 
would begin with a pressure touch made by the up-arm 
movement. My experience is that the best results are 
to he obtained in this way : Teach the child to swing his 
hand free on the wrist, the hand hanging naturally. 
Then let him drop the tip of the middle finger (because 
that is the longest) on some key, say the E indicated by 
the fourth space of the treble staff, lightly, so as not to 
press it down. Next, let him drop the wrist as low as it 
will go, the tip of the finger remaining lightly on the 
surface of the key. Then let him produce a tone by 
suddenly raising the wrist as high as possible, imposing 
the whole weight of the arm on the key through the 
finger-tip, with every joint flexible. After this has been 
done a few times, begin with the thumb and produce 
tones in a similar way from each of the five successive 
keys, C, D, E, F, G, clinging to each key until the weight 
of the arm is transferred to the tip of the next finger. 
Count slowly, “one, two.” At the word “one,” drop 
the wrist to its lowest point; at the word “two,” raise 
the wrist suddenly and sharply to its highest point, put¬ 
ting the weight of the arm into the finger-tip. Count 
evenly. In this way yon will elicit a pure tone at the 
outset; yon will get a degree of power not obtainable 
from any child's finger-action, and yon will accomplish a 
perfect‘legato. Above all, yon will avoid all stiffness 
and constraint, those fatal enemies of good touch and 
pure tone. 
WRITING FOR THE PRESS. 
Writing for the press is something of a trade. It 
demands some practice to acquire a concise, careful, and 
yet easy, flowing style of expression. Ed,tors are often 
obliged to give hints to wonld-be writers. The follow¬ 
ing, which is going the rounds, contains some very good 
suggestions that should lie of value to those who would 
write for the press, whether musical or otherwise : 
If you’ve got a thought that’s happy, 
Boil it down. 
Make it short, and crisp, and snappy— 
Boil It down. 
When your brain iu coin has minted 
Down the page your pen has sprinted, 
If you want your effort printed, 
Boil it down. 
Take out every surplus letter— 
Boil it down. 
Fewer syllables the better- 
Boil it down. 
Make your meaning plain ; express it 
So we'll know, not merely guess it; 
Then, my friend, ere you address it. 
Boil it down. 
Boil out all the extra trimminge- 
Boil it down. 
Skim it well, then skim the skimmings- 
Boil it down. 
When you’re sure ’twould be a sin to 
Cut another sentence into, 
Send it on, and uw-H begin to 
Boil It down. 
DO NTS FOR YOUNG PIANISTS. 
Do n’t begin to learn the piano if yon do n’t mean to 
stick to it, and unless yon hope to live a quarter of a 
century after commencing. 
Do n’t leave off sticking to it because your neighliors 
complain : neighbors are impossible people mostly. 
Do n’t play on a decrepit piano—it is stnpefactive. 
Do n’t buy a cheap new one—it is sheer prodigality. 
Do n’t engage a cheap teacher—unless yon can afford 
to pay him to look on. Then he might learn something. 
Do n’t have an expensive teacher unless he's some¬ 
thing more than expensive. Most of them are—they re 
idiots. 
Don’t have an idiot—that is, don't be an idiot. 
Do n’t try to teach yonr master—dismiss him. 
Do n’t neglect your scales, or when weighed yon ’ll be 
found wanting. 
Don’t spend much time in adjusting your seat—your 
listeners may be sorry yon sat down to it at all. 
Don’t think to disarm criticism by saying, “Ob, 
I haven’t practiced for ever so long.” Ten toone it will 
be self-evident. 
Don’t play trivial pieces either when by yourself or in 
the presence of others. 
Don’t play with dirty hands. Dirt disfigures the 
keys and impedes your execution. 
Don’t abuse the pedals: if you don’t know how to 
employ them, leave them alone. 
Don’t skip difficult phrases; rather skip the easy 
ones. 
Do n’t take a piece in hand unless yon mean to master 
it: if yonr technic is inadequate, put the piece aside 
until you are able to cope with it: do n’t boggle at what 
is beyond yonr present powers. 
Do n’t be in the pitiful position, when asked to play, 
of having to reply, “Oil, I haven’t brought my music 
with me.” Carry a few good pieces in your head. 
Do n’t wait for repeated requests before yon consent to 
play. The more will be expected of you the more you 
need pressure, and you may prove a sore disappoint¬ 
ment. 
Do n’t be dejected at slow progress. 
Don’t be conceited at quick progress. 
Do n’t attempt to tune your own piano ; yon will 
surely make a mess of it. 
Don’t make a what-not of your piano. 
Don’t practice your five-finger exercises always in the 
tenor part of the keyboard—give the bass a turn, and so 
equalize the wear on the instrument. 
Don’t forget, in practicing, that an ounce of technical 
studies is worth a pound of pieces, if the quality of the 
practice be right. 
Do n’t regard yonr exercises as a dreary imposition : 
you can’t be an artist withont taking pains.—Air. 
—At the present time there is a very considerable dif¬ 
ference of opinion among piano teachers as to the value 
of scale practice. Mr. Emil Licbling, who is one of the 
most thoughtful and intelligent piano teachers we have, 
has often referred to the fact that in modern music we 
do not find scales or arpeggios as such, but simply musi¬ 
cal ideas carried out, and it in a question in bis mind of 
how far the practice of scalea is any fit preparation for 
playing this modern music which lias no males in it. I 
am of the opinion, however, that there are certain uses 
of scale practice which makes it advisable to retain it to 
a moderate degree ; at least, for some time longer; bnt in 
order to get out of it any important practical good, it is 
necessary to combine with the scale practice other exer¬ 
cises in rhythm and in touch. 
Perhaps some reader would like to ask wliat will hap¬ 
pen if scale-practice is done away with. To this I answer, 
I doubt whether it will be done away with for many years 
to come, although it will take relatively a less important 
place than it has done in the past, and what will lie 
done in place of it will be a further development of 
double scales, and the practice of Bach for the clear de¬ 
velopment of mnsical ideas. In the long rnn, however, 
piano pupils have to practice all sorts of material, be¬ 
cause the keynote of a finished success is a well- 
informed versatility.—W. S. B. Mathews, in “Musical 
Visitor 
THE FRATERNITY OF MUSICIANSHIP. 
It is not until of late that musicians have felt the need 
of and taken steps to establish the fact of their brother¬ 
hood by organization. It has shown itself in the last few 
years by the growth of such societies as the American 
Guild of Organists, the various manuscript societies, and 
the national and State associations, and much good has 
been accomplished. 
Musicians have been brought in contact with one 
another, and many opportunities have been made for 
specialists in the various branches to give performances 
themselves as well as to enjoy the work of many, if not 
most, of the celebrated American artists. While this is 
true in other branches, we have as yet failed to attain to 
anything like organized recognition in that most impor¬ 
tant branch of musical work—vocal culture. 
Organists can agree to disagree, and fraternize with 
that understanding. Composers give the glad hand to 
their confrhres at the manuscript concerts, irrespective of 
what they do and say when out of reach of the objects of 
their criticism. But the singing master has not as yet 
arrived at thnt point where he is willing to do much but 
condemn the modes or methods of his professional com¬ 
petitors. It interests us to look for the cause, and we 
certainly shall not have far to look. We find a condition 
unparalleled in any other profession. Physicians, drug¬ 
gists, lawyers, clergymen, even educators, address them¬ 
selves one to another in harmony, all because they find 
some fundamental principles upon which they are in 
accord ; conceded facts behind which they can all retreat 
with safety when approached by the man with theories, 
who la their common enemy. The vocal profession are 
all and only men with theories. There has been no 
standard ; there Is no standard as yet upon which all 
can agree, not even a principle sufficiently well grounded 
to make it possible for its adherents to feel that they are 
strong enough numerically to stand the humiliation of 
comparison or the sarcasm of cynical opposition. It 
matters little whether the opposition harmonizes or not; 
those who unite in it are in sympathy when their shafts 
point toward a minority. Therefore we feel like the 
man with a mission-deeply desirous of presenting a 
platform upon which the vocal profession may stand, the 
articles of agreement to which all would gladly affix 
their names. 
It we wanted to advertise for such a platform we 
would word it somewhat as follows : 
“Wanted, one or more principles underlying the 
structure known as vocal economics, which shall compass 
the end ol umtmg all members of that profession and 
which taken as a basis, can be depended upon as a 
groundwork lor future and general organizations?” 
in answer to this advertisement we would expect a 
reply somewhat as follows: 
“ f°„the C:hairn,r of th« Committee on Organization 
/W Sir: I herewith submit for the adoption of the 
new vocal consistory the following brief clauses, which 
I hope will meet with yonr approval • 
vZSuSZSaS?”* “ «• 
"Second, its object shall be: First, to advance the 
interests ol all vocal teachers; second, to establish a 
system or rules of action to which all shall agree and hv 
which all shall govern their conduct in their^uture pro7 
fewuonal relations ; third, to grant certificates or card, 
of menibepdnp. possession of which will indicate the 
holder s identification with this body, and shall also 
singing* # gUaraDt<* for “* Ending of » teacher of 
I hire!,—a committee shall be appointed wtmea 
duties it shall Iks to examine all applicant for member- 
ship and pass upon their mil ideations. 
fourth,—all those who have been accepter! by this 
committee shall be known and recognized as members 
of the Vocal Teachers’ Guild. 
“ I have other ideas for the extension of these articles 
of agreement, but presume the above will be sufficient 
to make a start. 
“ Yours truly, 
“A Yocal Teach ek.” 
Now, the foregoing is as far as the vocal profession has 
ever reached, even in thought, in the direction of or¬ 
ganization. It is extremely improbable that any self- 
respecting vocal teacher will consent to be adjudicated 
by any committee of other vocal teachers. It is equally 
clear that an examining board of any but vocal teachers 
would be absurd. Thus is our Yocal Teachers’ Guild 
with its articles of agreement of no avail. To be sure, 
organists and pianists consent to examinations and 
receive certificates from their superiors, but the difficulty 
here lies in the fact that there are no superiors in the 
estimation of the vocal profession. Nearly every vocal 
teacher views the rest of the profession as a pyramid of 
which he forms the apex. This multiplicity of apices 
in combination makes a dead level, above which not one 
has risen ; above which not one can rise until all the 
others have perished. Is not this a humiliating state of 
affairs? Yet there may be hope. Let the readers of The 
Etude send in suggestions for the platform, and we will 
submit it for approval. While there is life in the pro¬ 
fession there is hope for its conversion. If we can not 
organize on a platform, let us organize under a platform. 
“ In organization there is strength.” Let us organize. 
CONVENIENT MAXIMS, FORMULAS, ETC., FOR 
VOICE TEACHING. 
BY FREDERIC W. ROOT. 
V. 
Itt regard to the placing or the focus of tone, another 
department in our three item formula, there is much to 
be said. The excellence of a voice is more dependent 
upon this department of tone production than upon 
either of the others. It means the vitality of a tone 
its carrying power, and the intensity with which it 
expresses sentiment. Accuracy of intonation, neatness 
ol attack, agility of execution, proportion in shading 
elegance in vowel utterance, and extension of compass 
are dependent upon what is included in this department. 
Indeed, it is the key to every excellence of vocalization. 
ri is in the control of tone what the mahl-stick is to the 
control of the hand in painting, and it is to the effect of 
the voice what placing the base of a vibrating.tnning- 
fork upon a hard substance is to the sound of that 
instrument. 
WHO 
— me clear, telling tones which a goot: 
focus insures him may breathe badly and constrict the 
throat: m other words, may offend in both of the othei 
be »»**' 
wdlY11 u“0W ^ thr°aty’ Pinch«d-voice tenor who 
his chin in the air, whines ont sentimental dittie? 
to the great delight of an average audience. These 
hearers perceive a certain elemental intensity in the 
voice and do n't mind the other things 
byNmeanr0f UmWhWelc,a mana*e the breath by means of the breatlnng nmscles, his sustaining 
, economy in the breath used in tone forma- 
tion, which is involved in the department of tone focus 
Professors of voice culture, however are •», ^ 1 
that is apt to be regarded with suspicion it m 
interesting to inqnire into the reasons why the^ * 
important thing about tone production is so S 
considered in what is written and spoken „Don ? 
subject. ^ w 
In the first place, nature supplies the element of dM 
resonance so liberally to the best voices that it develop 
in the natural order of things without special g„i(jailcV 
As was said before, the possessors of the best voices and 
their teachers are the oracles in the world of voice cnlt 
ure, and these are not brought into close contact with 
the problems of this department. They have, as it 
were, wealth to expend, and do not need to hamper 
themselves with questions of ways and means. They 
are like the American sage of a past generation, whose 
advice to the young men of the East was to take twenty 
thousand dollars with them ont West and “grow np 
with the country ”—admirable advice to one who had 
the twenty thousand dollars. Most young men, how 
ever, are more in need of advice regarding the ae’enmn- 
lation of means rather than the expenditure of them, and 
the parallel holds good in voice culture. 
Poverty of resource is what we voice teachers are con¬ 
fronted with in the case of a large number of voices 
under onr charge. By attending to the two negative 
processes in our three-item formula, we allow nature to 
do much, perhaps all that is required beside these; bnt 
generally the voice teacher can secure more decided and 
satisfactory progress by intelligent attention to the other 
department, the positive element in our three-item 
formula. 
Some of the greatest singers at length came to appre¬ 
ciate the possibilities in this direction, and, of their own 
accord, long after their student years, give themselves 
special exercise in it. For instance, all that I have heard 
of the utterances of M. Jean de Reszke upon the theory 
of voice has had reference solely to this item of the form¬ 
ula, and all that I have heard regarding the vocal practice 
with which he fortifies himself behind the scenes may 
also be classified in this department. 
It would appear that some of the greatest voices find 
help from the practice of the tone focus, or what is some¬ 
times called “ sounding-board work ”; and we may infer 
that had it been done correctly in their student years, it 
would have been an acceptable addition to their method. 
Moreover, if such voices as these ever feel the need of 
this department of training, how much more is it neces¬ 
sary to the poorer voices of all grades that are brought to 
the music teachers for improvement ? This, as a general 
proposition, may need no argument in support of it. 
When it presents itself as a practical problem in the 
studio work of teacher and pupil it is quite a different 
matter, and for the reason that in the attempt to acquire 
this manifestly desirable element in the voice so many 
undesirable elements seem to get entangled with it. A 
great multitude of teachers beg the entire question, omit¬ 
ting all resonance practice, assuring their pupils that 
their voices will come right in time, and informing the 
public that in their methods of teaching they never 
“force a voice.” Thisclaimisqnitetrne. Tile holdiflg- 
baek policy never forces a voice ; and if the pupil’s mind 
be at the same time educated to think music correctly, and 
if nature supplies resource, this conservative teaching 
may be the best possible. But, on the other hand, it is 
often like the clock which does not go : it is absolutely 
right twice a day, whereas the timepiece that keeps in 
operation may never be exact. Then there is the case of 
the second violin in the orchestra, the only one who was 
never heard to play a wrong note ; afterward it was 
found out that he played with a greased bow. 
There is a good deal of worldly wisdom in leaving out 
of the vocal formula all questions of resonance, or, at 
least, of touching very lightly upon that subject. I> ug 
gressive work is done in this direction, it takes great 
experience on the teacher’s part to avoid false action in 
the other two departments, such as throat constriction 
and a sort of nervous breath pressure. This admixture 
of wrong action with that which is right leads to an "" 
satisfactory result, and to the condemnation of the who e 
process as false. The effort to give the pupil the resource 
which he should have has gone wrong, and the tear e 
runs the risk of just condemnation for having ruined t 
voice. 
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v. „ if he makes no effort to push for progress in this 
tut simply keeps the pupil right in the obvi- 
d ditions of the breath and the throat, he can defy 
0US C0U Tf there is improvement in resonance of tone 
iTother items in this department, then all is well, 
inhere is no improvement in this direction, it is sup- 
. he the pupil’s fault, not the teacher s. The 
Ser accepts no responsibility in this particular, say- 
that he did not make the voice and can not put into 
Qualities which it does not possess-a specious claim 
Jch is half right and half wrong. This teacher is sure 
to bean advocate of the two-item formula, and especially 
severe upon those teachers who “force voices’’-those 
aggressive teachers who, rightly or wrongly, make effort 
in the third department. 
There is much more that might be said regarding the 
scarcity of instruction in this department, but this must 
suffice for the present. 
[To be continued.) 
ALBERT BACH ON BREATHING. 
"Life depends on breathing; singing, on artistic 
breathing. The first breath is the beginning, the last 
the end, of our life. The breath is like the oil in a 
lamp; just as the lamp ceases to give light when the oil 
is consumed, so in the same way the sound ceases when¬ 
ever the breath is exhausted. In ordinary life we breathe 
involuntarily, for we breathe while we sleep ; but for 
artistic singing we must study the art of breathing, so 
that we may become able to sing a great deal with a 
small volume of breath ; and the old Italian masters 
justly said, ‘The virtuoso in breathing is nearest to the 
virtuoso in singing.’ The student should, above all, first 
distinguish between superficial and deep breathing, and 
avoid the former. We may occasionally nse the natural 
light breath, if the nature of the composition allows it. 
This light breath the Italians call mezzo respiro, hut this 
method of breathing requires no special study for its 
acquisition. 
“Superficial or light breathing consists in the elevation 
of the upper ribs and the breast-bone and collar-bone, 
and is therefore sometimes called collar-bone breathing. 
In this way bnt a small portion of air is taken in, and it 
goes, of course, no great distance beyond the windpipe. 
The breath remains constantly close to the larynx, and 
makes the singing strained and breathless, with an un¬ 
gainly heaving of the chest; and breathing in this way 
makes one tired after a very short time. 
“Instead of this injurious mode of breathing, deep 
breathing is to he persistently cultivated. To this end 
tbe lungs should be allowed to expand most freely in the 
lower part of the chest, the diaphragm being energeti¬ 
cally contracted. In this way a far greater amount of air 
rashes down into the lower lobes of the lungs, which 
<ben rest flat on the diaphragm, than by the gasping 
for air with the mouth which accompanies superficial 
breathing. 
Let the stndent diligently practice the art of firmly 
retaining, by the deeply depressed diaphragm, the breath 
tbns obtained, and allowing as little as possible to es- 
<a'le upward. This healthy way of breathing, which 
Arengthens not only the lungs, but also the organs of 
rgestion, should be practiced daily in pure and fresh air, 
Particularly in the morning, even when one is not singing. 
h is a matter of course that calm, deep breathing 
conveys more air into the air channels than the ordinary 
V of superficial breathing. Accordingly by the first 
the ^ * ‘arger 1nantity °L oxygen is introduced into 
j or?an'sm, we widen our chest, we strengthen our 
and we improve our digestion. The inspiration 
j# 1 ^ an 'O'bibing, and the expiration a gradual flow- 
“Tt rakkler ^lan a rushing in and puffing ont of air. 
dee t,6 '>eSt and s'mP^est way to accustom one’s self to 
bands reatkl'n^ ’s *° stand upright, and, folding one’s 
•ad * ^ the head, to draw in the air as gently 
q;i f9 88 possible, retaining it well down by the 
^r°m ^en *° twenty seconds. I may also 
IKi the following as being to the purpose : Pass 
dbow« aCmSS ^ack through the bend of lioth the 
ton b ta'i'n8 the arms well forward, and in this posi- 
^phraY6 gCntly and deeply. By this procedure 
pte Breathing is induced to a remarkable de- 
e it is also conducive to a good carriage. 
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“ The following two exercises are also advisable: Join 
the hands behind the hack, carefully maintaining an 
erect posture, so that the shoulders are drawn well down, 
and breathe deeply. The second is: Breathe deeply and 
slowly through the nostrils twenty to forty times, during 
inspiration bring the arms np to the level of the shoulders, 
and during expiration let them fall slowly down. 
“The student should, as often as possible, breathe 
quietly through the nose and retain the air in the lungs 
by contracting the diaphragm. The shoulders must 
never be drawn up ; only the chest is to expand and to 
arch out forward, and then the air should be allowed 
steadily to stream forth for the formation of the tone. 
The expiratory muscles must never force the air against 
the vocal cords, hut should allow it to flow ont grad¬ 
ually, otherwise the voice will tremble. If we force the 
air against the vocal cords they are disturbed, and their 
regular wave-like vibrations are interrupted ; by this a 
shaking and trembling is produced, resembling that in 
an organ when the influx of the wind in the mouth¬ 
pieces of the pipe is too sudden and vehement. We 
often hear amateurs who sing forte without producing a 
full or pleasant tone, while with an artist even when 
singing piano his voice is full and round. The secret is 
that the latter allows no waste air to escape through the 
vocal cords without producing sound. The amateur 
loses a great deal of breath without bringing the air 
into sounding vibration. One part of the air thus need¬ 
lessly escapes, and the tone is consequently weak. If 
the singer, therefore, in producing a tone, uses too much 
air, his tone will lose in fullness and body, just as an 
oil-picture loses in beauty and clearness it the artist uses 
too much oil. The middle notes of onr voice require the 
least air ; the lowest and the highest notes require more. 
Portamento, legato, and the mesaa di vote (crescendo and 
decrescendo) require particularly qniet and deep breath¬ 
ing. These styles of singing, accordingly, increase both 
the oxygenation and the decarbonizatiou of the blood. 
The ability to produce a beautiful, rich tone with the 
most moderate expenditure of breath betokens the artist, 
and every singer must aspire to this accomplishment. 
TEMPERAMENT. 
'EMPER AMENT is an innate quality subtle because it 
nnate—which characterizes the work or efforts of a 
former, hearing only an indirect relation either to the 
effectual or artistic side of his subject. Its effect is 
arouse, in a certain class of listeners, precisely the 
ie emotions which control the singer at the time, 
e investigation of the subject is usually confined to 
, potency of its effect rather than to an analysis of its 
jtleties. Its display by a singer is the signal for un- 
dlified laudation on the part of some and caustic 
nment from others. Why a quality that appeals so 
jverfnllv to one class should provoke such antagonism 
another is a question often asked. The strongest 
elihood of getting at the solution of he proMn*i 1 « 
a study of the two classes so differently affected by . 
i is no evidence of a weak intellect when a strong 
in is moved to tears by the rendering of a ha lad by a 
iger who has temperament; it argues that bu> emm 
L susceptibility is keen. His musical trammg has 
t as yet, been sufficient to enable him so to apprecu c 
hffic as the trne vehicle of thought that be must 
eds identify art or temperament with it to attain o 
s so-called highest type of musical enjoyment One 
dws exceedingly poor taste who, because heh«mnse 
r «: u,«r»rri 
less ecstatic, enjoyment of mustc tiMe of 
Temperament pure and “jjjj ^Hive to his venal 
eat development £ evi(k,nce of possessing 
orteomings Jf Jrfect mastery of, and hence 
e real thing until he h. pe t Thc great sub- 
nfidence in, his vocal »’st™ „ :lrt. *We find, 
itute for temperame , .im, temperament, bnt 
?qneatly, in combun „<tajned temperament must 
fore perfection h?®, Y for art’s sake. It is through 
reds have lieen snMued fo^ t‘mperament. is enabled 
lCi^eand°rfvel in its highest possibilities. 
THE VOICE AS A FACTOR IN OUR 
CIVILIZATION. 
Is the vocal instrument receiving its share of attention 
in the educational policy of the American people ? The 
part it plays in our civilization, independent of its uses 
in conversation, can hardly be estimated. Let us enu¬ 
merate some of the groups of onr population who need a 
clear understanding of the right use ol the voice. First 
we have the hundreds of thousands of children who are 
tanght to sing in the public schools ; the many addi¬ 
tional thousands who receive a higher degree ol’ culture 
in the boy choirs ; the many thousands more who receive 
better or worse training in the select or private schools, 
convents, and academies; the Sunday-schools and the re¬ 
ligious and temperance societies, such as the Epwortb 
League and Christian Endeavor, furnish additional thou¬ 
sands. Then there are members of churches and congre¬ 
gations who sing, and a vast number of chorus singers 
who receive excellent training in choral organizations in 
nearly all cities or in singing-schools in the suburban 
districts. Also the church choirs; the German singing 
societies ; the college glee clubs, and other male organi¬ 
zations in and out of the universities. The hundreds of 
students in mnsic schools whose voices have been selected 
from among the numerous classes above quoted as being 
worthy of more advanced culture ; the many hundreds 
of elocutionists who are developing the vocal instrument 
for the special needs of that profession ; the hundreds 
who are training their voices for theatrical and dramatic 
purposes; the small army of students in the theological 
seminaries, whose voices need most careful and wise 
direction for successful auditorium work; and, finally, the 
many ambitious men who aspire to oratorical excellence, 
whose goal is the various legislative halls of our great 
indeed, vocal culture is far-reaching in its influence 
upon society, both in relation to the advancement of the 
individual and its moral effect upon the people. Why, 
then, should its importance not he recognized? What 
other function, be it related to moral, civil, or educational 
growth can compare with it on the score of its univer¬ 
sality or its influence ? Welcome, then, to the prophet, 
whether man or woman, who shall one day formulate a 
law or a group of laws so complete that upon their re¬ 
sults all classes of voice users may rely ; the adherence 
to which shall result in vocal health, in vocal jierfec 
tion in the establishment of the vocal instrument on a 
plane so ideal, so true in its balance between art and 
nature, that it can be assailed by none or for any reason 
whatsoever. 
answers to voice questions. 
g_q. 1. What is the quickest method of acquiring 
theAriff^ .fkegt jnefljod 0f acquiring the trill is to 
practice it slowly and regularly in rhythm until one is 
sure that the two notes employed in the trill are estab¬ 
lished properly, and then increase the speed by shorten¬ 
ing the notes one-half. Care should be token to accept 
gently the first note of every group either of four or six 
notes, according to the rhythm. _ , . 
A second and perhaps the best exercise, much used, is 
the practice of consecutive groups of triplets on the two 
notes, which necessarily alternates in aceent between 
the upper and lower ; this can also be doubled in speed, 
throwing the heavy accent on the first note of the group 
of six, still retaining the subordinate accents as practiced 
in the slow form. , ,, , , 
Another and not as generally used method of acquir¬ 
ing the trill is to establish the tonality lietween the upper 
and lower note by three or four slow tones, then sud¬ 
denly attempting to shake the voice rapidly between the 
two tonw thoscarefu 11 y established. This last exercise 
is most efficacious when applied to tones removed bnt 
one half step from each other. 
Q 2. What is the most effective method of making a 
stiff throat flexible? , ._. ,, 
A First, carefully intoned arpeggios, increasing the 
■meed as rapidly as is consistent with the maintaining of 
absolute clearness and truth to pitch. Second. Practice 
alPscales lieginning with three notes, increasing the 
Seed and extending it to eight, nine, or ten note", as 
thTvoicc yields to the demands made u]>on it for flexi- 
W Q.y3. How may one sing “ e ” in words on high notes 
WiA Bleeping the cavity in the hack part of the throat 
ov„n more widely open than on open vowels. 
Whffe it may seem inconsistent, it is none the leas true 
that one who rings the vowel " e ” as he spoeVs ,A rarely 
can carry it comfortably to the upper rep ster. It dow n t 
Slow that lrecause the month is dosed to properly form 
an “ e ” the throat should also be closed. 
Mrs T I. D — By examining the files of Tiik 
Etude’yo» w']l find that your question has occurred a 
tvrunK y ,.an ,of no instance when the 
word “ wind ” should lie pronounced with a short sound 
to" ri ” except it is brought sharply in contras by rhyming 
with some other word with ashort sound of "L” very few 
to which occur in our language-sinned for example. 
M other occasions it si,ould have the long sound as 
in, or rhyming with, the word hnd. 
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ANSWERS TO A PUZZLE IN MUSICAL HISTORY. 
The following are the answers to the puzzle in the 
history of music, published in the April Etude : 
1. Pope Sylvester. 2. Guido d’Arezzo. 3. Adam de 
la Hale. 4. Jenny Lind. 5. Robert Schumann. 6. Jo¬ 
hann Sebastian Bach. 7. Franz Liszt. 8. Joseph Haydn. 
9. Frauco, of Cologne. 10. Josqnin Despres, or Depres. 
11. George Frederick Hiindei. 12. Laura Guidiccioni. 
13. Palestrina. 14. Giacomo Carissimi. 15. Girolamo 
Frescobaldi. 16. Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy. 17. 
Vincenzo Galilei. 18. Giacomo Meyerbeer. 19. Franz 
Peter Schubert. 20. Richard Wagner. 21. Jean Bap¬ 
tiste Lully. 22. Clara Schumann. 23. Wolfgang Ama¬ 
deus Mozart. 24. Claudio Monteverde. 25. Nicolo 
Paganini. 26. Jacopo Peri. 27. Ludwig van Beetho¬ 
ven. 
A great many answers were received, and we are glad 
to say that the greater number were correct in the main. 
It is exceedingly gratifying that so many of our readers 
are so well booked in the history of music as to be able 
to answer these questions. We believe that but few per¬ 
sons would be able to answer this puzzle off-hand. On 
the contrary, we feel assured that the majority of those 
from whom we heard spent considerable time in research 
in order to find answers. Another commendable point is 
that so many people had in their libraries facilities equal 
to giving the desired information. There can be no rea¬ 
son now to doubt that a more thorough, systematic, and 
liberal course of training is being carried on by Ameri¬ 
can teachers, else such satisfactory results could not have 
been shown. The Etude will publish another puzzle 
shortly that will call for eveu more thorough study and 
do still more good. 
Up to the time of going to press correct answers had 
been received from Adelina C. Keith, Toledo, O.; Etta 
N. Pitch, Rockville, Conn.; Nina B. Eakin, Beverly, 0.; 
Alda Kirkton, Emporia, Kan.; Carolyn Nash, San Fran¬ 
cisco, Cal.; Mrs. V. A. Potter, Dell Rapids, S. D.; Fay 
Schneider, Toledo, O.; Bertha M. Frost, Deering, Me.; 
Mary Anderson, Tecumseh, Mich.; Eloise Waring, Ann 
Arbor; Mary Carolan, Lyons, Iowa; Carrie L. Jackson, 
Dundee, Mich. ; Grace M. Came, Alfred, Me.; Carrie J 
RolT, Newark, N. J.; Annie C. Holmes, Cumberland 
Mills, Me. 
The following sent answers correct in all but one in¬ 
stance: Emma T. Powell, Lexington, Ky.; Molly Phil¬ 
lips, Auburn, N. Y.; 8istcrs of Notre Dame Training 
School, Waltham, Mass.; Carrie Dill llosmer, Orange, 
Mass.; p. Joseph I-eyendecker, Brooklyn, N. Y.; May 
Florence Damon, Leominster, Mass.; Lillian R Otey 
Huntsville, Tex.; M. H. Caldwell, Rock Hill, S.C.; Eva 
A. Grant, St. Louis, Mo.; Helen Parcels, Los Angeles, 
Cal.; Alice CL Paul, San Antouio, Cal.; Mrs. Rosa H 
Brubacher, Easthampton, Mass. 
MUSIC TEACHER’S NATIONAL ASSOCIATION 
ANNOUNCEMENT. 
The Executive Committee of the Music Teachers’ 
National Association has sent out the following an¬ 
nouncement : 
“ All matters in connection with the convention of the 
Music Teachers’ National Association, held in New York 
City last June, have finally been adjusted, and the work 
forward1’ * m<*tiDg 18 b°iDg rapidlJ 
“ With the expiration of the old year your membership 
expired, and we write now to urge your renewal; also to 
stimulate you to activity in securing additional mem- 
herein p. 
“Our plans embrace a musical festival, conducted on 
broad but conservative lines, in which, as in the pre 
ceding meeting, educational topics and matters relating 
to strengthening the teacher, as well as the pupil win 
greatly predominate. The scope and plans i„ detail 
w.ll be placed before yon in the announcements of the 
vartons committees. We have the assurance of the Pro¬ 
gram Committee that the musical programs (an outline 
of which it will l>e impossible to furnish at this earlv 
date) are to Ik- superior to anything that has ever before 
been attempted in connection with the Association Tlie 
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experiences of last year Lave been seriously taken into 
consideration, and the errors in the matter of acoustics, 
interference, etc., have been provided against. 
“The annual membership fee is two dollars ($2.00), 
and the Executive Committee desires a prompt response 
in forwarding money for the same, on receipt of which 
member’s certificate will be forwarded to yon. Any 
member desiring a copy of the publication containing 
the report of the 1897 meeting may have it by sending, 
in addition to the renewal fee, the sum of $1.00, making 
the cost of membership and publication $3.00. The 
book embodies the result of the conferences on ‘Music 
in the College and University,’ ‘Methods and Results 
in Music Schools,’ and ‘Music in the Public Schools,’ 
and addresses and essays from the most eminent men 
and women in the profession, all of which have an in¬ 
valuable worth to every teacher and educator, containing 
as they do the most advanced thought and revealing the 
salient points in the progress of musical art; also the 
membership list, the constitution, portraits of many 
eminent men and women prominent in American music, 
the minutes of business proceedings, and the valedictory 
ot the officers and committees for 1898. 
“ As this book is of great value to students as well as to 
teachers, we urge that onr members endeavor to advance 
its sale among their pupils. 
“ Fraternally yours, 
“ H. W. Greene, President. 
“James Potter Keough, Sec’y, 
13 E. 14th St., New YTork City.” 
The meetings of the Association will be held at the 
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, which will undoubtedly add 
much to the social features of the convention. 
TEMPTATIONS TO EGOTISM. 
The great evil and vitiating influence in musical life 
and progress in professional standing is the great 
emphasis placed upon the personal and individual ele¬ 
ment,—the temptations to egotism, self-display, vanity, 
self conceit, and arrogance. Young women too often 
study music, not for the sake of the music,-although 
to their teacher and friends they are “passionately fond 
of music ” and they would not admit that there was any 
other motive for their study,—but really for the sake of 
the opportunity it will afford them to attract attention 
in their direction. To sing and play at musicales, teas, 
and affairs, to gain compliments and win a little flattery 
m the chief end and aim of not a few. Could the pleas¬ 
ure and inspiration of playing concerted music with 
others be better and more widely appreciated, the time 
and money now in many cases wasted and the dissipa¬ 
tion of what passes for mental effort might be happily 
avoided. Of course, by concerted music I do not mean 
simply piano duets or eight-hand pieces, but music for 
violin and piano, ’cello and piano, trios for violin ’cello 
and piano, quartettes, etc., etc. To listen to something 
eIsebesidesone sown playing, as a necessity for the com- 
p etmu of the musical effort, brings a new element of 
pleasure and inspiration. The same thing can be said of 
smgmg and what a pity it is that some of the loveliest 
shouTd lV°Cal WriUng’ thG EngH8h and glees 
should he so utterly and universally ignored How 
P • Pianist and Organist.** 
fri^°weaiDtereStiBf! reniarks of Brahms a« told by his t.end y, 1(lman ln the .. Dent che R ,, nV 
master’s early days money was not very pientiill 
Once we were drinking beer in a cheap ta^rn ” W,d 
man writes ; I expressed some surprise that he should 
hsten so attentively to the mediocre dance mnsic of a 
poor pianist, whereupon Brahms said: ‘It does not 
ZTh8V°ng 8g° SiDCe 1 was P>a*"g dance musicTn 
ch cheaper places than that pale creature At that 
Ome I was already composing, hut only iriyt the 
drummed the piano for tavern dan” "£ 
LtnLr^iti0,,R — to me while I w x . . . — i-iiine 
blacking my shoes in the morning 
Review.'* ° Music Trade 
TV^AT 18 GOOD MUSIC? Suggestions to Person. 
Desiring to Cultivate a Taste in Musical Art T 
W. J. Henderson. Charles Scribner’s Sons PfJ 
$1.00, net. ,w’ 
A\ e can not do better than to quote from Mr. Hender¬ 
son’s “ Prelude ” to state the raison d’etre of this new 
work. “ The right to like or dislike a musical composi. 
tion has long been regarded as consistent with human 
lreedom. It has been the happy experience of the 
writer to meet with hundreds who were searchinv 
anxiously for the path that leads to musical salvation 
... Let us address ourselves to the inquiry, “ What 
is good music ? ” 
The book is made up of chapters on the Essentials of 
Form, Vocal Forms, Content of Music, the Performance 
of Music. 
We think the chapters on the Content of Music of 
very great value to the student of “ good music.” The 
analysis of the sensuous, the intellectual, and the emo¬ 
tional, while, it may be, not perfect, nevertheless affords 
good working ground and firm support to the inquirer, 
and, if these chapters be read carefully and studied, the 
musician, as well as the dilettante, will find himself 
equipped with a broader, clearer view of the principles 
which may determine the value of music. 
In a more practical sense we commend the chapter on 
the orchestra and orchestral music. In these days when 
the Boston and Chicago orchestras are giving concerts in 
so many cities, the public needs to know the salient 
features of orchestral music and the means for its public 
presentation. Two other features are the essays on the 
piano and vocal work. 
Taking the book as a whole, we feel no hesitation in 
recommending our readers to add it to their libraries. 
Its value will be apparent in many ways. 
MUSIC—HOW IT CAME TO BE WHAT IT IS. 
By Hannah Smith. Illustrated. Charles Scribner's 
Sons. Price, $1.25, net. 
A new work on the scientific side of music always 
arouses interest among musicians who are disposed to 
study and self-culture. The historical method for the 
appreciation of the present status of any art is the only 
true and useful one, and it is for this reason that the 
best teachers are continually impressing upon their 
pupils the value and necessity of historical and scientific 
studies. 
A list of some of the chapters will afford a fair con¬ 
ception of the book : Musical Acoustics, Ancient Music, 
Medieval Music, Evolution of the Modern Scale, The 
Opera, Oratorio, Precursors of the Pianoforte, Develop¬ 
ment of Pianoforte Playing, The Orchestra. AH H|e 
factors just noted have contributed, some of them nota¬ 
bly, to make modem music what it is, and the reader 
who masters the contents of this hook will have cleared 
up many obscure points in his mind. The illustrations 
and examples, including several facsimiles, add nin<b 
to the book. 
THF STOLEN FIDDLE. Walter H. Mayso.v. 
Frederick Warue & Co. Price, $1.25. 
Music lovers are always on the lookout for novel- 
founded ou musical subjects. In this, as may be in 
ferred from the title, the plot turns on a violin helongmi- 
to a wealthy amateur, which is stolen and sold to an 
expert maker of violins, who takes it apart, alters it. 
and subjects it to various aging processes, with t 
purpose of putting the instrument on the market a ® 
Stradivarius. The development of the story deals "it 
the tracing of the thief, and a law-suit which brings011 
many points of value to the violin-fancier, and 
as well as player. The description of the metha 0 
“aging” violins is full of interest to the uniniti** ’ 
and will help to dispel the glamour cast over old 
ian violins” by collectors. 
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the competition for the prizes offered to composers 
will close this month. It is very gratifying to the pub¬ 
lisher that the offer has brought in a large number of 
compositions. The work of selection will be no light 
task but if it be at all possible, we will publish tlie prize 
composition in the June number. The general character 
of the pieces submitted shows that teaching in the higher 
forms of theory of music and composition is being car¬ 
ried on in all quarters of the country. 
***** 
We have been made the Eastern selling agents for the 
books published by J. A. Parks Company. An adver¬ 
tisement of them will be found elsewhere. The works 
“Imperial Anthems for Choirs.” 
“Concert Quartets for Male Voices.” 
“Concert Quartets for Mixed Voices.” 
“Sacred Quartets for Male Voices.” 
“Sacred Quartets for Mixed Voices.” 
All of these collections have had an extraordinarily 
large sale already ; they are among the best of all similar 
collections published. The “Imperial Anthems for 
Choirs” is particularly good. I doubt if we have ever 
sent it out on inspection but what it has been selected. 
Any or all of these books will be sent to any one of our 
patrons for examination, or we will send, for the ask¬ 
ing, sample pages and circular. 
* * 
* * * 
We have also, published in the same manner, well- 
known pictures of musical subjects, entitled “Beethoven 
in His Study,” “Inspiration,” and “Harmony.” 
new, clear type, on good paper, with sewed binding and 
board covers, strong and durable. There are four books 
in the coarse: 
“ The Imperial Wreath,” 256 pages ; “ The Sovereign 
Wreath,” 224 pages ; “The Ideal Wreath,” 184 pages; 
“ The Juvenile Wreath,” 144 pages. 
Each book of the “ Wreath Music Course ” is complete 
in itself, and does not need the aid of charts. 
The most favorable terms will be made for introduc¬ 
tion. Sample copies for examination will be sent, and 
if not satisfactory may be returned. For description of 
each of the four works see advertisement elsewhere. 
The new music which we send out monthly during 
the months of the winter teaching season will be discon¬ 
tinued after May. On the other hand, there are a great 
many teachers who do not do as much teaching in the 
winter as they do in the summer, and for the conveni¬ 
ence of these we will send out, beginning with June and 
ending with August, a like selection to the one which 
we have been sending daring the winter season, only of 
onr latest new publications. These will not be sent 
nnlesa especially requested. 
* * 
* * * 
As usual, we will offer The Etude for any three of 
the summer months for twenty-five cents. This is an 
offer ol exceptional value and lias been taken advantage 
of by a great many of our subscribers in years past. 
Teachers have found it pays to irave The Etude read 
aud played during summer, as the pupils come back in 
the fall better prepared ; indeed, they are more likely to 
oome back, having been to a small extent at least in a 
mnsical atmosphere in the meantime. The offer is to 
^ud three numbers to any address for twenty five cents. 
•*e if the large subscription list which we had last year 
or these three months can not be increased during the 
ooming summer. 
***** 
During the present month some of our patrons will 
oshe to return their On Sale music. There are a few 
keneral directions which might be mentioned in addition 
* os« nsnally given with the June 1st statement. To 
j*t»ms returning music from a very great distance it is 
^oc better to find out first which is the cheaper, mail 
^ exPre8s i if mail is cheaper, then do the music up in 
l f r pound packages and return it in that manner. 
P*y H>e expressage. Be sure to write your name on 
can every package which you return to ns. We 
n°t promise any credit at all unless this is done. 
***** 
trailfUfrn'all'ng y°U1 studio, do not forget the large por- 
*>nt fifl ^ * niD8'c'ans wkicb we publish, size 22 x 28, for 
’he bo' r.eidS each- These are artotypes, taken from 
P^iblV'k61168868 tbe 6reat musicians which it is 
Mozart6 pf 03 ^ °khrin. Onr collection now includes 
’ “oo’hoveu, Wagner, Mendelssohn, and Liszt. 
* 
* * 
As this issue goes to press there appears onr new col¬ 
lection of piano duets. They are all of easy, grade. 
The compilation is published in onr usual substantial 
manner, and retails for one dollar, with a liberal discount 
to the profession. We are sure this will become one of the 
greatest favorites of onr many well-known collections. 
* * 
* * * 
All the works we have been including in our special 
offer are out, excepting Clarke’s “Harmony.” The list 
embraced the following: “ How to Teach : How to 
Study,” by Sefton; “ The Masters and Their Music,” by 
Mathews; “ Standard Third and Fourth Grade Pieces,” 
by Mathews; “The First Dance Album” and “Sight- 
Reading Album,” by C. W. Landon. All those who 
have subscribed in advance for these works have been 
supplied. The remaining work, Clarke’s “ Harmony,” 
is about completed, and it is hoped by June 1st to be 
ready for delivery. Therefore this will be the last month 
of the special offer. The special-oiler price is 50 cents, 
and it is by far the most important work of the series. 
Dr. Clarke has put into this book the experience of thirty 
years. His work in connection with the University of 
Pennsylvania has been entirely theoretical teaching, and 
perhaps for this special branch he has no superior. We 
can confidently recommend this work as one of great 
value to all interested in music. Remember that after 
June 1st the work can not be had for double the money. 
***** 
“The Masters and their Music,’’ by W. S. B. Mathews, 
is out and delivered. All special offers are now with¬ 
drawn. The retail price of the hook is $1.50. This 
work will find as many friends among music people as 
the popular “How to Understand Music,” by the same 
author. The scope of the two works is very similar. 
For music clubs and classes in musical literature the 
work is invaluable. It takes up all tlie great masters 
separately and in groups ; a biography of each is given 
Tlie principal works of each are analyzed, programs laid 
out for public performance, and an exact picture of eac 
composer with every chapter. American c°“>P°*ers 
come in for a good share of attention The book has 
nearly 300 pages and is bonnd in handsome and dura¬ 
ble cloth. This is just the work for reading during the 
summer months. Mr. Mathews is always ^M 
clear and directly to the point. Me predict for this 
work a very large sale, as it is a book forthe profession 
or student. It appeals to all lovers ot music. 
***** 
WE have taken the agency for a series of singing hooks 
“ “ ,1 of. »*»«*“ “““ M 
j D Lnse is the author and composer. 
■•The Wreath Music Course” is the outgrowth of 
" thePunknown,’introducing the simple before 
, nlex observing useful classification, concentra- 
the comp > basing well-chosen songs, arranged 
tion, and especially by usmg interest from 
LT^r^’noUtion, and to an appreciation 
of the finest classical printed torn 
It may not be understood by onr patrons that every 
piece of sheet mnsic in our catalogue has a number; the 
number is in large figures over the inside title-page. It 
is only necessary to give this number in ordering from 
us. This will save time and space in writing. Ordering 
by number is jnst as safe as name. Onr stock of Peters, 
Litolff, Sehirmer’s Library, etc., is all kept according to 
number, and it would be a great convenience to us if all 
these editions were ordered by number. 
• • 
* * * 
We are now publishing considerable vocal mnsic, but 
we do not send it out to our patrons as we do the piauo 
music, unless specially requested to do so. If yon de¬ 
sire onr new vocal music sent to you On Sale as it comes 
from the press, please send ns word. 
***** 
Landon’8 “Sight-Reading Album ” will he sent to 
advance subscribers about the time this issne goes out. 
The special value of this collection is the consummate 
taste used in the selection. It is the best set of easy 
teaching pieces that could tie selected. Every one is a 
gem. Fifty years ago teachers never dreamed of such a 
collection of gems. Tinkling nonsense by E. Mack, 
Charles Grobe, and Charles Kinkel was all that could he 
had, and these only in detached pieces. Now the lower 
grades are well supplied by many good writers whose 
prodnetions do not vitiate the taste. The collection by 
Mr. Landon lias all the best writers represented with 
their choicest works. The introduction deals with an 
exposition of tlie principles of sight-reading, which will 
be of immense value in the use of the work. There are 
also analytical notes in connection with each number. 
We will send the work for examination to any one hav¬ 
ing an account with ns. 
***** 
Readers of The Etude need not be reminded that 
the publisher of this magazine was the first to make 
advanced offers of new works at prices at or below first 
cost. We have reason, however, to believe that too 
many of our readers fail to look carefully over the 
" Publisher’s Department,” thinking it to lie nothing 
but business notices in which they have no interest. In 
this they are much mistaken. True, as publishers, we 
desire to place our publications before the buying public, 
but still more truly are wo careful to place only such 
works as the public wants and needs. This bouse has 
become noted for its original methods, and for the many 
valuable educational works that mark ail epoch in some 
newer and better method of teaching. Therefore we 
have confidence in asking onr readers to give a more 
careful attention to the announcements in the “ Pub¬ 
lisher’s Department,” for in these notice* they will find 
much of great valnc to them in their work. Only such 
works as are of special help to the teacher and student 
find their way to this department of The Etude. 
***** 
We have issued a fine concert paraphrase of “ Star- 
Spangled Banner,” by Troyer, a Californian musician. 
This is a brilliant piece, not over difficult, about Grade 
VI or VII in a scale of X. For public performance at 
college commencement it would be timely and popular. 
The title page is adorned with “ Old Glory.” There is 
no really good piano arrangement of the grand, patriotic 
song within the grasp of the average player. Yon can 
not be too soon in taking up with this piece. Older it at 
once. 
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lx this day of great artistic achievements we are 
sometimes inclined to belittle and perhaps overlook the 
important and even necessary part which the purely 
technical in pianoforte work plays in the accomplish¬ 
ments of the virtuoso. When we listen to the artist, do 
we realize the marvelous action and control of the mus¬ 
cles exhibited, and the years of hard, daily work which 
lie behind the performance to which we have listened ? 
That a flexible, supple, evenly developed, perfectly 
controlled hand is necessary is understood by all. That 
this condition of the hand can be attained away from 
the keyboard by giving to each muscle a direct gym¬ 
nastic exercise, with thew hole attention fixed upon the 
one object, is self-evident. That the keyboard was never 
intended as a hand-developer, but simply as a convenient 
means of drawing the tones from the instrument, is also 
evident. 
The only practical device which fills this need of a 
simple, yet complete, gymnasium for the hands, which, 
while practical and efficient, shall also be within the 
reach of every pianist, is the Bidwell Pocket Hand- 
Exerciser,—an instrument so light and portable as to be 
easily carried in the pocket; so complete as to give a 
direct exercise for every muscle and combination of 
muscles of the wrist, hand, and finger, and yet allow of 
an unlimited rapidity of action while in use, and with 
any desired resistance to the muscle; so cheap that every 
pupil as well as every pianist can own one, and which, 
according to the testimony of those of our best and most 
experienced teachers who have already tested its merits, 
is the most complete and effective gymnasium for the 
hand which has yet been invented. An important 
feature of this little device is that it will allow of the 
greatest rapidity of action without varying the steadi¬ 
ness of the resistance to the muscle, and that it will adapt 
itself to every possible movement of the hand and finger 
and any weak portion of the hand can thus be built up 
as desired ; the extensor or lifting muscles can be de¬ 
veloped and thus overcome the tendency to the one sided 
flexor development given by overmuch keyboard prac¬ 
tice alone. We have the sole agency for Bidwell’s 
device, and can furnish them at $2.00 each. The profes¬ 
sion can have a discount from the prices. See advertise¬ 
ment elsewhere in this issue. 
“ Mazurka ” in E-flat, which we consider one of the best 
concert compositions that can be offered to the musical 
public. It is not a piece to be played off-hand, but will 
stand much study and practice. The careful editing and 
fingering by Mr. Sternberg add much to the usefulness 
of the piece. The phrasing is of prime importance, and 
must be carefully observed in order to assure the re¬ 
quisite rhythmic variety, thus avoiding the wooden 
execution so often found in compositions containing 
decided rhythm. 
The “Staccato Etude,” by Hause, will, we are 
certain, appeal to both teacher and pupil as a piece 
having both musical and technical value. The annota¬ 
tions by Mr. Mathews are not the least feature of this 
piece. 
A brilliant concert waltz that is also not difficult is 
somewhat of a rarity. We have found such a piece in 
“Concert Waltz,” by Leibbrand, revised by Maurits 
Leefson. We commend it to our readers as a thoroughly 
useful composition that will never fail to please either 
the public or the friends in the social circle. A delicate, 
graceful style is indispensable in the execution of this 
waltz, so that the ordinary characteristics of dance- 
rhythm are not in evidence. 
In these days of excitement the minds of all turn to 
thoughts of war. Music has always played a prominent 
part at such a time, and our readers who have been 
infected with the martial spirit will be pleased with the 
“Charge of the Hussars,” by Carl Heins. Give full 
play to the rhythmic feeling of a wild, headlong charge 
against the enemy to the accompaniment of screaming 
shell and singing bullets and the deep-toned shout of 
the dashing troopers. 
Mozart the melodious, Mozart the divine 1 Who is 
not cheered and lifted up by the gentle, soulful strains 
of the master of melody. The “ Minuet ” from the 
Symphony in E-flat is well known to those who have an 
opportunity to hear the great orchestras of the world 
and is a universal favorite. It is not difficult, and is sure 
to please those of our readers who are fond of ensemble 
playing, a practice we can not too strongly urge upon 
all * 
* * --— - x>raine, the well Vn 
teacher, who predicts a remarkable career for his hrtn 0i,io 
Young Wetmore has a great head of light hair simn. T P"Pl1' 
Paderewski. 8 ’81mi,ar Hat of 
Pa., is meeting with successin her violin lecture recital s ' 
on music life abroad. 8 an^ Wb 
The summer season of the Virgil Piano School will be uu , 
New York City from June Sth to July 16th. Mrs. A K ' 
W. 15th Street, will have charge of the school. The Music # 
Nat ional Association will be in session duringthisperiod, a„,W 
will be given a vacation in order to attend the session. ^ 
Dudley Buck’s passion cantata, “The Story of the Cross” 
rendered by the choir of Grace Church, Middletown N Y 
the direction of Mr. Harvey Wickham, on the evening of Anri n? 
The soloists were Mrs. Harvey Wickham, Miss Julia wlkhl 
Messrs. Harry Fisher, Zopher Green, and David Eilenherger Tu 
performance was very successful, and marks the third cants 
given by this choir during the present season. 
Edward Baxter Perry played at a matinee atKuliak's teal 
emv of Higher Pianisra in Berlin on March 22d, and gave a recital 
in Saal Bechstein on the 24th. Of the latter the “ Times» 0f fas 
lln writes as follows: “In Mr. Perry we have to deal with an artta 
of singular endowment. His dominant characteristic is refinement 
though I would not imply that lie lacks more robust qualities for la 
is possessed of force, energy, rhythm, and technic equal to the mem 
exacting demands. His tone is unique, having something of the 
quality of a stringed instrument, and he commands all styles of 
touch, from mere arpeggio whisperings to loudest tonal thunder. 
Mr. Perry completely won his audience, and met with a deservedly 
warm reception that grew more enthusiastic after each numberand 
ended in numerous recalls. The blind pianist of Boston has added 
another to the limited list of American successes in Berlin,” 
On March 29th .Mr. Perry gave a concert in Dresden with the as- 
sistanceof the American basso, W. L. Hubbard, and is now in Paris, 
where he was booked to appear on April 21st, 
Dr. Robert Gold beck has arranged an artistic and educational 
tour with the special purpose of enabling the people of other com¬ 
munities than the larger cities to hear the masterpieces of piano 
music. In connection with a recital he will arrange to stay in each 
place for several days, to give lessons to those who may desire them. 
He will conduct a summer school from July oth to August 27th. 
The operatic class of Mr. Charles R. Adams, Boston, Mass., gave 
its annual musicale last month. Parts of “Martha,” “Aida,” 
“Lucia,” and "Lohengrin,” were presented. 
The Faelten Pianoforte School, Boston, Mass., will hold a special 
summer session from July 11th to Augustl2th. A teachers’ course 
is to be a strong feature of the work. The instruction will be given 
in Steinert Hall. 
PRIZE ESSAY NOTICE. 
account of the very large number of essays 8ent 
and the extension of the time limit, the work of selecting 
the winners was not completed at the time of going to 
press The four prize essays will be printed in the June 
n timber. 
—— 
MUSIC IN THIS ISSUE. 
Travelers have given us interesting, delightfnl, and 
picturesque accounts of the carnival season i„ it£ 
cities. Every one surrenders himself to merrymaking 
reserve ts cast to the winds, abandon is the order of tt 
day, which becomes twenty four hours long “ r 
Carnival ” by Schmoll, a highly-esteemed teacher ami 
composer of Pans, does not give any picture of carnival 
t.me for mnstc can not do that; bnt it does display the 
gaiety, the hght-heartedness, which distinguishes the 
populace of an Haltan city during the carnival season. 
exertion “"7 9WiDg mn8t c,“erize the 
We hope oar patriotism will not be impugned because 
we have pnnted in our music supplement a Spanish 
dance. The “Havana.” by Wachs. refers to a stotet 
dance tn conrt costume, the name coming from a word 
w.„« 
resembles the sweep of the tail of the “ bird of Jnno .. 
There is also a French verb, pavaner, which means « to 
stmt. The rhythm must be well marked, and must 
convey the idea of rather slow, stately move,,™ 
sweep,ng courtesies, and profound obeisances, since flj 
dance was used at court. The rhythmic feature is ver^ 
essential in all these old dances. ^ 
The name of Lesehetitzky carries with it weight in 
the musical world. And yet he is not.so well known as a 
composer as he should be. We print in this number his 
we oner two numbers, diverse in charactei 
one a simple, modern ballad, “If We Live Aright ” b 
H. E. W. Jones-a pleasing little lyric such as any or 
can sing, since the expression is one of home-life and e, 
penence and direct simplicity of thought and expre' 
sion. “ My Mother Bids Me Bind My Hair, ” by Havdr 
is genumely pastoral in character, and a perfect exampl 
o the style of the older composers, who wrote for th 
voice according to the principles of the old Italian sine 
mg masters. We trust that all pupils of singing wil 
gne this air a careful study, since the better known it is 
the more fascinating does it become. 
For tlie younger students of music a little gem is i, 
exl. 7' , 7 » .to 
example of the musical style of the Leipzig master am 
ye a piece within the execution of young pupils. 
HOME NOTES. 
nr- zzzx* 
* * ai.x Mzz 2rr,de, c°" 
«”Ti!MRrarwiltamSTi1‘r;’SU"f *" COSt"me,'>' 
va-sung by a chorus of a l.mW,, "'"8 41 
directorship of Mr. Roscoe Hutr .nd .ith IT TT 'mde 
Provan, Janet Spencer, Wiiiiam „. 
«*1, Pugno* t^'grat 1Fren!hrlnffield’ a*"”’ Whe'e he gaTe a 
genius In the person of Master Ltah * neW ,m 
violinist of Springfield p,,,,,, ' ”,m°re, a fourteen-yea 
-do by Wienfa^kl was the ,ad ">a>' a ' 
rf sets? 4 
A concert in aid of the Peabody House, the pioneer in kinder¬ 
garten work in the United States, was given in Boston lately. Tbe 
entire program was made up of compositions by Mrs. Beach. 
President E. H. Scott, of the Interstate University System of 
Musical Instruction, Kansas City, Mo., will enter upon his fifth 
annual tour of interstate commencements May 23d. His tour this 
year will embrace nearly every State in the West, there being nearly 
two huudred branches of the Interstate System west of the Miss¬ 
issippi river. 
Mr. Calvin B. Cady will conduct a summer normal school Jn 
Studebaker ITall, Chicago, from June 23d to July 22d. A thorough 
course of lectures in analysis and teaching principles will begiren 
in connection with the pianoforte instruction. 
The American Conservatory will hold a summer normal session iu 
Kimball Hail, Chicago, from June 27th to July 30th. All branches 
of musical and dramatic art and special teachers’ courses hare been 
arranged for by Director John J. Hattstaedt. 
Mr. W. S. B. Mathews has arranged to form a summer class for 
piano teachers. The course that has been settled upon will include 
the principles of teaching from elementary to the higher artistic 
stages. The Mason system of technic will be a prominent feat¬ 
ure of the work of this school. Mr. Mathews’ address is UW 
Auditorium Tower, Chicago, Ill. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insei 1 
payable in advance. Copy must be received by tbe 20th o 
previous month to insure publication in the next number. 
A DISTINGUISHED EUROPEAN c0N’CE^ 
pianist (lady), with highest European 
and press notices, desires position as teacher and P' ^ 
in some large conservatory or college. Address 
particulars, salary, etc., M. S., care of Etude. 
Lj'UK SALE-A POLLMANN XXX VIOLIN, ■ 
J- a very flue Bow, the whole having cost 
Will be sold for $20.00 cash. Address H. E. "•< 
of The Etude. 
car* 
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I look forward with the utmost pleasure for each monthly 
number, and find it of the greatest help in teaching ; in 
fact, it is indispensable. John J. Bailey. 
“Anecdotes of Great Musicians, ” by W. F. Gates, 
appeals to a very large public ; has its merits in afford¬ 
ing glimpses of eminent composers; to be heartily 
recommended. W. S. B. Mathews. 
, new interest in the delightful subject of “Child 
Af-ja aroused by Prof. Sefton s “How to Teach: 
dm Qimiv ” I became his pupil again while study- 
H° olwimuiating little volume, in which his ideas are 
lr£d with such characteristic beauty and clearness. 
I«"I be appreciated by every —rio^cher. 
Please send me two volumes of “ First Dance Album ” 
Had it very interesting and useful in connection with 
Union's “ Foundation Materials and Mathews 
“findGrade Studies.” Mrs. F. T. Randall. 
Have received “ Reminiscences of a Musician’s Vaca¬ 
tion Abroad,” and find it all and more than it was repre¬ 
sented to be. It is a delightful book. 
Mrs. D. L. Lucas. 
Am highly pleased with “ The Music Teacher’s Class 
Book" and “Celebrated Pianists of the Past and 
Present.” 
Xatcst... 
publications 
*****)***** 
THEO. II3RESSER, 
1708 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
‘ el
Martha Anderson. 
I know of no music publishing firm that has and can 
simply all the needs of a teacher as does yours. 
w1 Mrs. E. H. Smith. 
1 never have found any one so prompt in filling orders, 
sogoodin sending music on selection, and so accommo¬ 
dating in every way as you have been. 
Nellie H. Abbott. 
I wish to acknowledge the receipt of the “ Album of 
Third and Fourth Grade Pieces,” by W. S. B. Mathews, 
also the “First Dance Album,” which are most worthy 
of praise. I like them very much indeed, and think 
they will be very valuable in teaching. 
Louise Bucher. 
Your11 Third and Fourth Grade Pieces ’ ’ received. It 
is fine in every respect. It having some old familiar 
friends, makes it the more valuable. 
Mrs. C. E. Holdridge. 
The volume “ Masters and Their Music ” came to-day, 
and I am very much pleased. I am showing it to my 
pupils, and recommending it as an addition to their 
musical libraries. Alice Tennant. 
I consider Clarke’s “ Pronouncing Dictionary of Musi¬ 
cal Terms ” the best of its kind that I have ever had the 
pleasure of examining, a copy of which should be in 
the bands of every teacher and student. 
Miss G. M. Mallett. 
I was so highly pleased with your music On Sale, and 
have already disposed of quite a lot of it, and believe I 
shall find a ready sale for all. Annie Babb. 
I am so thankful for the packages of On Sale music 
tint come every month. The pieces are well selected 
and such a help. Lizzie E. Richardson. 
Masters and Their Music” has reached me, and is 
’oy satisfactory. The sketches are comprehensive and 
De Programs characteristic. 
Mrs. Charles H. Turner. 
I have sent a copy of “ Music Talks,” by Tapper, for 
* 5 *he choir boys of St. James Church, Bal- 
uuby, England. I hope that the good lessons it teaches 
impress them, and that some will appreciate the 
ea which elevates, consoles, and illuminates. 
Alfred Grainger. 
The Third and Fourth Grade Pieces,” I am glad to 
that !,comPose(l °f fine and even classical music. I find 
art- vil* ^.mar^s 'which accompany some of the pieces 
Ua', e hints and a great help in rendering the 
Victor Kulp. 
V Tt 
ideas'^18 ,8nch a help in every way, giving new 
iiroproc • nPb°'fi>ng the theory and practice of the 
The Etc6 t€acher- 1 find I constantly “anticipate” 
Pleased ,l’ and when I read an article from it I am 
i«ek’> q fn 801116 one says “Yon told us that last 
rocouraw™ IT! raa8az>ne is doing good, uplifting and 
o ng the teacher. Miss Kinnie E. Smith. 
apart^n'f ^et al°ng without The Etude ; it has become 
much as it a.Prominent part, of my school welfare, inas- 
ifivice and f’1Ves ?° rauch genuine, every-day, practical 
music teai'heX^er'ence’ which is altogether essential to 
vnlarwa trYlnS to keep abreast with the present 
instruction broa<^enefi methods of both vocal and piano 
Miss Carrie Barto. 
thanks tolnl0*-6 thisletter without again expressing my 
j “ tor such a unique journal as The Etude. 
Any of the following sent post¬ 
paid on receipt of marked price. 
Complete catalogues sent free 
on application. To responsible teachers we will send on 
examination any of our publications at special prices. 
Mail orders solicited and filled to all parts of the country. 
2363. Smith, Wilson G. Etudes Arabes¬ 
ques on an Original Theme. Grade 
yjjl.. net 1 00 
This composition consists of a theme with varia¬ 
tions, but is unique iu this respect that each variation 
is so constructed as to develop a special rhythmic 
ficure involving eacli a special technical principle. 
The etudes, twenty-one in number, are, in a high 
degree, musicianlv, and will afford interest and stun- 
ulus to the student of composition as well as valuable 
drill to the piaver. Mr. Smith has added to his 
reputation by this work, which shows great ingenuity 
as well as true melodic character. 
2377. Godard, B. Lamartine. Fragment 
Poetique No. 1. Grade V. 3a 
This piece, which is meant to illustrate a verse from 
Lamartine, is poetic in itself. A plaintive imitation 
of haip effects by means of rolled chords ami a smoothly 
flowing melodic portion with someattractlve rhythmic 
features make up the musical strength of this piece. 
2381. Streabbog, L. Op. 140, No. 4. Win¬ 
ter Evening (Soirees d Hiver) Pol- 
ka Mazurka. Grade I. M 
A composition suitable for the young pupil, and a 
good example of a dance form. 
2389 Muller, Aug. Cradle Song. Grade I. 
. ,jIm,|c little melodv, with an accompaniment 
mostlyln braken chords.’ Just the thing to use wtih 
pupils to develop a taste for good music. 
2390. Goerdeler, R. Onward Chrietian 
Soldiers. Transcription. Grade 
ill... 
Another of Mr. Gocrdeler’s interceding and auccras- 
f.,i arrangements of a standard liymn-tune. The 
and public concert 
2402. Mozart, W. A. Turkish Rondo. ^ 
Grade III.. , 
SViId rlwthmic q«am> that teiis of the percussive 
character of barbarian music. 
A^wd encore song, or suitable for a set of several 
to be sung in succession. 
w* “Sg’£faTvolcey■ ‘oSJmL? 116 
2405. Bachmann G. Ps-troi of the MuS 35 
kptssrs. Gnuic III.---.. 
A nmrah, with 
ing feature fro"' * *“IWI1i,„e„t of staccato notes 
“amisfaTteniadug full staccato chords. 
2407. Bebr, F. Op. 575, N°- 11 of ^ 
A 2wy.!2£ — paniment in broken-chord form. 
2409. Davis, Theo. W. Op. 20, No. 1. Le 
Debut. Polka Mazurka. Grade II. 35 
A composition with a great deal of “swing” to the 
melody. It requires clean, careful phrasing. The 
leading technical characteristic is a two-note group in 
succession, similar to the familiar two-finger exercises 
of Mason’s Touch and Technic. 
2410. Davis, Theo. W. Op. 20, No. 2. Le 
Debut Valse. Grade II. 35 
A little waltz, suitable for pupils’ recitals or the 
home circle. It contains a variety of useful technic 
practice. 
2412. Wandelt, B. Op. 13, No. 1. The 
Little Soldier. Grade II.- 30 
One of those useful little nieces, in strong rhythmic 
form, which are always useful as a means of Interest¬ 
ing young pupils. Some left-hand work. 
2413. Marseilles Hymn. (Arranged for 
Four Hands.) Grade II. 20 
A broad, sonorous arrangement of tlie French 
National Hymn, that will afford useful practice in 
chord playing, at the same time bringing out tbe 
upper or nielody note. 
2414. Engelmann, H. The Volunteer. 
March and Two-Step. Grade III... 30 
A good, stirring two-step, sure lo lie |>opu!ar with 
players and hearers. There is no distinctive technical 
feature in the piece. 
2415. Hall, R. Jefferson. Danse de Pierrot. 
Grade III.. 30 
A very characteristic piece, with well-marked 
rhythms and smooth flowing diatonic passages. 
2416. Ortlepp, L. Op. 2. To Arms! Grade 
II. 20 
A march of tlie quickstep style, thirds and sixths 
used freelv, in alternation with octaves and diatonic 
passages. Will be found very available for the reed- 
organ. 
2417. Rheinlander, J. Op. 09, No. 2. 
Heart's Desire. Grade IV. 10 
Somewhat of the nocturne or mmanxa order, with 
useful accompaniment work lor the left hand, and a 
syncopated accompaniment In the right, to a melody 
also played with ilie right hand. The filial elabora¬ 
tion is very brilliant and effective. 
2418. Hall, R. Jefferson. I Doubt It. (For 
Medium Voice.) Grade II. 30 
A good song for encore or parlor use, set to a semi- 
humorous text, 
2419. Hall, R. Jefferson. Slumber Song. 
(For Medium Voice.) Grade II. 30 
A well-written song, useful for teaching or concert 
purposes. 
2420. Zitterbart, F. La Premiere Dan- 
seuse. (For Four Hands.) Grade 
hi  40 
A brilliant salon or concert piece, with Interesting 
work for both players. Tbe effect is much beyond the 
difficulty of the piece. 
2421. Behr, F. Bon-Bon Polka. Grade II.- 35 
A seductive polka rbytlim and a taking melody 
make a combination sure to p ease. Considerable 
use is iiiaduof broken chords and sixths; staccato is 
freely used with small phrases. 
2422. Neustedt, Oh. Op. 107. Carillon 
of Louis XIV. Grade III. 40 
A good " bell” piece; the chime* in tbe belfry being 
well Imitated. Rich harmonic*, «cnle passage*, deli¬ 
cately executed, and short phrases abound, as is gen¬ 
erally the case in such pieces. 
2423. Mayer, Ch. Op. 121, No. 10. Valse 
Sentimentale. Grade V. 30 
A brilliant drawing-room or concert piece byjin 
accomplished performer. It can bo used to great 
advantage with pupils for tbe development of artistic 
playing. 
2424. Schmoll, A. Op. 72. Rondo alio 
Polacca. Grade III. 40 
The true polacca rhythm la present with J1 the 
Irregular, yet graceful figure* that sometime, abound ; 
hellhole niece beings masterly roniiKj.ltiou by .n 
eminent French teacher, and uaofuf for technical 
advancement as well as musical interest. 
2425 Mendelssohn, F. Prelude in E Mi- 
' nor. Grade V. ^ 
A fine study in brokou chorda with a melody largely 
I,, ,Se tenor’ register. The harmonic contrasts are 
rich and full of power. A standard corn position. 
2426. Schmoll, A. Op. 54 March of the 
Crusaders. Grade II.s” 
A well-marked march movement and strong melodic 
qualities joined to moderate technical demands, pre¬ 
sent a useful piece. 
2436. Kauffmann, Fritz Op. 10, No. 2. 
Humoreske Waltz, (trade III.. 30 
A dashing waltz, brilliant and effective. It contains 
intereating bnt ait difficult left-hand passage*. 
2437. Raff, Joachim. From Suite Op. 102, 
No. 3. A Rustic Dance. Grade III. 20 
A melody for right hand, with an aeconi|S»nying 
figure ill the same hand, later transfer ret to 'be bH, 
_Siie the right brings out a rich, sonorous melodv, 
make* a piece useful a. well a* attractive to pupils. 
yihJad the well-known melodious qualities of Raff. 
158 THE ETUDE 
FINE COLiLiECTIONS FOR 
TEACHING PURPOSES... 
jfirst ant> Second (Srafce 
lpicccs ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
(Jltanharh Gbirh anfc jfourtb (Srabe 
jjMeCCS ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥ 
Compiled for the Piano by 
W. S. B. JVIATHEWS. 
(p® jt 
Designed to accompany the celebrated and 
universally used Standard Graded Course of 
Studies by the same compiler. 
jt jt jt 
No more valnable books of compositions have ever been 
published—culled and selected from the best teaching 
material in their respective grades; in all piano liter¬ 
ature—popular classical and semi-classical—something 
suitable for any pupil in addition to that contained in 
the regular course. 
Price of eacb, * » * $1.00. 
Durably and Substantially Bound. 
Address Publisher* 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
/n usie: 
Its Ideals and JVIethods 
¥¥¥¥ 
71 COLLECTION of Essays for Voting 
J1 Teachers. Amateurs, and Students, 
relating to Music considered as 
an Art and Literature, and to Problems 
of Plano Teaching. + + + + + 
**** 
By the author of “How to Understand Music,” “A Porn 
!ar History of Music,” “Studies in Phrasing.” P 
‘Standard Grades,” “ Primer of 
Musical Form,” etc., etc. 
Prise, Bound In Cloth, $1.50. 
M"HIS work> whi<* contains about 75,000 words 
is flrst important literary work whic’ 
Mr. Mathews has published since the seconc 
volume of “ How to Understand Music ” and hit 
“ History of Music.” 
The matter is arranged in Two Parts: Part On. 
contains Essays upon The Nature of Music It. 
Educational Value, Composers, such as Beethoven 
Schumann, Liszt, and Brahms; on Songs and Song 
Singing, and a variety of topics interesting u 
students generally. 
Part Second relates to Plano Teaching, and con 
sists of short Essays upon leading problems of thit 
kind of art to which Mr. Mathews has given s. 
much attention. 
The work as a whole is undoubtedly one of tin 
most important literary productions he has evei 
had published. 
Published by 
THEO. PRESSED, 
1708 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia. 
FOR ALL WHO TEACH 
How to Teach ^ 
How to Study i 
price, 
+ + BY E. 7UT. SEFTON 
= = 50 Cents. 
Tcuo jNeui Collections of 
Standard and Popular Songs. 
s 
TANDARD ENGLISH SONGS.., 
[TANDARD SONGS BALLADS 
The young teacher, or one about to enter the profession, 
is in need of guidance quite as mueh as the pnpii. Very 
little has been put in book form that relates to the 
teacher’s work. Mr. Sefton has had extended experience 
in training young teachers. His efforts in the normal 
field have been very successful. His “ Teachers’ Class 
Book ” is generally used by teachers who wish a system¬ 
atic record. This is a work designed to aid the teacher. 
It touches on every phase of teaching. Every difficulty 
which confronts the teacher is met. It were better that 
even the older teacher studied the hook. There is such 
a thing as doing a thing for years, and doing it wrong 
unconsciously. He is the best teacher who is most anx¬ 
ious to improve his method of imparting knowledge, and 
be prepared to receive advice. It relates solely to the 
idea of how to get the best work out of the pupil. 
Published. by 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
A Charming 
JWusieal Novel., 
j Hlcestis 
The Tale of a Musician’s Career. 
This novel is one of the best musical tales in all liter¬ 
ature. The plot, of absorbing interest, is sustained 
throughout. The impression left on the reader is most 
beneficial to higher musical study. 
Price, Bound in Cloth and Cold, $1.00. 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
8,000 SOLD. 
=30= 
SELECTED STUDIES. 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. 
Selected from Opus 45, 46, and 47. 
PRICE $1.50. 
AHhntl hl Albert R088 Par8°n8’ Ca,Tl" B* Cad,, krthnr Foote, Edward Baxter Perry, John S Fan 
Clere, Wilson G. Smith, and Charles W. Landon. 
These fetudes are carefully fingered and 
d?sc°rib^dedn1amedde 4^ ■ated, the remarks containing valuable hints’anddR 8000 
turns as to touch, style, and meS 0f stuT ? 
the finest edition of these valuable 6tudes ever pubShed* 
Address Publisher, 
1708 Ph ,yHE?D0RE PRESSER, 
1708 Chestnut Street, . Philadelphia, Pa 
MUSIC WRITING PENS 
°r menu, 
THEO. PRESSER 
-708 CHESTNUT ST.. PhSSelphu. PA. 
Priee 75 Cents Hash ... 
-*0^0*- 
The first contains all that is good in English song liter¬ 
ature—67 songs by the best writers. 
The second contains popular songs by the best English 
composers, also such as Gounod, Pinsnti, Tosti, etc. 
Both volumes are embellished by beautiful title pages 
containing eight good portraits of the most celebrated 
song writers. Good paper aud printing make the volumes 
all that conld be desired. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
f^QSy 1 )ance /Husic 
jfii'st Dance album. 
—*o<£o«- 
PRICE 75 CEfiTS. 
-*0^0*- 
A collection of 80 pages of dance music of all kinds, 
nothing of greater difficulty than the second grade. 
Carefully selected. For a collection of very easy music 
nothing better can be had. 
Printed and bound in our usual fine and substantial 
style. 
tolls Lied toy 
THEO. PRESSER, 1708 Chestnut St.,Philadelphia 
'selected octave studies 
FOB 
Equal Development of Both Hands- 
WITH 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER. 
PRICE 7C CENTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spindler, Hunten, Berttnl. Kullak, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value 
FIFTY LESSONS 
FOR THE 
Medium Part of the Voice 
Revised After the Latest Editiotu 
OPUS 9. 
HY .J. CON CONE. 
PRICE 50 CENTS. 
A new good edition of these popular vocal studies. 
Can be used by any teacher with any method. 
Liberal discount to the profession. 
Published by THEO. PRESSER, 
STATION A. PJIII.ADM.PHIA, PA- 
PRIZE ESSAY flNt> COMPOSITION NUMBER. 
A Fand-D@©K of- fflusteal Lifeepafeure 
..A VALUABLE COLLECTION.. 
Serving a Unique and Original Purpose 
SIGHT 
READING 
AbBUn- 
Selected, 
Edited and An¬ 
notated by 
CHARLES W. 
LANDON. 
• 
PRICE 
$1.00 
A series of progressively-arranged pieces for the Piano, 
by the best composers, for the development of 
Rapid Sight Reading 
and Correct Musical Interpretation. 
\k 
Editorial Notes. 
Woman’s Work in Music . 
M. T. N. A. Outline Programme. 
Musical Items...•••••••. ,,7 i 
Thoughts,Suggestions, and Advice. j®I 
Music Teachers’ National Couvention. j®' 
Prize Composition Contest  ijE 
Broader1 Musicianship Needed. Robert Braine. First Prize ^ 
Do^Teaehers Teach ?' J. "b Kline '- ’ Secoml'PrizeEssay ..... J <« 
Music a Moral Force. Elizabeth M. Clarke. ’1 bird Prize Essay 17j 
R^sangi?/enoSiv.'Sij;ii^' Fourth Prize &say. m 
The Musical Amateur. M. Blackwood  
An American Musician...........-.--. | 
Something for Nothing. H. C. .  ^ 
175 
The Pronunciation of Russian Names. 
Josef Hofmann. Alexander McArthur. 17fi 
Advantage^o^Music*.VtudenUta*VariousEuroisBM*CMt«T»- V, ^ 
How to Make Music Studios ‘!”, 
S&T3S£Bffi: .:7::: j«l 
Teaching a Business -.""Alimi'er.’.  LSI 
Two Distinct Classes of Pupils- Jf° ,,s Zrrj„(  181 
The Technical Names of Hsnnpn^L ■ . -. iso 
A Chapter on Arpeggios. T. L.Metmty  )H2 
Rhythmical Practice. Q mm0rt. m 
The Principles of Musical t euagogy. .183 
Music and Manners. ..184, Ikt 
Vocal Department. By If- W. Greene --  )wi 
What Made Me a Musician. . . jw, 
American Guild of Organists .-•••• •■   m 
Examination Questions in Music, ill ••••••*. Iks 
Prize Essay Contest..187 
Publisher’s Notes.. 
For Clubs, Classes, 
and Private Students .... 
jt jt jt 
The . . . 
/Wasters 
and Their US1C 
By... 
W. S. B. MATHEWS, 
Author of “How to Understand Music,*' 
“A Popular Hlatory of Muaic,** 
«• Music; Ita Ideal* and Method*,'* etc., etc. 
The work gives embodiment to an entirely new idea. Mr. Landon 
as made a special study of the working of a pupil’s mind in learn- 
to read at sight, and he here gives the musical profession, the 
r.®uUs. His series of observations and experiments in this specialty 
5^teen years. The introduction gives ideas never before in 
print. The book has over eighty pages, and every piece is the 
C oictst and most charming music, the result of many years of 
carefui search among the best things of foreign and American com- 
j**ntion$. After serving their purpose for sight-reading, there has 
n nothing finer, or even equal to it, published for study and 
memorizing. The music is of such a high order that it has great 
I Ue ^or refinement of taste and for general musical instruction- 
eachers of experience Will be pleased to find in it some of the 
Sorter 
price, Clotb-bounD, $1.50. 
THE WORK CONSIST* OF 
PART I. The Masters and Their Music. 
PART II- Modern Masters and American Composers. 
7UVUSIO 
PRICK IN SHKKT 
Danzonelt*. A. TJ’f’1" :;.. 
Impromptu. F. Br2n'!eE„"""\\.'.  
The Blacksmith. e. Ft’.i"--.  
Turkish March. BUM...  
Star-Spangled Banner. C. T . ••- . 
Scherzo. BieJfwd .....•••• • • •  
«on«hir M.-v. * :• :::::::::: 
It May be Love. L- ..  
PORM , 
.80.3® 
. .80 
,. .30 
.18 
,. .80 I 
,. .20 
.. .85 
.. .20 
.. .80 
movements from their favorite classics. 
/h 
““Wished by.... 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
(Street. 
Sub#?Tiption $1.50 jer Year. 
PUBLISHED BY 
, Jt jt Jt 
HE First Part oontain* material for Ten Mueioa1 
Evenings or Classes, consisting of Biograph¬ 
ical and Critical Annotations, carefully select^ Musical 
Illustrations, etc., relating to Bach. Handel. Il»jdu, 
Mozart, Schubert. Beethoven, Mendelssohn. Chopin. 
Schumann, and Liszt; calculated to sl.ovr what kind 
of music they wrote, the relations and differences be¬ 
tween the composers, and to give an idea of the true 
place of each in Musical Art. 
There ie also in addition a Second Part, contain- 
inir Six Musical Evenings or Programs prepared with 
equal care upon Brahme. Orieg, trotUchaUc and 
MnrDowell Arthur Foote and Mrt. It. It- A Beach, 
^charwenka, Jenten and Podereweki. Ituhiu.lein and 
Techaikowih/. and miscellaneous programs of American 
Composers. 
jt jt jt 
Published by ... 
1708 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
THEO. PRESSER. 
.mao C+ PHShilpInhi*. Pa. 
